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Alien Abduction.

Physical Mark
A lady, on awaking one morning in 1994 found a mysterious dark “ bruise “ the shape of Great

Britten, 4” high, under the navel on the right hand side, and quite painful. No idea how it got there,

and lasted for weeks. On another occasion she remembers having a “ dream “, and awoke feeling she

was being carried, and feeling “ icy cold “, then fell back asleep. Another night, around 3:00 AM, she

awoke to see a brilliant white light outside her bedroom window. On numerous occasions just on the

point of falling asleep, she feels as if she has lost all of the power of her body, and unable to move.

Spiritual or Real Experience?

A lady told me of “ unusual “ experiences that had been happening to her from the age of six. She would

have “ out of the body “ experiences where she was ‘ somewhere also ‘, but still able to hear her mother in

the kitchen. Unable to awaken fully, but willing herself to. Then suddenly burst open her eyes fully startled,

knowing that something unusual had occurred. She thought that these things were normal, and that everybody

had these experiences.

When sixteen, she felt as if she would levitate off the bed. The bed would start rocking, and felt if she would

start lifting off the bed. Frightened of this, she would grab the edge of the bed in an attempt to hold herself

down.

When twenty five, she had a most unusual “ dream “. She floated through the ceiling of the bedroom and into

a small craft where she saw people. One Man was very tall and human looking. She had to bend her neck to

look up at him he was so tall. He was seven feet tall. He was dressed in a long white robe, sandals on his feet,

fair hair cut the same as the Ancient Romans. His name was “ SUMNA “. She was taken in this craft she calls

a “scout ship “, up into a huge “ mother ship “
.

They entered the “ mother ship “ from underneath, and up a ramp. Inside the “ mother ship “ was full of 1000 ’s

of people. The People were all “ beautiful “. She was then taken to see a very old Man, the only really old

person she remembers seeing there. He was so old that she got the impression that he was “ ancient “. After

talking with the “ old man “, she was again taken back to the “ scout ship “ and landed in a place she could not

identify. She could feel the cool night air on her bare arms. ( she was still only dressed in her night cloths ) She

remembers walking with the tall man somewhere, but does not remember anything ofwhere she went.

The next thing she remembers is walking out of a huge white “ temple “ type building. The steps leading up

into the “ temple “ were rounded on either side. There were large columns in its construction. ( she has no

memory of being inside, only coming out ) Once she stepped outside of the “ temple “, she felt within herself

that she knew all of the secrets of the Universe. This was given to her when inside the “ temple “. She turned

and said to the tall Man, “ I will not forget any of this “, and he replied, “ Yes you will “. Sumna then looked

at her and said “ always believe in the Creator, for he is real. Every one in the Universe believes in Him “. She

then said to Sumna, “does not your name mean God “? and he answered, “ I am not He, but I am the leader of

our race, and the leader takes the name of the Creator, and we do not believe it is blasphemous “. Now at the

foot of the steps they see a beggar sitting there. Sumna gently places his sandaled foot upon the beggar and

pushes him aside. Sumna was asked “ how could you do something like that ?. “ You are all so kind and loving

“. Sumna replied, “ He is a mistake, we demand perfection here “. They both went back to the “ scout ship
“

and she was told things of her future, and that she should remember him when she is troubled. And that she

will remember things as she needs to as life goes on. That they have been together before, and will be together

again. She then remembers going back down through the roof and back into her bed.



Next morning when she awoke, she thought of this “ dream but noticed something very unusual. Her whole

body was surrounded by an Aura, very visible and warm, extending 10 inches out from her body. She felt a
“

pure love “ and understanding which lasted about half an hour. She has thought about the incident many times

over the years and is convinced that it was real and really did happen as she remembers it. She also found a

triangle group of puncture mark scabs on the inside of her leg at knee level. She also said that she was cured

of serious gall bladder problems and that medical x-rays show lesions on the gall bladder where operated on,

but she bares no physical scar. This baffled her Doctor.

LOST TIME

In March 1993 a lady from Lismore in northern N.S.W. was driving home on the Bruxner Highway from

Casino when an unexplained thing occured. She was approaching McKey’s Hill at around 10:00 PM and fol-

lowing another car,suddenly she saw what she thought was a lot of “ shooting stars “ with tails shooting across

the sky horizontal to the ground. Both cars slowed down because of what was happening ahead.

A large white “ light “ decended and landed in the field on the right hand side next to the road. “ This all

seemed to happen in slow motion “, said the lady. The strange thing is that it took the lady one hour to

drive home from there, and did not remember the actual drive home, just arriving. Where the trip would have

normally taken 15 minutes from McKey’s Hill.

Return to Home Page

More Abduction cases ( coming soon )
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Missing Time

A fisherman from Coffs Harbour when phoning me to report a UFO sighting at the Coffs Harbour Jetty one

evening, told me of another strange incident that occurred to him some time ago.

He was about 10 Kim out to sea off Coffs Harbour fishing alone in his medium sized motor boat. He had been

fishing for a number of hours, and had quite a catch on board. He looked at his watch and noted that the time

was 1 1 :30pm. He thought to himself that he had better head to shore and get the catch offto market, otherwise

he would have to keep the fish in the chillers over the week-end. He remembers starting the motor of his boat,

and sitting on the stem to begin his 10 Kim journey back to shore. The next thing he remembers is looking

at his watch again. This time it was now well after 2:00am and the enexplainable thing was, that he was still

10 Kim off shore. He said he had been heading directly into shore, but after three hours, he was no further

advanced on his return journey. It was a clear starry night, and he had seen something unusual in the sight sky

earlier in the evening. He had noticed a “ star “ like light that looked different to the other stars in the sky. It

was stationery for a while, then moved at a steady pace over the inland until it just went out. Now 2:30 am, and

still 10 Kim out to sea, the fisherman continued his journey to Coffs Harbour. When he eventually arrived and

unloaded his catch, he was now too late to pack his fish for the markets, and had to freeze his catch otherwise

he would have lost the lot. To this day he is puzzled by the three hours of lost time from that strange night at

sea, and is looking forward to his Hypnotherapy session to see what he may have encountered.

Go to next Abduction

Return to Home Page
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1 . 1955 ADELAIDE, South Australia. A 10 year old girl, Janet X., was being treated for a slight nervous

disorder. Whilst under hypnosis for this condition she recounted a story of her interaction with aliens and

a flying saucer. Whilst in trance she spoke of being in a saucer with three “men”, and of visiting a planet

with an advanced society

2. 11 August 1966 VICTORIA. A Miss Marlene Travers, of Melbourne, is reported to have observed a large

silver disc land near her. It is claimed that she was abducted and raped by an alien wearing a loose fitting

metallic green tunic. Investigations reveal that this account is most likely a journalistic hoax.

3. 1971 GLADSTONE, Queensland. A Finnish couple, Ben and Helen K. left Gladstone at about 11.35 p.m.

and upon arrival in Rockhampton found that only 40 minutes had passed on a trip which would normally

take much longer. In addition to the rapid trip they could not recall passing through intervening places

although they recall seeing an unusual green light at one stage. Their 1971 Valiant sedan was reportedly

covered with a thin film of odourless oil, and unusual marks were noted on the car’s bonnet. Attempts at

hypnotising the couple were unsuccessful.

4. July 1972 and subsequent times. FRANKSTON, Victoria In early 1972 a Mrs Maureen Puddy reported

observing a disc shaped object in the sky. Later in July she related that her car stopped itself as the same

object hovered overhead. Several months later she recounted being “mentally” abducted into a room, and of

observing an entity there. This latter event occurred whilst two other people were physically present with

Mrs Puddy but they only reported that Mrs Puddy lapsed into unconsciousness. On a later occasion she said

the entity again appeared to her when she was driving the car.

5. 1973 SPRINGWOOD, New South Wales. One night 2 men were asleep in a caravan on a remote building

site, when one was awoken by a blue light projecting from a hovering aerial disc. A time lapse occurred of

some 2 hours. He felt that some “beings-Caucasian types” were somehow involved.

6. 1974 CANBERRA, Australian Capital Territory. Two young women felt compelled to get into their car

which then allegedly drove itself to a certain spot. They were escorted by a brilliant white light source.

Vague human shapes were seen as well as strange noises heard. There was an episode of “missing time”

involved.



7. 1975/76 SYDNEY, New South Wales. A women recalls that as a young girl, aged 4-5 years, she saw a

small being with large eyes in her bedroom during the day time. She had little conscious recall of details of

the event other than that she felt she went “somewhere else”.

8. September 1978 JINDABYNE, New South Wales. Two young men, out hunting, reported seeing a bright

white spherical light on the ground some little distance away. Next night it was seen again. In 1983 one

of the men began to recall memories of a 2 hour time lapse on one of those nights. One memory was

of the 2 men being floated into a room where they were placed on a table and examined by tall, white

coloured beings.

9. 1978-1982 NEW SOUTH WALES. A Sydney woman woke up feeling agitated and heard a voice. Figures

appeared and said to come with them. She went through a doorway into a room where she watched a scene

on a screen. This screen showed pictures of her future life, which later came true. The case is currently

under active investigation.

10. 1976 ELLIOTT, Northern Territory. An old man is said to have been abducted after a bright object

landed near him. Beings alighted and took him aboard. He said they asked him questions about life on Earth

and our activities, before they returned him unharmed to the pick up point.

11. 1976 Country New South Wales. A 3 1 year old woman was overcome by a feeling of sickness,

whilst vacuuming her house. 3 strange figures were seen in front of her. There was apparently telepathic

communication and advice that she had to go with them. The next thing she remembers is it was 5 hours

later and her fiancee had arrived home.

12. February 1976 HOBART, Tasmania. A man and his wife had gone to bed, and she fell asleep leaving

him awake. Suddenly through the closed door came 3 figures. One tried to put a bag over the man’s

legs in an apparent abduction attempt. He attempted to awake his wife, whereupon the figures departed

through the window.

13. Mar 1977 GISBORNE, New Zealand. Three women were involved in an apparent abduction case in

the midst of a large UFO flap. Regression hypnosis on one women revealed a story of entering an object

and talking to an entity.

14. 10 Jan 1978 BAKERS CREEK FALLS, New South Wales. Gary R had been driving alone in the early

hours of the morning when he found himself unaccountably stationary on the side of the road at 5 a.m.

He was unable to clearly remember the previous 160km. Whilst stationary he noted a really bright light

hovering some distance away. Although he tried to get close to it he could not.

15. Feb 1978 BALADONIA, Western Australia. A memory lapse of 3-3 1/2 hours is said to have been

associated with the observation of two unusual lights. During this time a 30 year old truck driver says he

recalls: “...talking to somebody about inventing something... also I remember speaking with two voices...”

Investigators have been unable to leam more about this account.

16.21 October 1978 BASS STRAIT. 20 year old Frederick Yalentich disappeared over Bass Strait whilst

flying a Cessna aircraft between Melbourne and King Island. One of the suggestions put forward was that

he had been abducted by the occupants of an object which he reported observing just before radio contact

was lost with him.

17. 1979 NILDOTTIE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Don and Jack recounted an abduction experience, which is

alleged to have occurred near the River Murray. They were preparing for dinner when beings entered their

house. They experienced a time lapse and next thing they were standing by a large silver craft. They were

subjected to psychological testing for several hours before realising they were back at their kitchen table.



18. 1979 MELBOURNE, Victoria. A man named Mark retired to bed one night at about 11 p.m. Shortly

after closing his eyes he lost all sense of sound and feeling and he found himself travelling in a tunn el

through space. Looking forwards he noted a light at the end of the tunnel. His next awareness was of

lying on a table in a “craft”. He was medically examined by 3 beings, after which he panicked and then

awoke in his own bed.

19. 5 Feb 1979 LAWITTA, Tasmania. At about 9 p.m. an intense white light lit up the bonnet of a car driven

by a young man. The car engine stopped, the radio went dead and the lights went out. Later that evening

the man was picked by police in Hobart for driving the car without lights. They found him to be in a dazed

condition and he did not know where he was. He was taken to hospital apparently suffering from shock. The

man wished no further investigation of the matter.

20. 24 October 1981 PORT LINCOLN, South Australia. Two young men, Messrs P. and J. were travelling

in a car near Port Lincoln when they encountered “a white endless space” where a time loss of several

hours is said to have occurred. During this lost time they have vague memories of a “being” and recalled

“...walking into a big room”. Just prior to the “space” they had been watching a mysterious light in

the sky. Arrangements to have the men undergo a full investigation including hypnotic regression were

unsuccessful.

21. 1983 New Zealand. A Chinese woman was awoken during the night to feel intense heat and hear 3 men
speaking. Later she walked through a door into a UFO. There were 6 non human ugly “men” present. She

was undressed by the men. She then found herselfback in her own bed, naked.

22. 1983 DARWIN, Northern Territory. 16 year old Simon reported a series of events which included a night

time close encounter, a number of dreams and also observations of entities about the house. An investigation

revealed a possible psychological explanation for the events.

23. 1988 (?) ADELAIDE, South Australia. A man reported that he was in 2 way communication with aliens

via an implant in his ear. During an investigation he revealed that he had undergone 2 apparent out-of-body

experiences where he was “sucked out” of his body. He indicated that during these experiences he had

been taken onboard a UFO.

24. 1989 ADELAIDE, South Australia. A 34 year old married woman relates at least 3 episodes of unusual

experiences. Firstly a bedside entity at age 11. Secondly a “time loss” in 1977 when she found herself in a

“room” with beings and Earth children. Thirdly in 1989 she materialised in a “room” with alien beings.

25. Undated ADELAIDE, South Australia. A man reported a number of abduction events. Apparently beings

materialised in his bedroom, and as he became aware of their presence he feel asleep. He recalls on one

instance being wheeled down a long shiny corridor into a room. He then found himself on a operating table.

Later he found himselfback in his own bed.

SOURCES AND NOTES
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Original Drawing.

Details refined. Neck shortened, nose has no bridge, but wrinkles and looks like a monkies nose, eyes protrude

something like a frog, lower lip protrudes out, no coller bone, muscley upper chest that protrudes,thick upper

arm, eyes black ( like an eye within an eye) and no eye lids. They all have their different individual features,

like we do. They each have their own personality. The group respect the one in charge. And they are mischevi-

ous in their own way. The crown of the skull is divided as in the drawing.

Thank you Lisa for sharing your experiences, and enlightening my research efforts.

Return to Home Page
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Lisa has had many contacts with these People ( that is

what they wish to be refered as, People )

Beginning at the age of fourteen (14), and continuing till

this day. This drawing is not 100% accurate as to how
she remembers them, so we are still working on them

to refine details. This person is the leader in charge of

the group, and of the medical procedures. His name is

either Isaac or Zachary. He is gentle and has a sense of

humour.



Dreams relating to possible UFO and Alien Abduction.

Many people who have contacted me regarding possible abduction, seem to describe similar feelings, events

and details. It is interesting how people unknown to each other, and great distances apart, can relate similar

events and details. It can only be concluded that they are all experiencing something real, and from a similar

source with similar intentions.

Scene.

Lying in bed at night, in the privacy of your own home, and preparing for sleep. You may have your partner

sleeping right beside you. You close your eyes and slowly settle down and relax. You are now in a shallow

sub - conscious state of mind just before falling to sleep.

NOTE: Not all experiences begin in this state of mind. Some occur in a fully conscious state while walking

around or driving. While some are fully asleep. I am only explaining a scenario of events.

White Light.

One of the first things to indicate an “out of the ordinary” presence, is the bright white light described. Some-

times, this bright white light may fill several rooms within a house. Or just the one room that you may be in. I

will centre the events within the bedroom because it seems to be the most common.

This light, although very bright, is often described as a ‘majestic’ pure white that does not hurt your eyes when

looking onto it. This light can be seen with your eyes open or closed. Sometimes the light moves around the

room in a more condensed form, but mainly described as filling the whole room. The light does not seem to

cast shadows, and is from an unknown source. Sometimes a bright luminous blue light is described.

A Presence Felt.

At this stage, you may feel as though you are fully awake but unable to move your body. As if your mind is

fully awake, but your body is paralysed and unable to move.

You are thinking to yourself that “something is going on here”, but unable to respond. Sometimes you can

respond, and attempt to awaken your partner laying beside you, but you are unable to awaken them. You are

now left to deal with this yourself. A figure may appear from out of the light, or just from nowhere. Maybe

two or three figures. You can tell that they are different. They may be small grey beings with large heads

in proportion to their bodies. Have large black almond shape eyes. The typical description of the commonly

described ‘Greys’. Or, as described on some occasions, taller beings. The reality of it is, that you are being

visited by an ‘unknown’ presence. Sometimes ‘they’ may walk in ‘through’ the wall or closed door.

Contact
Disabled by the white light, you may now feel an ‘electrical vibration’ throughout your body. You are now in

their control. They may sit upon your bed. You can feel the bed sink under their weight. They may touch your

legs, but you still can not move. They may stroke your forehead as ifto comfort you. They may apply pressure

to various parts of your body. Usually around the head area. Usually this is the last you may remember until

you awaken, then knowing that something strange has happened to you, but just can not remember. Some-

times you recall being physically carried. Or ‘floating’ through the ceiling, like an out of the body experience

( O.B.E. ) Astral travelling? Sometimes you have a falling sensation.



Upon awakening.
‘It was just some silly old dream’ you try to convince yourself, ‘but I won’t tell anyone about it, because

they won’t believe me anyway, just call me crazy’. ( have you heard this before? Ed.) You may remember the

‘beings’ and some type of craft, but that may be all. Others recall much detail, and are able to describe what

they experienced in great detail.

Physical Proof.

Although many of these events may be explained as ‘Dreams’, the fact can not be denied that physical

proof does exist. Here are some.

Unexplained marks and bruises not there before the “dream”.

Unexplained scar

Unexplained scratch marks

“Scoop marks” on shin or head areas

Scar, and hair removed from scalp

Unexplained small puncture marks, (single or multiple)

X-rays of ‘implants’

Notice grass on you feet upon awakening

Wake up naked (after going to bed clothed)

Wake up with ALL of your night gown buttons done up (when you never do them all)

Wake up with unexplained blood stains

Unusual period cycle

Leeling of being pregnant ( see and feel fetus moving in your stomach, but never give birth to baby

)

Menopause symptoms suddenly change

Others:

Hear a ringing sensation in one or both ears

Unexplained ‘pressure’ in the temple area of your head

Increased Psychic abilities

Hear ‘ voices ‘ in your head

See a ‘ kaleidoscope ‘ of colour when you close your eyes

Acquired scientific or specialist knowledge that you must write down
Increased Spiritual awareness

Afraid to lay on your back when going to sleep ( feel safe in the ‘ fetus ‘ position

)

Walk out of the Bedroom backwards ( afraid to turn you back on the room

)

History.

A lot of abductees seem to have a long history of abduction experiences. Beginning around the age of four

or five. Even their parents and grandparents may have had these experiences, but have never spoken openly

about it, but when asked, know what you are talking about.

What to do.

firstly, you need to understand that you really do not have any control in stopping these events. You need to

accept that if it is going to happen to you in this way, than you will have to learn to live with it. Consider

yourself a “ very special person “.

You are contributing to something that is so immense and important, we just would not be able to comprehend

or accept. Some people having these experiences, and have leamt to accept the situation, have been shown

some amazing things and now able to communicate with them more openly. They have been told that ‘ their

‘ job IS important, and that one day we will understand. It is that we do not approve in the method they use to

get the desired results that makes it hard to understand. They do use force of various degrees, but we humans

do put up a fight. ( this is of course understandable )



The main thing is to continue your life as normal as possible. Tell your story to those who really want to

listen so that they may leam what is really happening to some people. Communicate with others with similar

experiences and offer your support to help them through it. More Support Groups are being established by

those of us that know there is nowhere to go for support when needed.

This is a very complicated and controversial subject, but those of you having these experiences know that it

is real. I, as a researcher and gatherer of information want to assist in any way possible. Ifyou have a story to

tell, and would like to share it, please contact me.

xxxxxxxx@nor.com.au

Return to Home page
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Latest U.F.O.Sightings. 1996

Monday July 29 th. Grafton N.S.W. ( Australia ) 10:35 AM.
Between 7:30 and 10:00 AM, 20 industrial employees were observing a ‘ star ‘ visible in the clear morning

sky. A star, comet, helicopter or weather balloon were some of the comments. I saw them looking to the sky

and pointing, so I strolled over to their location and suggested “ It could be a UFO “, just to gauge their

response. Some wanted to know more, while others said “ don’t be silly “. The object, over the period of

observation moved towards the south (it should have moved more to the west because of the Earths rotation)

This had me thinking for a while. We concluded that it was a star.

Then at 10:35AM while I was again looking for the ‘ star ‘, I observed a small bright ‘ light ‘ appear into view.

It was moving very fast towards the south. I called out to one of the fellows nearby. We both watched this

fast moving silvery orb until it flew from view. It seemed to veer to the left as it was going into the distance.

Observation was only for ten seconds. The altitude of the object was about 20,000 feet. And to travel the

distance it did in ten seconds, it was moving fast. ( maybe 1000 MPH

)

That evening, thinking that the UFO’s may be on the increase again, I loaded my Video camera, and walked

out the back door to have a look at the night sky. The time was 8:45 PM. And my view was looking to the

south over Grafton city centre. A friend visiting at the time followed me. We opened the door and immediately

noticed a bright orange / red light in the sky. It was a beautiful colour and very slowly moving toward us. I

immediately began to video the light. “ Here comes another one “ shouts my friend. And sure enough, there

was a second identical light following the same path as the first. I concentrated on filming the second. Their

altitude was around 1,500 to 2,000 feet, and about 500 to 800 meters from us. They seemed to float past, in

smooth steady flight. No sound at all. I filmed for 8 minutes until they slowly went from view in a N.E.E.

direction towards the coast. When plotted on a map, their path would have taken them directly to Mount

Tucabia.

Daytime UFO Sighting

At least six people observed a UFO at 10:30 AM Tuesday 6 th August 1996. The object was seen hovering,

and slowly moving about in the Tabulum area West of Casino ( Northern N.S.W.). The group of six contacted

FM Radio Station ZZZ in Lismore to report the sighting. I will be doing a Live radio interview one day next

week about the many UFO sightings in this region over the last few months. Check this site for up-dates.

NOTE: I will include an enhanced photo of these UFO’s when they are processed, so keep an eye on

My Home Page.

Copyright © Barry Taylor 1996



U.F.O’s Over Northern N.S.W. Australia

An artical published in “ Daily Examiner “ and “ Northern Star “ Newspapers.

Saturday night 16 th March 1996 while observing the clear starry night sky, Grafton N.S. W.

resident Mr. Barry Taylor, observed a group of about a dozen yellowish circular objects

grouped in a “ V “formationflying over the skies ofGrafton. “ The objects were surrounded

in a white haze, forming an overall “ Boomerang “ shapedformation, and travelling directly

overhead to the North at a speed ofaround 2,400 Kim ( 1,500 Miles ) per hour, and at an

altitude ofabout 6,000 Meters ( 20,000feet )
” This was at 11.10 PM.

“Then again at 11.30 PM, I saw something else pass over South Grafton from the East this

time, and at a much lower altitude, about 1,600 meters ( 5,000feet ). The individualyellowish

objects were not visible this time, just the white haze with lots ofsmall white lights within the

haze, but Ifelt it was the same object as the first.
” This object was also travelling very fast,

about 800 klm ( 500 miles ) per hour. Because this object moved across our view, a second

witness and I, watched the objectfor six seconds until it wentfrom view.
” “ Isaid to myfriend

that it looks like the U.F.O. s are “ buzzing “ Grafton, so a went and got my camera just in

case they returned a third time. ” said Mr. Taylor.

“ Then at 12.10 am. theyflew over a third time. This time a little to the West ofmy position

and moving to the South. They were very low this time, less than 600 meters (2,000 Feet) Just

above the tree topsfrom my viewing position. They may haveflown over the CBD of Grafton

this time. I could see the white haze, this timefull ofindividual white lights all moving as one,

and very spread out, about 400 meters across, and travelling about the speed of the second

sighting. I took two quickphotographs ofthe object this time, but the photos did not turn out

because I was using only 100 ASA colourfilm. I now have 400ASA colourfilm in my camera

for next time ”.

Mr. Taylor has been interested in the subject of U.F.O ’s for the last 25 years, since he first

sighted one while living in Sydney. He has alsophotographed one when in the Blue Mountains

at Katoomba in 1972. A copy ofone ofthe two photographs taken is currently published in
“

Mysterious Australia “written by Mr. Rex Gilroy. (NEXUS Publishing. P.O.Box 30 Mapleton

Qld. 4560. Phone: (074 ) 42 9280 ) http://www.peg.apc.org/~nexus/



U.F.O Sightings

As reported to Independent UFO Researcher,

Barry Taylor.

e-mail xxxxxxxx@nor.com.au

Sunday 17th March at 2:00 am, Miss Fiona M. of Grafton observed a large group of small white lights moving

at low altitude ( 200 meters or less ) over the town area. Moving from North to South and then veering more

towards the East until lost behind trees. She took two photographs using a flash, but nothing turned out on the

film, not even the palm trees in her back yard that were only 5 meres away.

Mr. and Mrs. S. of the Lismore area wrote me of a sighting they had in August 1995. At 7:30 PM they both

observed the overcast night sky starting to glow green. They noticed a saucer shaped object tumberling end-

over-end through the clouds towards a hill. The clouds seemed to “ boil “ along the objects path. Then after

three seconds it “ just disappeared “. The following day their neighbour said she also saw it, and she said that

it looked metallic.

Mrs. H from Yamba said she was awaken by a loud “ whooshing “ noise one night in February 1996. She

also said that a U.F.O. was sighted hovering over the Yamba Bowling Club in broad daylight and observed

by a number of bowlers, and the local Police about the same week. This was written up in the local Yamba
newspaper.

Mr. C. of Brunswick Heads observed a white glowing “ light “ over the ocean while he was fishing with his

son just before Christmas 1995.

Mr. C. ofYamba got a short glimpse of an unusual object while painting a house one day in February 1996. He
noticed a bronze coloured disc shaped object trailing a flame similar to a gas flame flying at moderate speed

from North to South in the Eastern sky over the ocean. Upon describing the sighting to his wife later that day,

she also said that while she was in a Service Station filling up with fuel that she, and the lady attendant both

observed the same object

.

Mr. A. phoned me and said that while living in Kyogle for a number ofyears he had seen many U.F.O’s. Some
at close range. He said he will write it all down for me. Yet to be received.

Miss C. of Grafton reported a Triangular white hazy “ light “ in the Western night sky just South ofVenus and

at the same level in mid March.

On the night of 23 rd March 1996, Miss H. of the Lismore with a friend, reported a large bright white light

in the Northern sky which had three white beams of light coming from it. While they observed the light, they

noticed two other smaller orange lights moving nearby. They watched the lights for one hour (12:02 till 1:05

am ) then they just disappeared.

Mr. John M. of Casino reported a “ V “ formation of single lights fly at very low altitude, ( about 100 metres

), directly overhead on the 16 th March 1996. ( note my sighting, could be the same object.) at about 9:15 pm.

The objects were a dull yellow, and the formation turned in their flight path moving as one.

Mr. and Mrs. R. of Brunswick Heads observed a triangular shaped “ light “ pass overhead in March.

On the night of 18 th March 1996, at 10:30 pm a Lismore man observed a circular group of “ silver white

“ lights high in the Northern sky. They appeared to be flashing but not moving. They were observed for 10

minutes before they just disappeared.



Ten years ago, a man while driving in the Clunes area, just North of Lismore had a strange thing happen

to him. His car suddenly stalled, then he suddenly noticed a large “ football “ shaped dark red pulsing light

ahead of him. The object was surrounded by a number of orange lights. It then shot off and his car was able

to restart.

Mrs. S. of Ballina observed a white “ light “ over Mt. Nardie ( TV towers there ) the light separated and one

of them shot off towards Lismore doing 90 degree turns at speed.

Mr. O. of Lismore while with three friends observed strange red, green and white “ lights “ over Lismore in

mid 1995.

Mr. B. when working in the Kyogle area, was telling me ofmysterious “ cattle mutilations “. About 30 breeder

cattle were found dead over a period of a few weeks. Vets could not determine the cause of death. And all of

their tails were missing, nothing else visibly interfered with. Unlike normal carcasses, these took about 3 to 4

months to decay, and the feral animals would not go near them.

Mrs. K.T. of the Grafton area reported the sighting of strange lights moving around their property on a few

occasions. Her husband found no tracks or fence damage when investigating missing cattle and flattened

sugar cane in the area.

A farming couple reported to me of the night their neighbours rang them to say that there were strange lights

around their farm shed, and that it sounded like one of their pumps was playing up because of the noise

coming from the shed. On driving towards the shed, they noticed a triangular group of lights above the shed.

There was an orange light at the front, and two white lights at the rear of the “ object “.The object passed

over the shed on two occasions. The noise was coming from the object. It sounded like a motor with a broken

bearing. They checked their pump motors and they were working perfectly.

A man travelling along the Summerland Way North of Lismore was paced by a triangular U.F.O. Around

September 1995 while driving home, he became aware of what looked like three Fluorescent tubes forming

a triangle. They were a purple / mauve in colour and moving at the exact speed of his car. He slowed down

to 40 klm per hour, then sped up to 100 klm per hour, and the object remained in the exact same position

as he observed it through the windscreen. The object was about 400 metres ahead of him and 100 metres to

the right. He watched the lights for 10 minutes until it disappeared. When he arrived home his wife said “ I

thought you had an accident “ He is now on my list for Hypnotherapy.

Also on the 16 th March 1996, Mrs P. reported seeing a very unusual cloud at 11:30 pm on her way home
from work. While driving on the Lismore to Kyogle Road, she noticed a ‘Majestic “ looking huge cloud that

seemed to be lit up from within. The cloud had a flat bottom and bloomed up into a huge formation. The

bottom edge was lit up in an orange / lilac colour and was low in the sky in the direction of Bentley. She

thought to herself that many others must be able to see it also. She lost sight of it as she continued herjourney.

Mrs. P. described what she had seen to a work mate who lives in the Bentley area, and she calmly stated to

Mrs. P. that there has been a lot of U.F.O. sightings in that area over the years. Apparently people would stop

at their property and not wish to continue their journey for a while because they had just seen a U.F.O.

Julie from Hervey Bay Qld reported a large pulsating orange light that dispersed two orange lights from

underneath. The first one dropped down then shot up to the right. The second one dropped down and shot off

up to the left of the main object. She observed this object for about 20 minutes. A friend of Julies said that he

had also seen something similar over Fraser Island.



Julie also told me of the night that a U.F.O. hovered directly above her house. The bedroom, lounge room and

dining room were lit up by a brilliant pure white light, “ Fluorescent white “ as she described it. Julies father

and friend were followed by a “ min-min “ light while driving home in central Queensland some years ago.

The second encounter that Julies father had with a min-min light caused him to suffer a mild heart attack.

A man contacted me about the “ Yowie “ and “ Hairy Men “ that have been seen in the Kyogle district. As

children they would go exploring and one day were frightened by a tall large smelly “ creature “ that came

crashing through the scrub towards them. They raced off and have never returned to that location. He has

offered to take me there, and I will go come summer.

A young man waiting for an early morning surf at 5:25 pm mid March 1996, was standing alone in a car

parking area at Yamba. It was just before sunrise when he noticed a light high in the morning sky spiralling

downwards and trailing a spiralling tail. Suddenly it “ exploded “ into a brilliant white light that lit up the car

park area like daytime. He said that for some time afterwards when he closed his eyes, he could see the bright-

ness when you have looked into a bright light. The spiralling tail remained in the sky for several minutes.

Mr. Ben D. of Brisbane reported a U.F.O. over the city on 6 th April 1996 at 7:25 pm. Looking North over

Brisbane, he noticed a fast moving bright white light moving to the East. At an altitude of about 600 metres.

Suddenly the light separated firstly into two, then three, then up to five. The lights then performed complicated

aerobatics. Dodging
,
weaving and “ dancing “ around above Brisbane for a few minutes until they disap-

peared from view. Mr. D. contacted U.F.O. Research ( Qld ), Police and RAAF Amberley. UFO Research

( Qld ) were already answering calls about this object, and the others requested a verbal account of the sight-

ing.

Miss H. of Coffs Harbour reported strange lights over the area and out to sea four times in 20 minutes around

7:00 pm on Saturday night 13 th April 1996.

Mr. S. and a friend observed a mysterious blue and yellow light over North Casino Saturday 16 th March 1996

at 10:30 pm. There appeared to be two “ wings “ attached to the object.

The first week in April 1996, Mrs. K. observed a large orange / yellow light hovering over the Pacific High-

way near Ballina.

A large orange light was observed at Lawrence ( North of Grafton ) 18 th April 1996 around 8:30 pm. The

object was just above ground level and lit up the surrounding area like there was a camp fire. On close

approach to the light, the observer stated that the light seemed to quickly approach his location then recede

again to its original position. The light was observed from a distance of 200 metres for 10 minutes. On trying

to drive to a closer observation point, the object was lost from view.

Mr. Jeff J. of the Eastern slopes of Dorrigo was awaken at 1:30 am on the 15 th March 1996 by a loud “ hum-

ming “ noise. He went outside thinking it was a large generator somewhere. But he could not pinpoint where

the noise was coming from. He was just about to go back into the house when he looked up into the clear night

sky. There he observed a large strange light in the sky. He went inside and got his binoculars. Upon looking

at the light through binoculars, he could see a large dark round object with what looked like electric sparks

flickering all over the underside of the object. The object was very slowly moving to the North at an altitude

of about 800 metres. The next day his neighbour said that she also heard the noise but did not get out ofbed to

investigate. This sighting was reported onABC Radio National ( Kempsey ) Saturday morning a few weeks

later.



A young Lady from the Grafton area reported three separate sightings.

( 1 ) A dull yellow light to the South West above a mountain range was observed for 5 minutes. She went

inside to call her husband to come and have a look. This only took about 45 seconds, and when they returned

outside the light had gone and was not visible anywhere else in the night sky.

( 2 ) When taking the garbage out on Thursday night she observed a white ‘ fuzzy ‘ light, something like a

fuzzy cotton ball, moving low in the sky towards South Grafton. Suddenly it shot upwards vertically and out

of view.

( 3 ) Getting a drink ofwater at the kitchen sink early one morning, she looked out of the window at the clear

starry night sky. She then noticed a “ star “ which stayed a very bright blue colour and was high in the sky. It

seemed to deviate in its position by about 150 mm through the window, from centre to right, then to the left.

She observed the “ star “ for about 5 minutes then returned to bed. But it was not there the next night, and she

has not seen it since.

A Lady in her late 60’s ffomNambucca Heads reported to me what she had seen at 5:00 am 16 th April 1996.

Looking out through her kitchen window darkened by the night sky, she saw a slow moving dark red light

move past her field ofview out of the window. It looked the size of a “ cricket ball “. Looking South, the light

was moving towards the South.

A mature couple from Dorrigo reported seeing strange lights around their farm on numerous occasions over

the years. One recent sighting was of great interest. They observed a light fairly close to their vicinity, and

observed it through binoculars. They saw a disc shaped object with a “ dome “ on top. There were lights, pos-

sibly portholes on the top dome and rotating lights on the lower portion of the object. They watched it move

from view.

More UFO sightings .

New Zealand UFO 1965 ( enhanced photo )

Back to Home Page
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More UFO sightings reports

Mr. Robert B. reports a U.F.O. observed by at least four people that he knows of seen over Coffs Harbour on

13 th April 1996. North of the jetty area, he observed a bright orange and large lighted object at 7:50 pm. His

first impression was that an aircraft was on fire and crashing. At about 1.5 Kim North he saw 3 or 4 balls of

flame fall straight down from the object to about 10 metres below the object then go out. Because the object

was moving, he got the impression that there was a vacuum under the object, otherwise the flames would have

blown backwards because of the air resistance. He called out to two other people to observe the object with

him, this they did. By this time it had approached closer and at an altitude of about 600 metres. The flames

stopped falling from under the object, but now they could see red and white lights rotating around the top third

ofthe object. He estimated the object to be 10 metres wide, and 4 metres deep, with a speed ofbetween 90 and

110 knots. ( the speed of a two seater Cessna.) It tavelled South to approximately Beacon Hill 2 Kim away,

when it turned and went out to sea. No sound was heard. It was 11/2 times larger than a full moon so Coffs

Harbour Air Port Control Tower should have seen it. One of the women observing it said that her brother in

Gosford said that about 60 people observed the same thing 2 weeks earlier and it was reported in the Gosford

newspaper.

Another man and his wife had seen the same thing near Lismore the night before. Mr. B. suggested that the

object may have flown over a flock of birds, and this is what the falling flames may have been.

Mr. Greg L. was walking on a beach with a friend near Byron Bay in August 1992 at 10:00 pm when they

noticed a Flying saucer hovering just four metres above the tree tops on the edge of the beach. The object

was about 6 metres back from the beach edge and was about 10 metres in diameter with a dome on top, and

an aerial on top of the dome. Along the side of the dome was about 10 port holes. The object was glowing

an orange colour, and the light shining through the port holes was a purple / violet colour. It was rotating

slowly but did not move during the 10 minute observation, they then walked on further along the beach. Mr.

L. returned to the site one hour later, but the object had gone.

Mr. B. was fishing at the “ Devils Elbow “ near Mullumbimby some years ago, when he had a “ close encoun-

ter “ with a U.F.O. The disc shaped craft was rotating and seemed to be observing him. He quickly removed

his boat from the water and left the area. Mr. B. also told me that back in 1984-85 on Christmas Day a U.F.O.

passed over Mullumbimby and the whole town experienced a mysterious blackout.

Mrs. Nola L. with seven lady friends were spending a day out in the Lillian Rocks area situated 14 Kim past

Nimbin, North ofLismore on the 1 st January 1996. It was a fine sunny day with a few light clouds in the sky.

They all went for a walk along a walking track and after a while two of the ladies decided to sit down on a

bench seat to rest. The remaining six continued on a little further down the track when they suddenly became

aware of the unusual cloud formations ahead of them. There was one group of four Lenticular “ clouds
“

in the shape of U.L.O.’s quite large in size. And to the right and further away. There was a second group of

three smaller U.L.O. shaped clouds. Also to the right adjacent to them, there was a huge cigar shaper “ mother

ship “ cloud formation half hidden behind a rocky bluff. They just stopped and stared for a few minutes, then

realising what they may be looking at they all waved at them saying “ we know what you are !
“ These cloud

formations were not moving at all, unlike the other clouds in the sky. Mrs. L. said “ that their ( the six women

) behaviour was rather odd “, because they did not call to the other two women to come and have a look.
“

It was as if it was just for us six to see it “ Mrs L. said. When they casually walked back past the two seated

women they said without stopping, “ we just saw a group of U.L.O.’s “ The two seated women were amazed.

Then on the journey home, both car loads of women saw another of the larger “ clouds “ to their left over a

valley. They said that it was a “ lovely experience.
14



Mr. O. was fishing in his boat in the Clarence River near Palmers Island Yamba in late February 1996 at

around 9:30 pm. He suddenly noticed a strange light to the East. “ It looked like a Neon light orange / red

and sometimes blue in colour. It “ floated “ downwards slowly, then moved up again and turned. Suddenly it

switched off “ he said. Mr. O. then quickly loaded his boat onto the trailer and went home. “ I was spooked

by the incident “ he said.

In September or October of 1995 a Mr. L.. of Grafton observed a group of white lights over Myrtle Creek

at 8:00 pm. They were about 6 metres long and only 100 metres in altitude. They passed overhead quite

quickly.

An anonymous lady from South Ballina reported that she had observed a bright unusual light early one morn-

ing in March 1996. She first noticed the light at 3:44 am, and when she went back to bed the time was 3:50

am. “ It did not seem that long “ she said. Then the following Thursday evening at 2:30 am, she suddenly

awoke and looked out of the bedroom window to see a bright yellow / white light. “ It dropped down out of

the sky and stopped just above the sugar cane fields. It moved around for a while until I lost sight of it “, she

told me.

Mrs. C. of Casino reported the sighting of a large bright white light at low altitude over Casino at 7:00 pm
Friday 19 th April. The light dispersed several smaller green lights from it, and seemed to go down to almost

ground level to the East of her. She rang friends who lived in that direction, and they went outside and also

observed the object. There was an aircraft in the vicinity at the time and “ he should have seen it to “ she said.

The “ Northern Star “ newspaper wrote an article of the sighting.

An anonymous lady reported that in 1974 at Tatham, north east of Lismore, that there were many U.F.O.’s

seen in the area at that time. And at 10:00 pm one night a U.F.O. lit the whole inside of their house up for a

short while. There were three people in the house at the time.

Mr. B. of Port Macquarie had friends visiting from Canberra in January 1996. Mr. B. was telling them about

the strange lights that he and his son were watching the night before out over the ocean. There were two

bright orange lights side-by-side on a horizontal plane. They were observed three times at 3 and 20 minute

intervals. Mr. B. noticed a “ port hole “ from which the light seemed to by coming from, but could not discern

any outline of a craft. The lights then suddenly switched off for about 7 seconds before returning again. His

neighbours were also observing the strange lights through binoculars. Mr. B’s son then noticed a white light

like a star moving very fast just above the horizon. This light then moved in towards the coast and they

observed it for some time. The night when the visitors were there, the lights returned, but this time they were

in a vertical plane. A few fishermen on the beach were also observing the strange lights. Mr. B.’s friend got his

video camera and filmed about 80 seconds of the light. I have seen this video and a frame by frame sequence

reveals a light that changes form, size and colour very rapidly. Each frame being 1/ 25 th of a second, the

changes were rapid. A couple of the most interesting frames will be computer enhanced to see what form this

light really is.

Mr. B. also told me of a sighting a friend ofhis had some years ago. While driving by the lake at Williamstown

N.S.W. he observed at close range a U.F.O. hovering over the lake. A huge brilliant light was shining below

the object, and he observed the object drawing water into the craft from the lake. He was quite unnerved by

the sighting and did not tell many people about what he had witnessed.

In mid April 1 996, a group of telephonists from the Armidale Exchange while on a tea break, reported seeing

three separate red lights over Armidale. I asked them to observe the lights for as long as they could to see if

they were associated, or reacted with one another in some way. Awaiting details.



Mrs. B. from Sydney reported a sighting of 1974. Looking into the southern evening sky just on Dusk, she

and her eight year old daughter observed six white lights in formation high in the sky. They were in the shape

of a triangle, with one at the top, two underneath and another three in line underneath to form a triangle. Mrs.

B. watched them and said to her daughter “ do you see anything up there in the sky ?” as she pointed in the

direction of the lights. “ yes mummy “ was the reply. “ They are pretty aren’t they?” replied the eight year old.

Suddenly the three bottom lights went out, then the two centre lights went out and the single top light shot up

into the air and out of sight. She rang Radio Station 2GB to enquire if anyone else had reported them, they

said no reports had come in. The next day, Talk back announcer Mr. John Pearce phoned Mrs. B. and asked

of her sighting. When asked by Mr. Pearce “ who do you think was in control of these lights ?” Mrs. B. said

“ maybe little green men “. Mrs. B. said that was all that Mr. Pearce needed, and began to ridicule the whole

thing. Even people in the street that knew Mrs. B. were making fun of the incident.

( People certainly have a lot to learn don’t they, ed.) Mrs. B. later heard that another lady in the Sydney suburb

of Panama also had seen the same thing. She now felt a lot better about the whole affair.

Mrs. C. of Coffs Harbour reported bright white lights seen in the area on the night of Tuesday 19 th March

1996.

Linda reported that some years ago when she was with her family driving in the central Queensland area of

Chinchilla, that they had a “ close encounter “ with a U.F.O. It came very close to the car, so they sped off as

quickly as they could. They choose not to speak of the incident to this day.

An elderly gentleman from Sydney reportet two possible U.F.O. sightings he had witnessed over the yeas. The

first was when he was driving in the Sydney suburb of Oyster Bay in 1972 at 8:00 pm. He noticed a yellowish

white light in the overcast night sky. The light was slowly drifting towards the west at an altitude of about 250

metres, heading towards the Warranora River and Lucus Heights, site of the Atomic reactor. He observed the

same looking light again two weeks later. He said is definatly was not an aircraft.

Then in the 1980’s ( he could not remember the exact year ) while looking in the direction of the City of

Sydney from his suburban home, he noticed a group of unusual lights in the night sky. The lights were in the

formation of a square. The leading single light, with the others following in the formation of a square. He
estimated each light to be 1 klm apart. The formation flew towards Mascot Airport, so he phoned them to see

ifthey had seen the formation. They said they had not seen those lights, but do receive many calls from people

who report seeing strange lights over the city.

Mrs. J. J. phoned me to explain the sighting that her late husband had written down for her....On the evening

of 22 nd. September 1980 at 7:30 pm. while driving his truck south along the New England Highway 5 Kim
from Blandford. He was watching another semi-trailer approaching towards him in the distence, when he

suddenly became aware of a golw in the tree tops 200 metres ahead of him to the right of the highway. He
thought it was a bush fire. But as he approached the location of the glow, he could not see any sign of a fire,

but did see something unusual. Emerging from the tree tops, he observed a group of about 20 coloured lights

that crossed the highway. The lights were vibrant colours of blue, green, yellow and orange, with some paler

colours. He could not see any form, shape, outline or fusilage, and it made no noise, ruleing out a plane. At

one stage he was leaning over the steering wheel, looking up underneath the lights that were now almost

directly overhead and only 30 metres from him. He estimated the speed of the group of lights as they arossed

the highway to be 20 Klm per hour as they headed ofjust above tree top to the left of the road, and overall

size to be oftwo large cars side-by-side. By this time the approaching semi-trailer was passing, and Mr. J. said

that he must have seen them as well by the way he swerved to the side of the road. As Mr. J. slowed to a stop,

he could still see them through the trees. But they seemed further away then they should have been if still

moving at the speed that they crossed the road. The group of lights now took on a different apperance. They

had changed to a horizontal bar of pure red light, about the size of 2/3 ’s of a cigarette held at arms length.

Then it suddenly moved out of sight at high speed. “ It had a beautiful floating quality “ said Mr. J.



A Police sargent from Sydney reported an unusual large bright orange light moving over Sydney on the 13 th.

June 1994. When leaving a friends home at 2: 10 am. the two ofthem observed what they first thought was an

aircraft approaching their position. There was no decernable noise, and the bright orange apperance drew their

attention to the light. Moving at an altitude of around 600 metres, and at a speed of around 60 knots,being

about 20 knots slower than light aircraft rotation speed for becoming airborne. It was heading east towards

the city of Sydney. As it approached, they observed its triangular shape about the size of a Cessna aircraft.

The whole triangular shaped surface area was illuminated bright orange. They watched for 3 minutes until it

went out of sight over the Potts Hill Water Board Reservoir. According to a Sydney based U.F.O. Researcher,

a similar sighting was reported at 8:30 pm. that same night over the Eastern suburbs of Sydney.

Just outside ofKyogle near the small communtiy of Geneva, a strange bright orange light was seen travelling

very quickly, and sounding like a jet aircraft, but did not behave like one. It was seen to come down on three

seperate occasions in a short time in the same location. This sighting was first reported to the “ Northern Star
“

newspaper, but unfortunatly the lady that reported it can not be recontacted for further details for my research.

The actual location that it came down would be interesting to look at.

A lady phoned me at 7:00 pm 19 th April 1996 to tell me of a strange thing that she had just seen 20 minutes

beforehand. She lives in the Sutherland area of Sydney, and went outside to check the washing on the line.

She suddenly noticed a group of single white lights flying as one in a “ V “ formation, or Boomerang forma-

tion. She wanted to know if they were U.F.O ’s. I said that they were, because there has been a lot of this type

of formation seen lately. A few minutes later she rang me back, and I could tell from her voice that she was

disturbed by something. She said that she had gone back outside to remove the cloths from the line, but she

noticed something strange. All of the cloths had been moved on the line. Some were hanging upside down,

others were moved and repegged because she could see the original peg marks. And there were gaps between

the cloths as if some were missing, but nothing was. She said that she is very particular about how she hangs

her washing, and that something was strange here. On questioning the family, no explanation could be reached

as to how this could have happened.

An anonymous lady rang me to report a U.F.O. that had followed their car. It was late one night when a group

of friends in two cars were travelling along a bush road between Ulmarra and Corindi in the Grafton area.

The first car load of young people decided to go ahead of the second car and wait for them further along the

road. The second car of four persons suddenly noticed following behind them on a straight stretch of road,

two bright lights. Thinking it may be a truck approaching, they took caution and were going to let it overtake

them. Suddenly, the two lights approached them at rapid speed, getting larger and brighter. They thought that

the truck was going to run over them. But it was not a truck, for there was no noise, or anything else visible

that suggested a truck. They pulled over to the side of the road and stopped the car. The two lights suddenly

veered off the road and into bush land. They were quite unnerved about what had just happened and after an

estimated five minutes continued their journey. When they eventually caught up with their friends, they said

to the second car group “ what took you so long ?“ They do not recall whether anything unusual happened

other than what they described.

More sighting reports ( coming soon )

Back to Home Page

e-mail xxxxxxxx@nor.com.au

Copyright © Barry Taylor 1996 All rights reserved



Mew Zealand UFO

I have had the following photograph in my files since 1971. The photo was given to me by a journalist who
was reporting the UFO “flap” in the Sydney suburb of Ryde in that year. He wrote an interesting artical in a

Parramatta local newspaper.

This photograph was taken by a now unknown person over Epson in the South Island of New Zealand in

1965. It is only now, while testing computer enhancing software, that I have been able to do something with

the photo.

I am not sure if the photo was taken from an aircraft or at ground level. But the image shows a disc shape

object with an interesting profile. The photograph is not in good condition. It is covered in surface cracks due

to the ageing of the photographic surface of the paper, and has a few wrinkles from ‘ wear and tear ‘

.

Despite this, it is still a good photograph of a UFO. Download the original if you like and try enhancing it

with the software that you may have.

Original Photo.

nzufol.gif Scanned at 1200 dpi.

Notice the poor surface quality. But the

image has good contrast although the object

is very bright.

Photo (2).

File namemzufola.gif

Using photo enhancing software, the quar-

tertones were adjusted to cut down the

overall ‘glare’ of the object. The shape of

the actual object can now be seen.



Photo (3)

File name: nzufolb.gif

Cropped, contrast and gamma corrected. A
clearer view of the object is now visible. All

of the ‘glare’ has been removed to reveal the

best possible view of the sorce of the light.

Notice the emphesised markings caused by

the crazing of the aging photo. Wrinkles also

prominent.

Photo (4)

File name: nzufolc.gif

The craze markings have been repaired by

touch-up. Close magnified examination of the

original showed that the darker marks were

defects in the photo. The original outline was

not altered. The darker area (top left of the

object) does not seem to be a defect on the

original, so was not fully coved over. May be

a shadow on the object itself.



Australian International U.F.O. Symposium 1996

Held at the Mercure Hotel Brisbane Queensland ( Australia ) on the 11- 12- and 13 th October 1996.

You are invited by QUFON to attend this International Symposium. There are 17 International professional

speakers. Hear and learn from scientific and spiritual approaches to the flying saucer phenomena.

Are they real?, Future, past or present?, How many advanced civilisations are there out there in our

Universe?, What is behind the crop circles in England and other parts of the world? and many more

questions will be discussed.

COST: $A250 for the three days, or $A95 per day.

Also; Evening Workshops 14- 15- 16- 17 th October, featuring some of the special guest speakers.

Guest Speakers

Mr. Walter Andrus Jr.- International Director ofMUFON USA
Mr. Whitely Strieber - Author “Transformation”, “Majestic”, Communion”.

Col.Wendelle Stevens - Retired USA Air Force, Investigator, USA
Mr. Stanton Friedman - Nuclear Physicist, Author.

Ms. Finda Moulton Howe - Film and TV Presenter, Author, Investigator.

Mr. Bruce Cathie - Author of Harmonics and Unifield Field Theory books.

Rev. Glennys Mackay - Queensland Director / Researcher MUFON. UFO support group.

Mr. Perer Davenport - National UFO Reporting Centre USA.

Mr. John Carpenter - Phychologist, Clinical hypnosis “Sightings”, Director MUFON
Mr. Joe Fewels - Ph.D. Director MUFON Texas USA
Professor John Mack - Professor of Psychiatry, author “Abduction”

Dr. Pat Bailey - Nuclear scientist, space rockets

Mr. David Summers - Editor ‘Exposure” magazine, UFO Researcher

Mr. Collin Norris - Australia / International UFO Flying Saucer research South Australia

Mr. Stan Deyo - Author “Cosmic Conspiracy”

Mr. Keith Basterfield - co-ordinator MUFON Australia and New Zealand.

Prof. Ademar Gevaerd - Editor / Director UFO Magazine Brazil

For more information contact: Rev. Glennys Mackay phone / fax International 61-7-xxxx-xxxx within

Australia ( 07 ) xxxx xxxx or e-mail xxxxxxxx@thehub.com.au

Inquiries on special group departures, Aussie Tour Planner Pack and 4 and 7 night Brisbane City packages

( including accommodation, ground transfers, conference attendence and sight seeing options, contact: xx

at Gold Coast World Travel / Coastmark Australia, freecall ( within Aust. ) 1800-xxx-xxx International:

61-7-xxxx-xxxx or post mail to; PO Box xxxx, Gold Coast Mail Centre QFD 4xxx

NOTE: All details supplied from the Symposium pamphlet with permission.



Interview with an Abductee

A young 27 year old North Coast lady contacted me to tell me of her experiences with Abductions and going

for rides in Alien craft. Strange things had been happening to her for many years of her life, and it is only the

last couple ofyears since she decided that she would accept what is happening, that she has eventually found

peace within herself. Previously traumatised and confused, she thought that she must be “ going crazy “. But

since accepting the strange regular events that she experiences, she now even looks forward to them.

Sometimes the experience begins while she is laying in bed and still wide awake. “ Not something from

the sub-conscious or a dream, this is real “, she said to me. Firstly she experiences “ electrical vibrations

“ throughout her whole body. She would then see legs standing around her bed. Then she could feel hands

underneath her body, lifting her body up above the bed. Realising what was happening was real, and having

no control over it, she panicked. She began screaming and thrashing her arms and legs about, but her vocal

chords were paralysed. Only a slight squeaking noise was able to be projected by her. Her throat felt dry and

a sore scratchy pain overcome her and she was no longer able to project her voice. Next she could feel hands

forcing her ribs together and pinning her down. Then she does not remember what happened after that, “ It

was just a blank “ she said.

The next night that it happened, a few weeks later, she felt the “ electrical vibration “ going through her body,

“ but I felt calm “
,

“ and felt a really strong burning sensation in my left ankle “ she said. She immediately

sat up in bed, wide awake, and the electrical vibrations and burning sensation immediately stopped. She then

noticed three “ Alien beings “ standing at the foot of her bed. She noticed that one of the beings was holding

her ankle with a long thin instrument. “ This was the instrument that made the electrical vibrations through

my body “ she confirmed. Her following reaction she thought unusual due to the circumstances. She just laid

back down and pretended that they were not there. The beings then walked up beside her and one of them

stroked up her fringe as if to comfort and calm her. “ I think they use the bodies pressure points to calm you
“ she confidently told me.

When asked ifthey ever left any marks on her body after these experiences, she said that “ when I was thirteen

and fourteen years old I would find strange marks over my body, and little chunks of skin removed from my
fingers and toes that were not there when I went to bed “.

“ One morning I awoke and had dried grass on my feet
, as if I had been somewhere, but I remember nothing

“. “ I had the “ electrical vibrations “ that night too “, she calmly said. “ We live next door to an oval, and I

think a UFO must have landed there and I was escorted on foot to the craft. I am not sure that I was calm or

agreed to go, but I obviously went any way “ she said as she tried to remember the incident. “ I remember

the beginning of the incidents, and sometimes the end, but there are great gaps in there that I just can not

remember “, she said.

Sometimes she “ wakes up “ during an incident, and she can see inside the craft and all the beings around

her. When asked “ do they all look the same “, she said that they do, as she produces a sketch of one of the

beings.

They look a little different form the “ Greys “ that are most commonly portrayed by abductees. Their head

has a prominent centre lobal division. Their eyes protrude more like a frogs. They have a nose similar to a

monkeys, with no nose bridge but wrinkles. Their mouth has a protruding lower lip. They have no collar bone

and quite broad muscular shoulders and a protruding chest. “ They look rather cute “ she said with a smile.

They most often appear without cloths, but not at all offensive. Sometimes some are wearing a type of tunic

and a small tight skirt buttoned over the hips. Their waist is very tiny.



Our Abductee remembers one time when she stepped down off a table and was walking up a corridor, she

looked down to notice that she was wearing one of these small skirts. And because it was so small she was

exposing herself.

I asked if she remembers going for a ride in one of their space ships. “ Yes I have was her immediate reply.

“ I know it sounds crazy, but they took me for a local joy ride “ she said with a nervous giggle in her voice.

Another time, I went in a small craft and suddenly shot up into a larger craft via a shaft of light that just

seemed to suck you up into it.
“ It’s really wild “ she said. There were “ little speckles in the light, as if it was

a form of energy “ she explained.

These beings are tall, about two metres. “ I came across a female one who was about the same height as me,

( 1060 cm ) or a little shorter. She had a larger head and slightly different features. In fact they all have their

own individual characteristics, just like the Human race. “ They are not exact clones or robotic creations that

all look the same “ she emphasised. Some are darker in complexion than others, and darker around the eyes,

not creases. Or more wrinkled across the nose than another. They are very warm blooded, and often perspire.

“ I once noticed that one of them was sweating under the arm pit, so I went over to him and licked him “, she

recalls. “ You do not do things in a conscious frame of mind, it is more like instinct,” she explained. “ Then

you realise that you have done the wrong thing by their reaction.” “ He explained to me that this was not the

right thing to do, he did not mind but the others would. I felt very embarrassed by the incident “, explains our

Abductee. Asked if she could remember any taste, she said that it tasted chemical and very bitter leaving a

coating on her tongue.

I asked her if she communicated with them, and she said that she “ talks “ to them all the time, but it is difficult

to recall the conversation. They “ speak “ using mental telepathy.

The Abduction incidents always occur in the night, never in the day time. When laying in bed ready to go to

sleep. I asked her does she get some indication when an abduction may occur. “ The cat is a dead giveaway
“ she said. “ She runs around the flat as if playing and meows funny, I think “ they “ are playing with the cat

while waiting for me to be ready
“ “ Sometimes I may have three abductions in the one week, then it may be

three weeks before the next one.” she said calmly. Sometimes she feels the “ electrical vibration “ and another

she will feel their presence in the room, it varies.

Asked if she fears what is happening to her, she explains that she has overcome the fear of the actual abduc-

tion, and actually looks forward to it. If nothing happens for a few weeks, she misses them. Her main fear

is the misunderstanding and ridicule that she faces from her fellow man if she ever spoke of the experiences

openly. She said that even listening to herself talk about the details that she knows that people would think

that she was a delusionery and unstable person, “ but I have experienced all these things myself, they are there

in the flesh and I know it is real “, she emphasised. “ It is a truth about life but no one wants to listen and this

is very frustrating, but they are real

I asked her for more detail about the beings. The eyes do not blink, they are black and moist and sometimes

squint during expression but have no eye lids. She did not know what they ate to survive on, but recalls one of

them eating an ice cream in a cone ( like a drumstick ). He offered her a taste and it was all soggy.

After one of the medical procedures, she was offered water from a silver tumbler because her throat was very

sore and dry. She also recalls seeing a large mug on a bench in the “ cock pit “ of one of the crafts, where she

assumed that one ofthem had had a drink of something. But other than that she does not know what they eat.

To enter the craft “ you pass through the metal, either the bottom or the top, I do not remember a door
“

My first experience in a “ wake conscious state “ I was actually carried and I lost all sense of direction. As we
passed through this metal dome at the front, we entered a room with a black marble floor with large golden

rings on it. And around the curved walls were railings and bench seats.



There was a dark doorway next to a stair case that went up to a split level”, she recalled. She seemed to think

that this same craft came to pick her up each time, because it was so familiar. She had been in a smaller one,

but that is not as clear to remember.

At first she used to get into trouble a lot with the beings. “ In their opinion I am arrogant, a little brat, probably

because over the years of me fighting them and trying to resist. They do not like bad language “. She recalls

one occasion when the Being she became fond of, the one in the drawing, whose name is Isaac or Zachary,

was trying to get her to lay down. She began cursing and swearing at him and he came over closer and calmly

said to her “ we do not like bad language here, and I want you to cut it out “. She thought “ here I am abducted

against my will, and on a strange space craft, and you don’t like bad language, who do you think you are ?”.

They are a very organised society but they gave her no indication where they were from.

But our Abductee seems to think that they live beneath the Earth. When asked why she thought this, she said

“ because I have been taken through the Earth. They can do something physical to you so that you can pass

through walls. As ifyou are de materialised into a different dimension, and able to pass through solid matter “.

When she experienced this amazing feat on one occasion she asked the Beings “ how far down are we going

?”. They answered “ Seven Kim ( or miles )
“ Our Abductee thought to herself “ that ‘s not too far “ and felt

comfortable about it. She also thought “ am I dreaming this, but it was so real and like Science Fiction and

so bazaar “. When they arrived, she saw a large building, not the outside, only the inside. It was constructed

of large beams, and everything was in neutral, natural colours, and looked very run down and kind of dirty as

if deteriorating with age and neglect. It seemed very basic and nothing special. She thought that a lot of the

medical procedures were carried out here. She stated that “ there must be thousands of others experiencing

what I have. I can not be just one person in one town to experience this “. “ When I speak to others who have
“ electrical vibrations “, they do not want to talk about it, and avoid the question, this frustrates me “. “ It is

like they are experiencing these things but shut their minds down to it. All they have to do is overcome their

fear and accept it, and it will be ok for them “.

Recalling the first Alien Being that she encountered, “ he was not grey, he was kind of a brownish colour,

with ripples and bumps like veins. He had the same features but different skin. “ To me he looked Negro like.

Because of his build and the way that they sat and walked, and their facial profile.

Explaining another encounter which occurred in the early daylight hours. “ I was in this craft lying down on

a table and he kept pointing this instrument at me. It was like little metal stars swirling and entering with a

rush into my forehead, and I kept looking at it because it was real pretty. It reminded me of snow flakes.
“

The Being said to me in a very stem voice, “ Don’t look at it “, so I closed my eyes. I do not know what the

purpose of this was “.

Our Abductee thinks that some of the experiences should not be happening, according to the plans of the

main group. “ They seem to be the “ rogues “, and a mischievous group “. She remembers going to a place

and actually hiding. The Being with her placed his hand over her mouth and they squatted down hiding. She

thought “ My God, I am not even supposed to be here “.

“ The Beings that we call “ Aliens “ are real People. They told me that they wish to be referred to as People”,

she said. Asked if she feels comfortable with them now, she answered, “ more comfortable than with most

people I know “. “ It disappoints my that we can not accept each others faults and live in harmony with one an

other “. “ These Beings have shown me how we should act towards each other, they really have got it together



Our Abductee recalls the time that she encountered a Being that did not like her. It was during one of the

medical procedures. He did not harm her, just showed his individual personality as being different to the rest.

The medical examinations included firstly a lot of work on the front and back lobs of the skull using instru-

ments. When she was fourteen she remembers being in the kitchen at home and found an instrument that had

four wire prongs with a claw on each of the ends, “ something like you would use to pick up ice cubes, you

could depress it and release it to pick up ice cubes “. she explained. This reminded her of one of the instru-

ments used on her during a medical examination “ And this was pushed up my nose “ she said. This freaked

her out, so she threw it in the back of a draw and never touched it again.

Asked if she has an “ implant “ in her body, she said “ I have no idea “. She says that her physic abilities have

not been increased because of these experiences. Although she does see an Aura about her body, especially at

night. She can wave her arm about and can see the “ light “ from her Aura moving through the air. Her Aura

is brown with a golden lining around it, and about 2 cm above the skin.

Her friendly Being ( Isaac or Zachary ) has told her everything, but she is unable to recall what was spoken

about. She recalls sitting in a room with him, and she had a coat on to keep her warm. She had to pick up test

tubes and he would mark them and place them into another rack. And he said to our Abductee “ you may not

agree with this now, but one day you will “. “ One day you will come out of denial, and agree with it “. as she

was saying to herself “ no I won’t, no I won’t “ ( this was when she was aged fourteen ) She felt really bad

because she was helping them. “ It was his way of showing her that this is what we are doing. When asked

what it was they were doing, she answered “ they were collecting ovaries and sperm. There was about 25

mm of a creamy substance in each test tube. Our Abductee thinks that they freeze them and experiment with

hybrid babies, and are possibly creating a Race of people.

They can be asked any question that you wish to ask, and they will tell you the answers. But they will not

allow you to remember. They take the memory away from you, it is their way of having fun with you. They

have a good sense ofhumour in their own way.

One of the brown beings was asked how old he was, and he answered that he was twenty five. And that when

our Abductee was five, that he would come and visit her, but she does not remember this.

According to our Abductee these “ People from the sky “ desperately want to make contact with all of the

people of the Earth. They do not wish to interfere with our society, for they could have done that years ago.

They are watching our development and decline, monitoring our environment and preparing a selected few

for future world events. They are educating many of our citizens in the knowledge of the past and events of

the future. The truth of them would astound most of us. But it is real and happening to-day. Just open your

minds to the facts and you too will begin to understand the truth.

Our Abductee continues, and says that these Beings once populated the surface of the Earth many years ago.

They were in strumental in the building of the Great Pyramid of Egypt.

If she had a choice of living in their world, or the one she was bom into, she said that she would much rather

go with them into their world, then to stay down here upon this world. Only because of the way our society

is developing. “ With them, life would be easier there “. “ Communication between each other, and a better

understanding of our purpose would be fully understood “. “ They are not interested in your looks and appear-

ances, only what is in your mind”. “ They seem to look past you, not at you “.

When asked to further describe these People, our Abductee describes. “ These Beings move in a very grace-

ful manner when they walk and move around “. “ They have three fingers and a thumb. The middle finger is

longer with a small “ hook “ on the end. The other fingers are more like ours. Their hand is larger than ours

and broader. Their feet have three pointy toes, and the bone structure seems to be double and joined together.



Recalling another experience, she remembers being in the place below the Earth described earlier. “ They

were all dressed in what looked like ‘ Army Greens with heavy boots and a broad belt around their narrow

waists. And I thought to myself that there is a whole army of them down here. I had got lost when wandering

around on my own, and was crouching down hiding behind a crate”.

When I said to our interviewee that she was able to recall a great amount of detail about her experiences,

she said that it is still not enough, she would just love to remember everything. And looks forward to her

Hypnotherapy session. She is interested to learn more about the “ place “ below the Earth. “ The craft are easy

for me to accept, but this place below the Earth, that is different “ she says with great fascination. “ There are

compartments with tables and chairs where they do the medical procedures. And there is a large pipe system

that goes up through a high ceiling. The air here is warm and kind of muggy and smells like dirt. As if there

was not quite enough ventilation “. she continued.

“ They breath oxygen the same as we do. When they come into my room I can hear them breathing. It seems

an effort for them
, but I think it is because they are just as nervous as us, and the interaction that is taking

place. I am sure of this because we are so unpredictable. They seem to think before they do anything, where

as we act on instinct. Where we usually act without thinking, and if things go wrong we then try to work our

way out of it, they think of the consequences before they act.

Last year ( 1995 ) one came into my room and I was expecting one of the electrical vibrations but it did not

happen. Instead, he placed his hand on my forehead and with the other hand he applied pressure to the back

lobe of my head, and it really hurt. I panicked and thought “ How could you deceive me like this, I thought

you were my friend “
. She continues. “ I stood up in my bed and grabbed a hold of one of his hands, and then

the other and began wrestling with him. I was really angry at him. But when I looked at his eyes I realised

that this was a reality and felt that there was something above my bedroom so I backed off. He ran out of

the room so I jumped back into bed and thought that he had gone out to get the others. But he did not “. She

further explained that they no not have physical strength as we do. And the electrical vibration that they use

is a protective measure for them to weaken us and restrict our strength. It controls us and protects them. She

further explains that in our reality we are stronger than them, but in their reality they are stronger than us. And
this is why they can get us on the experimental table and things like that.

When they are with her in the physical state she explained that “ they are unable to hear when I speak, so I

have to use hand gestures. I have to point up to tell them that I want to go up. Communication with them is

by a combination of hand gestures and thoughts through mental telepathy. Maybe they are unable to hear as

we do “. She said that when she was in the de materialised state, that they were able to communicate much

better with telepathy only.

She said that when she is in the conscious state where she is able to communicate with ease with the Aliens,

she consciously tries to stay within that state. “ You are able to “ push “ your way out ofthat state ofconscious-

ness once you know how, and that frustrates them “, she explained.

When asked if there is one person in charge of the situation and shows his authority, “ Yes, the one that she

considers her friend, the one she feels closest to “, she replied. “ The one called Izzacs or Zachary, he is the

authority there “. “ One of the other examiners is of equal authority to him “.

She also stated that it was accepted among the other aliens present who had the authority. Once one of the

others said “ What is she doing in here ? “. And the head alien turned around to face him and said “ Because

I want her in here !
“. Seeing this, our Abductee thought to herself “ Am I not supposed to be here, I thought

I was welcome “.



When asked about the large interior of the building under the Earth, whether it was constructed of stone,

or metal, she replied “ No, it was constructed of wood. Huge wooden beams. I saw a doorway, this is what

confused me, it looked like a house that could be on the surface. After seeing the walls and construction of

the craft, then seeing this place, I felt confused “.

She felt that she had to earn the right to be shown this place under the Earth. “ I think they thought that “ she

has learnt to behave herself now, so we will show her this special place below the Earth”. She said that all of

her experiences were like a progressive learning process. She has learnt to behave herself and not be afraid

and react in an aggressive manner towards them. And now she is being rewarded by being shown other places

and things by them. She feels within herself that she is so child-like during the experience, and acting purely

on natural instinct.

“ They tease me a lot and make jokes “. She recalls, “ When I was fifteen or sixteen they showed me a red

button. They said to me “ do not push that red button or the craft will explode !”. And I actually reached for

it. The Being stopped me and said “ You all do it “. They then acted as if disappointed in me. It was a joke,

but also an example ofHuman Nature at work, a form of self destruction, she explained. The head Being was

always very “ Fatherly “ towards me, she said.

Asked if she considered that she was especially chosen by the aliens to be trained for a special purpose for

the future, she said that she was not, but only one ofmany that were having the same experiences as she was.

She did not consider herself as anyone special, just that maybe she was able to interact with them easier. “ I

allow it to happen. I want it to happen “, she says.

I then asked her did she know why they chose her for these experiences, she said that she “ had no idea “.
“

But when they first started taking me, I accused them of stealing me from my home. And they said that I had

agreed to do this “. “ Then I said that I do not remember giving you permission to do this “. “ Then they said

“ but you agreed not to remember “. “ I felt confused by it all
“

Asked if she is afraid or “ freaked out “ by the experiences, she answered a confident “ No, but I still get

anxious of a night time. You never know when you are going to have something medically done to you “. I

no not mind the sensation of going up, but I can not get used to the sensation of going down. I do not like the

feeling of falling, I always panic”. “ You are really physically falling. They look at you as if to say, “ why are

you panicking ?”. When I try to grab something I just grab the air to try to stop myself from falling. I always

land in a slow controlled motion feet first. When falling through the Earth, it is like a dark shadow. If I look

up it is black. I can see light around us, but beyond the light is dark shadow. You can see that it is rock and

clumps of dirt, but the further we go down, it gets darker. We come in through the top of the building and land

on what really feels like a wooden floor. I saw a piece of carpet, and thought “ that’s a pretty way out piece

of carpet, I wonder where they stole that from.” She said that she thinks they just help themselves when on

the surface.

Asked if she objected to being abducted on a regular basis, she stated that “ I agree to go, so I am not really

being abducted, it is more an “ interaction “. She also felt it unfair that they do not allow her to remember all

that she has leamt and observed during her many experiences.

Go to drawing from this case

Next Abduction

Return to Home Page
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Alien Abductions.

Was I Abducted ?

A Married couple living in a suburb of Newcastle ( NSW), were puzzled by a brilliant white light shining in

through their bedroom window one night in 1974. Their ‘Venetian’ blinds were partly closed so as to stop the

light from outside shining in . The house was elevated above the ground and surrounded by bushland. It was

late in the evening when they heard a strange noise “ something like an electrical motor high pitch hum
Suddenly their bedroom lit up with a bright white light, “ as bright as a strobe light “ It could not have come

from ground level, because of the surrounding bush “ The light came from up above, and down through the

blinds “ We became scared but I had to get out of bed to have a look, and see if I could see the source of

the noise and light”. “ I remember placing my feet on the floor, and suddenly the light went out, and I heard

a “ fff “ type noise as if the object flew off’. “ That is all I remember of the incident “. The next day there

was a story in the local newspaper reporting the sighting of a strange light moving very fast across the sky

that same night.

Note:

This gentleman contacted me after reading a magazine story containing an ‘abduction’ that I had been inves-

tigating. On reading the article he became unexplainably uneasy and agitated within himself. As if he too

had a similar connection, but could not remember. Upon recalling the incident with his wife, she said that

she remembers something happening but can not remember what. Even though, on the night of the incident,

she was so afraid she was crying. Under normal circumstances you would think that you would remember

something so dramatic. Because of the ‘ feelings ‘ he has when thinking of the incident, he has requested

Hypnotherapy to see if anything did happen that night.

Next Abduction Case.

Home Page.

Copyright © Barry Taylor 1996



Alien Implant.

Overview:

We have heard and read about Alien Implants in humans for some time now. Some have been surgically

removed and examined, while others, unable to be removed because of the vulnerable positioning within the

body, make it dangerous for the patient to have it removed.

Some implants are very small in size and some are much larger. Some implants are made of a strongly mag-

netic metallic material surrounded by a “ fatty “ material. Possibly to stop the body rejecting or reacting to

the implant.

Positioning of the implant varies from case to case. Some in the skull and brain regions, near the ear, front

or rear lobe of the brain and in the sinus cavity. Others implanted in the limbs or stomach regions. Abductees

explain how these implants are inserted into their body. Some have their eye ball removed, and a long needle

type probe inserts the implant deep into their brain. Others recall “ injections “ implanting objects under their

skin or into the stomach.

Why Implant.

The reasons for the implants has been speculative to date. Are they used as tracking devices, so that the

Abductee can be recontacted throughout their life no matter where they relocate to.

Do the implants send out messages to the Aliens. Either audible or biological data transmissions would seem

the most probable.

Another scenario put forward is that the implants will be used to inform, or suddenly alert the Abductee to

a major change of events due to happen at some time in the future. Advanced knowledge and an understand-

ing of the event will be activated through the implant. Hence the Abductee will have a full understanding of

reasoning and actions to be taken at this time.

Or, the implants may be inserted into the humans selected by the Aliens as “ Hybrid baby incubaters “. The

implants may alter and adjust the flow ofhormomes required to develop the special needs of the young Alien

Fetus. The connection between the pituitary and pancreas is direct, and the implant in the left thumb ofX may
have a ‘ sympathetic ‘ or ‘ harmonic ‘ relationship with the others.

Mind Control.

Because the technology development of the Aliens, it is not infeasible that because of the select positioning

of the implants, mind control of the Abductee may be a possibility. At some given point in time, information

transmitted through the implant, may render the Abductee into uncharacteristic actions. Either to assist their

fellow man with “inside information” of the Alien race intentions, or to assist in the Alien course.

What ever the answers, the fact is that some people have been implanted with sophisticated Alien devices.

This brings us to this very important case history.

Introduction.

During my research into “Alien Abductions”, I was contacted by X is in her 50’s, and anaware and sensible

lady. She is very well read in the field of Ufology because of her life long association and connection with

the Aliens.

Because she has been unsuccessful in getting answers from our professional medical people, she has allowed

me full approval and encouragement to tell her story. To let you know of what has happened to her with the

Aliens, and the medical profession here in Australia.



Alien Fetus.

When 1 8 years old, becoming pregnant out ofwedlock was seen to be out of order and frowned upon by par-

ents of this era. X found herself in this situation and decided to have an abortion. She knew she was pregnant,

she had all the symptoms, and a girl instinctively knows anyway. She made all of the arrangements, paid her

money and went to see the doctor for the operation. The doctor, after examining X had some unexplainable

news to tell her. She was not pregnant, there was no fetus. Her money was refunded in full, and her life was

back to normal, well, almost. X knew she was pregnant. She said that just before the abortion was due to be

undertaken, “they” returned and removed the fetus from her. X has had several Alien experiences throughout

her life, but the most significant was the implantation of devices into her body.

Physical symptoms.

X felt ill, and had unusual headaches so went to seek medical advice. She was referred to a specialist in

Sydney where she had her first ‘cat scan’ x-rays. The x-rays were “ normal “ according to doctors verbal

statements, but no written reports were given to X of the results. And she was unsatisfied with the way her

case was handled. The headaches continued and she still felt ill.

She went to see her local family doctor. She had explained to him the real reasons why she was ill, and ofher

connection with Alien beings and what they had done to her. This doctor did not want to hear about her story.

He would talk about anything else, but not of the Alien contacts and implant. X was seen as a schizophrenia.

She was hospitalised for four days. Heavily seduced on drugs, and given no other medical examinations or

appropriate treatment during her stay in hospital. She was apparently not regularly checked by medical staff,

but hospitalised and forgotten. When eventually checked upon, she was found to have fallen out of bed onto

the floor. The television set at her bedside had fallen onto her legs. Her leg was turning black due to lack of

blood circulation. The doctor that found her in this condition stated that because of the condition of her leg,

she must have been in that position for at least 36 hours. ( it is a long time to be unattended in hospital isn’t it

? Ed.) Her written complaints to the medical board and authorities were ignored.

Her constant vigil with local medical people saw arrangements made to have another ‘ cat scan ‘, this time

on the most sophisticated machine available in Australia. The waiting list for patients is 1 8 months for this

hi-tech cat scan, X only had to wait six weeks, she was obviously seen as a priority.

X underwent this Hi-tech cat scan, a two hour vigil. Upon completion, X asked doctors for the results, and

was refused a discussion on the matter. X decided to act alone and walked into the x-ray viewing room. A
private “ Doctors Only “ area. Her x-rays were lined up on the viewing light, and she had a quick look at them

before being quickly ushered out of the room and told “ you should not be in here “. X told the doctor that she

had seen enough anyway. She could see the close ups of the implant in her head.

Medical Cover up.

The cover up has begun. To this day X persistent request and demands for the results of this x-ray treatment

have been futile. Doctors in Brisbane, and her local G.P. have all refused to talk to X about the results. “ It is

almost as if they have been advised to withhold the information from me” Stated X. “ They now have proof

that Alien implants are real, and do not want to let us know “ said X. X has said that she now intends to seek

her medical results through ‘ the freedom of information ‘ channels. She has had no luck to date.

Hypnotherapy.

X requested hypnotherapy to see if she could recall further details of her abductions by Aliens. She already

remembers some of her experiences, but a lot of gaps remain. She remembers what the Aliens that she met

looked like ( see drawings ). Also, some details of the inside of the space craft. X has only had one hypno-

therapy session so far, and will have more. Here are a few of the things that she recalled.



Inside The Space Ship.

She recalls being taken into a space craft. The walls were curved and everything was made of a dull metalic

metal, something like pewter. There were stools or seats that were suspended from the ceiling. Everything

seemed to be moulded together, there were no joins noticeable.

She remembered walking from room to room through doorways, none ofwhich close, up a stairway and onto

a narrow walkway with railings that curved around the wall of the craft. From this walkway you overlooked

down onto the centre of the craft.

X describes the layout of this lower level area as looking like a circular area covered with “ water “ very

smooth in appearance. There were walkways or “ bridges “ radiating outward from the centre and was very

geometric in design.

Hybrid Children.

X also recalled being led to another area along a similar walkway overlooking an area where there were a

number of small “ children “ playing. There were other humans here also, men and women all wearing white

gowns. X got the impression that they were all especially brought together to view the progress of their hybrid

children.

X felt a close affinity with the children, and know she had a motherly connection with them. “ I know my
babies are there, but I do not know which one is mine “ X emotionally conveys.Some of the children had very

fine white hair, and some had on hair at all. They had an expressionless look on their very pale faces. They

did not have rosy cheeks like normal children. They were small and thin but appeared happy. X explained that

they “ looked different “. They had high foreheads but looked “ really cute “.

They were playing with a “ plasma ball “. They would throw it to each other, and it would appear to just float

through the air changing shape when caught.

The other humans did not communicate among themselves. It was as if they knew that they were there for

one purpose only, to view their children.

The Nursery of children was supervised by a tall human looking lady. She had long black hair, beautiful

features and dressed in a long white gown. After a short while the tall lady quietly ushered the children away

through a doorway. The group on the viewing platform then began to walk away.

The human guests were not supervised at this stage, they just knew what to do and where to go. Carol began

to feel frustrated, she wanted to speak to someone and find out more, but there was no one around.

What the first x-rays show.

Three Implants.

The first implant is in the left thumb. In the upper joint where it joins the hand. This is still painful when

pressed.

The second is in the pancreas.

The third, and most interesting is in the pituitary gland cavity in the centre of the skull.

This looks like a small rectangular “ bottle ‘ with a short neck. ( a computer ‘ chip ‘ Ed.)

See the X-rays

Return to Home Page
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X-rays From First Cat Scan.

Full body x-ray, front and back views.Note the dark spots in the left thumb and pancreas.

C l IThe implant appears to be behind the pitu-

itary gland, but skillfuly positioned in the

I pituitary cavity. The implant is very geo-

I metrically shaped. With parallel sides and

sharp corners. Not a natural object.



About the Pituitary Gland.

The Pituitary Gland is one of the most important glands. It secretes substances into the blood system which

are carried to other body organs. Called the “ endocrine system
[
Hormones

]
which regulates growth,

sexual development, defences against disease and traumatic emergencies among others.

The Pituitary is divided into two portions, the anterior and the posterior. The anterior, the most important,

controls body growth, development and control of the adrenal cortex, sex glands, thyroid and pancreas. The

posterior,assists water retention by the kidneys.

If the growth hormone is excessive during childhood and adolescence, giants are produced. If insufficient,

dwarfs are produced. If the pituitary is overactive later in life when the bones can grow no further, the head,

hands and feet may enlarge
[
arcomegaly ].

Slow sexual development and reduced fertility can be treated by extracts of pituitary gland hormones.

The main pituitary secretion is adreno-cortico-trophic hormone or ACTH. Directly stimulating the cortex or

outer part of the adrenal gland
[
deals in control of stress ]. Other pituitary substances are associated with the

secretion of milk and the activity of the thyriod gland.

The posterior pituitary is also connected to the brain with many nerve fibers, regulating weight, sleep, muscle

coordination and emotional activity. Effects on the system of involuntary muscle control when inactive and

can be used to assist childbirth. Pituitary inactivity causes sleep to easily occur.

The pituitary also has a relationship with the pancreas producing insulin.

Disorders of the pituitary or thyriod glands may cause spontaneous abortion. So does poisoning by

lead,mercury or zinc, vitamin deficiency, overexposure of x-rays or radium radiation.

X also has been analysed to have excess mercury in her brain. She is uncertain how this has occurred.

If you can offer constructive assistance in successfuly helping X obtain her medical records, and bring the

results out into the open, than contact me.

The two implants are circled. The one in the thumb is very

“ active “ and appears to be a square object. But may have

slightly inwardly sloping top edges.



Item of Interest

Fatima’s Prophecies

St. Lucia wrote the 3rd. memoir on 31st. August 1941. This was in three parts.

The first revealed a vision of Hell, where God offered a remedy for Salvation of Souls.

The second, of the miraculous peace that God wishes to give the World.

The third, has been kept secret to this very day. And this would be the most interesting one for us to know.

Some believe that other Prophecies in visions in other parts of the World may have revealed the contents of

this 3rd part of the Fatima vision.

Russia apparently has a major part in it. Also the Middle Eastern countries of Israel and Egyptian nations. The

Popes have refused to make public the contents. Why ?

Are the contents so horrifying that the church does not wish to panic its members?

Or, If the Prophecies do not come to pass, the Church would be made a fool of?

Or, they may have their own doubts about the Prophecies ? Apparently, the Prophecies to date have proven to

come true, so human fear of its contents can be assumed to be the reason for their secrecy. It is said that the

3rd. and secret prophecy can be revealed by reading Revelation’s in the Bible.

Signs of The Times,

Let us firstly look at some of the ‘ signs ‘ associated with religious meaning.

Some that come to mind are;

Lismore N.S.W.- A tomb stone cross in a Lismore cemetery began to ‘ glow ‘ a white light several nights in a

row. A photograph of this ‘glowing’ cross was published in the “Northern Star” newspaper.

Sydney - A idol of Jesus had tears rolling out of its eyes. Shown on Sydney T.V.

An Icon of Jesus had an oil substance oozing from its surface.

Western Australia -A large rock had the face of Jesus mysteriously etched into its surface, and was later stolen

from its location. Shown on T.V.

In India, religious idols ( even metal ones ) would drink milk from a teaspoon. Shown on T.V.

This is only a few of what must be happening around the World. But why ?

It seems that God if saddened by us, otherwise, why the tears ?

There is something happening here, this is why we must open our eyes to all relevant aspects ofwhat is occur-

ring around the World. It is all interconnected one way or another.

The 3rd. Fatima Prophecy is associated with UFO activity by some.



Latest Reported LJ.F.O.Sightings.

Solid Objects.

A report forwarded to me after an ABC Radio 2NR Lismore morning segment about UFO’s on 16th. August

1996.

First report: A couple from the Brooms Head area ( north coast ofN.S.W. ) reported two UFO sightings that

they had witnessed in past years. Both sightings were of solid objects. The first UFO was observed in late

September 1976. A fast moving object flew directly overhead only 7.7 meters ( 25 feet ) above the observer.

It sounded like the wind whisteling through the trees or around the eves of the house, but 1000 times louder.

The object was travelling from west to east and looked solid on the bottom half, and a see through top half

dome. Dimensions were about 4.6 metres (15 feet ) long, and 2 meters ( 6 feet ) high. There were Blue, Green,

Yellow and red lights on the object. Through the centre ofthe top transparent dome, was a purple vertical tube

of light. The observer later leamt that at the time of the sighting, his neighbours dog had been acting strange.

The dog was pacing around inside the house with its hair on its back standing on end, and growling.

The second sighting from these people was of a huge cigar shaped UFO. Less than one mile (1.6 Kim ) from

them. They observed the object for 6 or 7 minutes as it moved at an estimated speed of 116 Kim / hour (70

miles / hour ). Until it slowly went from view towards Wooli ( east of Grafton ). The dimensions of this cigar

shaped object, that looked like a red hot bar of iron, were estimated to be, 100 yards ( 90 meters ) long, and

30 feet ( 9.2 meters ) thick. A little thicker at the rear end.

First drawing. Second drawing.

Cigar shaped UFO.
The second caller reported a cigar shaped object that paced a commercial airliner in 1976 while in flight. All

the passengers observed this object, some taking photos of it. ( I would like to see one of these photographs

Ed. ). The report has never been officially reported, until now.

Monday July 29 th. Grafton N.S.W. ( Australia ) 10:35 AM.
Between 7:30 and 10:00 AM, 20 industrial employees were observing a ‘ star ‘ visible in the clear morning

sky. A star, comet, helicopter or weather balloon were some of the comments. I saw them looking to the sky

and pointing, so I strolled over to their location and suggested “ It could be a UFO “, just to gauge their

response. Some wanted to know more, while others said “ don’t be silly “. The object, over the period of

observation moved towards the south (it should have moved more to the west because of the Earths rotation)

This had me thinking for a while. We concluded that it was Venus.

Then at 10:35 AM while I was again looking for the ‘ star ‘, I observed a small bright ‘ light ‘ appear into view.

It was moving very fast towards the south. I called out to one of the fellows nearby. We both watched this

fast moving silvery orb until it flew from view. It seemed to veer to the left as it was going into the distance.

Observation was only for ten seconds. The altitude of the object was about 20,000 feet. And to travel the

distance it did in ten seconds, it was moving fast. ( maybe 1000 MPH

)



That evening, thinking that the UFO’s may be on the increase again, I loaded my Video camera, and walked

out the back door to have a look at the night sky. The time was 8:45 PM. And my view was looking to the

south over Grafton city centre. A friend visiting at the time followed me. We opened the door and immediately

noticed a bright orange / red light in the sky. It was a beautiful colour and very slowly moving toward us. I

immediately began to video the light. “ Here comes another one “ shouts my friend. And sure enough, there

was a second identical light following the same path as the first. I concentrated on filming the second. Their

altitude was around 1,500 to 2,000 feet, and about 500 to 800 meters from us. They seemed to float past, in

smooth steady flight. No sound at all. I filmed for 8 minutes until they slowly went from view in a N.E.E.

direction towards the coast. When plotted on a map, their path would have taken them directly to Mount

Tucabia.

Daytime UFO Sighting

At least six people observed a UFO at 10:30 AM Tuesday 6 th August 1996. The object was seen hovering,

and slowly moving about in the Tabulum area West of Casino ( Northern N.S.W.). The group of six contacted

FM Radio Station ZZZ in Lismore to report the sighting. I will be doing a Live radio interview one day next

week about the many UFO sightings in this region over the last few months. Check this site for up-dates.

NOTE: I will include an enhanced photo of these UFO’s when they are processed.

Cigar shaped UFO’s.

Midlands, Perth W.A.

Two brothers when children observed two “ cigar “ shaped UFO’s one behind the other following in the same

path and only 60 metres above the ground and no sound. They suddenly shot off at incredible speed out of

sight. Radio reports that evening described others that had seen the same objects.

Ballina N.S.W. March 1996.

A lady suddenly awoke at 3:44 AM to see through her bedroom window, a large yellowish “ light “ slowly

moving in the sky. Suddenly dropping to tree top level and moving back and forward over sugar cane crops

until it slowly moved off out of sight at 3:50 AM.

Home Page.
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Mr. Les Saunders P.O.Box xxx Bundanoon, N.S.W. Australia 2xxx

Phone / Fax :
(ISD 61) (Oxx) xxxxxx

(Independant UFO Researcher contribution)

(1) October 18 th 1978 at 10:45 PM. Aman ( name supplied ) while travelling alone towards Hardy’s Bay on

the Central Coast of N.S.W. along the Maitland Bay Wreck Road, had a good view over the ocean towards

North Head Sydney. He suddenly noticed a “ bright green glow “ emanating from below an escarpment. The

glow was lighting up the underside of the sea mist from the ocean.

As he rounded a curve in the road, his vehicles engine began misfiring and the radio and lights failed. Another

vehicle approaching him also had trouble with his headlights dimming and flickering. He tried to wave the

approaching driver over, but on rounding the comer realized why the driver wanted to continue.

Suddenly his engine stopped. Then a “ huge bright silver object, tubular in shape with bright green glowing

ends came up the escarpment. It was so large it filled the entire windscreen “, he reported.

He also states that the whole inside of his car lit up green. There was a “ pounding “ noise in his ears, like

stereo speakers turned up loud and they vibrate. He also felt as if he was being “ forced “ down into the seat

of his car. The object passed over the top of his car and gained altitude at speed.

He was then able to restart the engine and continue his journey home. When arriving home, he was greeted

by his over excited wife, bursting with something to tell him. She had also witnessed the same object from

her location.

Apparently over 200 people had phoned the local radio station from as far a way as Wyong and the Entrance

to report this sighting at Maitland Bay.

That same night a professional fisherman from Hardy’s Bay was 20 Kim out to sea off Maitland Wreck. At

about 10:05 PM he said he heard a strange noise like “ water boiling and hissing “. He then noticed a bright

green light travelling under the water about 200 meters in front of his trawler, but lost sight of it through the

sea mist.

This sighting was three days prior to the mysterious disappearance of Mr. Frederick Valentik, and his plane,

over Bass Straight.

(2)

August 1 9 th 1 976. 1 :54AMA husband and wife ( names supplied ) were driving towards Mount Kaputar

on the road from Delungra to Bingara, ( western slopes of N.S.W.) when they came upon what they first

thought to be a railway train crossing the road. They could not understand why the crossing would not have

had warning lights. It was not until they reached their destination that they were informed that the nearest rail

crossing was 100 Kim from their location, “ so you could not have seen a train there”
,
they were informed.

On reflecting on what they had seen, they said that it seemed to have light coming from it. Not a beam of light

but a glow on the ground surrounding the whole object. It moved across the unsealed readjust off the ground,

they could not remember seeing any wheels.The object seemed to slow down when it reached the fence. It

then moved higher above the fence and gained speed. They lost sight of it in the fog.

Return to Other Researchers .

Return to Home Page.



AUSTRALIAN UFO REPORTS
ISSUE FIVE NOY 1996

Compiled by Keith Basterfield GPO Box 1894 Adelaide SA 5001

14 Oct 1991 SYDNEYNSW DD

John R and two others were at a beach near the Sydney airport control tower when they heard a buzz or hum-

ming type sound and looked up to see an object. “I looked up and noticed a craft in the air. This craft was

unlike anything I have ever seen before.” The object passed over them at 80-100 metres above them. The

tower operators could also see the object which had hieroglyphic type writing underneath. The object disap-

peared behind some trees. They were the only people on the beach, yet they noticed small footprints all around

them after the sighting. It is important to note that this is the same spot where the X had their sighting while

fishing with their kids on Easter Sunday. (UFOESA.)

27 Dec 1994 SYDNEYNSW 1400hrs DD

Viewed through binoculars
,
a glowing high altitude sphere was seen, heading west to east towards Sydney

airport. The object then stopped and changed direction and headed north. It again stopped and hovered for

a couple of minutes, then once again changed direction and headed back west. The object stopped one more

time before heading straight up into a cloud and disappearing. (UFOESA.)

23 Jul 1995 SYDNEYNSW

A Mr M. noticed an unusual, round, metallic object in the sky which he reported. It seemed to be moving

horizontally and vertically, rising rapidly until it just stopped for a couple of minutes. The object then started

to move again and headed into cloud cover. Mr M. noticed that the clouds seemed to be swirling underneath it.

The clouds were not dense, he could see through them but when the object entered the cloud, he could not see

it in the cloud, or beyond it. He contacted the RAAF and Mascot Airport who referred him on. (UFOESA.)

14 Jan 1996 CANBERRA TO SYDNEY (2045-2 120hrs) NL

A mother and daughter were travelling when they noticed a bright light which seemed to be coming down at

a steep angle. They were frightened it was a plane and was going to crash on them. All of a sudden the object

was directly above them about 60 metres up, and hovering. They noticed some non flashing coloured lights

and something like sparks coming down from the object. No noise was detected. They drove off and finally

lost sight of the object. The object appeared later near Collector, where they saw it land and noticed other cars

were stopped to look. The daughter believes she saw a smaller object next to the big one. She wandered why
she had not noticed this very well lit up farm house before as they travel the road regularly. They started to

panic when they noticed a single light coming from behind them and they took off in a big hurry. UFOESA
would like to hear from anyone else who has similar details. (UFOESA.)

1 1 Jun 1996 BELL BAY TAS 2030hrs NL

A single witness reported a dull grey, domed top object. Lights appeared beneath it as it curved towards the

witness, who quickly went indoors. (TUFOIC.)

20 Jul 1996 HOBART AIRPORT TAS 2100hrs NL

A trainee pilot reported a light following the aircraft. It was seen after landing, to be a bright light to the north.

Further details when known. (TUFOIC.)



23 Aug 1996 CAMPBELL TOWN TAS 2030hrs Poss GET

Two witnesses travelling north on highway reported a silver/grey, cigar shaped object, low to the west of the

road. It moved over the road ahead and was last seen above paddocks. (TUFOIC.)

2 Sep 1996

Peter Khoury received a call from a Mr C. who had just watched the Midday programme on Channel 9 and

noticed Kelly Cahill was discussing her 1993 UFO encounter in the Dandenong Ranges. He remembered the

night he was woken up between 1 and 3 a.m. by a noise in the night sky. He looked outside his bedroom

window and saw an object about 100 metres up and 3-400 metres away to the north north west. It was shining

a bright light which lit up the area as bright as day. Mr C. woke his wife and they both watched the object.

“In the blink of an eye it was 100 metres up and 50 metres away to the north north west.’ Mr C. pulled on his

trousers and grabbed a camera and raced outside but the object was out of sight. (UFOESA.)

9 Sep 1996 GYMPIE QLD (2000-203 Ohrs) 10 mins

A Mr G. B. of Gympie was driving along Pine Street Gympie eastern side towards the Bruce Highway when

he noticed a bright, orange ball of coloured light in the sky. He stoped the car and got out. The object was

about 45 degrees elevation and off to the west. It was travelling slowly towards the east. It looked like it was

only about 300-500 metres high, as it seemed to light up the ground below, i.e. the tree tops, if only slightly.

He described it as about the size of a little fingernail at arms length. It looked to have a fuzzy flame on one

side
,
the trailing side. After 10 minutes it suddenly picked up speed and did an abrupt right angle turn and

sped off, and was going in a few seconds, leaving a light trail. The angle of the turn it made was toward the

witness, which meant that it would have been going south. (UFOHSAR.)

10 Sep 1996 GYMPIE QLD 201 Ohrs NL

A Ms R.P. reported an orange light low in the sky. It was moving slowly and was travelling from north west

to east. It was about the quarter size of the Moon and did not seem to be high in the sky. It was watched for

10-12 minutes, and looked as though it had some sort of flame on one side, but not like the flame of a fire,

more misty like. Then it suddenly shot off and disappeared in a trice. (UFOHSAR.)

10 Sep 1996 DEVONPORT TO LAUNCESTON TAS 2230hrs NL

Witness sighted bright green light to the north west. Then surprised to see it ahead of car as travelled south.

The light dropped from the sky and was obscured by nearby trees. It subsequently appeared to the right and

left of the road. It was last seen as the witness arrived home in Launceston. (TUFOIC.)

18 Sep 1996 GYMPIE QLD NL

Ms R. P. sighted a similar thing to the 10 Sep, except that it appeared from the south-west this time and flashed

out of sight towards the east after moving slowly. (UFOHSAR.)

24 Sep 1996 BURNIE TAS 2215hrs NL

A flashing yellow/orange light was seen after a witness went out to look at the night sky. It was in the south

and moving rapidly up and down from 30 to 60 degrees elevation. It was observed for 30 seconds before it

departed at speed into the north-west sky. Took 4-5 seconds to leave. (TUFOIC.)



8 Oct 1996 ADELAIDE SANL Early hours

Three orange, bobbing lights were reported (UFORSA.)

14 Oct 1996 ADELAIDE SANL

While watching television the witness noted a noise on the roof and went outside to have a look. They saw a

green light which moved, hovered and then shot off. (UFORSA.)

15 Oct 1996 MT MAGNIFICENT CONSERVATION PARK SA

A party out camping located what appeared to be a mutilated horse on a little used track inside a conservation

park. Investigators attended the scene and confirmed a grey horse, in bad condition was lying on its left side.

There were large holes in the chest are, the genital area, and the anus region, plus skin had been stripped off

the right hand side of the jaw. There no signs to indicate a link to the UFO phenomenon. Nearby was a large

assortment of animal bones, including deer and sheep. The matter was reported to the police. (UFORSA.)

18/19 Oct 1996 KINGAROY QLD Night

A large pyramid/triangular shaped object was seen in the sky. Approximately 6000 metres up. It had many
coloured lights around its outer edge. It was described as being as large as a battleship, and cruised silently

in the heavens. It was observed for almost 10 minutes before accelerating away at a very rapid speed. (

UFOHSAR)

20 Oct 1996 ADELAIDE SA2210hrs NL

Lights were seen above Mt Lofty to the east of the City. They were red/green/ and white. Suspected astro-

nomical. (UFORSA.)

24 oct 1996 ADELAIDE SANL

A man reported constantly seeing UFOs in the sky. Moving and flashing. One was blue, others white/yellow.

Seen to the north with the naked eyes. (UFORSA.)

25 oct 1996 ADELAIDE SA

An unknown male telephoned claiming to have a photograph of a UFO which had crashed last night. Left no

name or contact number. (UFORSA.)

25 Oct 1996 MARCOOLA Sunshine Coast QLD OOOOhrs NL

Several people observed yellowish coloured light in the sky. They phoned 4GY radio station. The station was

not able to give much detail on these sightings but apparently there where several objects observed at one

time. (UFOHSAR.)

27 Oct 1996 ADELAIDE SA0620hrs

Rang to report sighting a “comet” like object in the eastern sky. (UFORSA.)



Undated GLENWOOD SE QLD NL

Seen by several observers, a bright orange light was seen low in the sky in the early evening. It moved from

west to north, quite slowly, then sped off at great speed and disappeared from sight. (UFOHSAR.)
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UFO Experience Support Association Inc. PO Box xxx, Regents Park, NSW 2143.

UFO Hotline Sightings and Abductions research. Lot xxx Traveston Road, MS 624, Gympie, Qld 4570

UFORSA. UFO Research (South Australia) PO Box xxx, Blair Athol SA 5084.
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UFO “ Balls of Energy.

A recent photograph taken by a visitor to the Lockard Gorge on the Great Ocean Road Port Campbell on the

southern coastline of Victoria. (Australia ).

Two photographs taken on the same day show these “ pure energy balls “. They were not seen when the

photograph was taken, but show up very clearly when the film was processed and printed. It is said by some

that these energy balls are associated with the changes occurring to our Earth.

This photograph clearly shows two “ energy Balls “ both about 30 cm in diameter ( 12 inches ). If you look

closely, you can see a third one in the bushes to the left and further away. Taking into consideration the extra

distance, this third ball would be the same size. Also note that each “ energy Ball “ is positioned behind a part

of the surrounding bushes, therefore ruling out film defects or added marks to the photo. This is a genuine

photograph.

Have you seen objects show up in photographs like this before ? If so, I would like you to contact me by

e-mail. Can you offer an explanation to this unusual phenomena ?
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Grafton UFO Images from Video.

A. Original frame captured from video. Because of the poor light gathering abilities of the video camera

under low light levels of night, the image captured is not a true rendition of the colour of the object as

observed. But never the less, you can still see an outline of the light source at the centre of the light.

B. This is a more true colour ( although paler ) The object was a fiery orange/red.

The remaining images are a variety of computer enhanced images of (A ). They show the various light

intensities of the light from the UFO.

C. Another frame captured from the video. Showing a protruding ‘ flare ‘ from the rear of the UFO, as in (A
). This may be ionisation from the propulsion system.

Download the image file and see what you can make of it, and let me know of your conclusions by e-mail.

Return to Home Page.



Communication With The White Council.

The Following information are extracts from material supplied and written by

John Kemot© Copyright 1996

“ An outline ofmy experience over an 1 8 year period in communication with an ‘ all seeing ‘ cosmic council

who oversee our planet. They are disturbed by what they see, but who have to conform to an ethic which

prevents them from interfering. They have said that there WILL be a landing on the planet, and will be bigger

than anything I CAN IMAGINE.”

“ I make contact by taking people into their past lives, then deviating from that ( “Christos”) to other meth-

ods. I do not believe that I am in fact taking people into their past lives, but into a “time zone” where they

accidentally are able to enter into energies from the past and experience things from, or through the energy of

a person who has lived previously. On two occasions only over an 1 8 year period have I had a person going

through an experience that could have been a past life ( of their own ).

I believe that I am taking people into past energy experiences in a manner similar to tuning a dial on a radio.

Changing wavelengths ( frequencies ), NO HYPNOSIS IS USED.

Case 1.

“ I had ‘taken’ someone to Tasmania to see their brother. Some time later, the brother had said that at that time

he had seen a ‘ ghostly spirit ‘ appear before him. Although, I do not believe that I really send the persons

Astral to communicate with someone else.”

Case 2,

“ In November 1978, after ‘ sending ‘ a person interstate to ‘see’ a friend, I ‘ took’ her to Bali, to ‘visit’ my
girlfriend who was on holidays there with friends. My subject did not know my girlfriend, and this was the

very first time she had met me.”
“ My subject said ‘ I can see an Island full ofgreen trees. ...I am going into a Hotel.... I can see a naked woman
in bed with a man with black bushy hair.... and a black beard.. ..she is pulling the sheet over her ....she is yell-

ing at me.. ..do not tell John... he must never know.’

“This blew me out. The next day on ringing her friend in Perth, I told her what had happened. My girlfriends

friend then confirmed that it was all true, in every detail.”

Case 3,

“ On 25 th November 1978, I was ‘ travelling ‘ a girl named Sue. I ‘took’ her to Melbourne to ‘see’ her

boyfriend. She made contact and was describing what she could see.” “ His truck is outside.. ..he is sleeping....

There’s a force.. ..I am going North.. ..I am in Space.. ..I can see the Earth getting smaller.. ..I have been told to

enjoy it....someone else is giving the orders. ...have been told to stop for a while.. ..telling me not to be afraid....

they know what we have been doing... they have been watching and waiting... they are showing me yellow

flowers... I am going by Mountains... they are different to ours... they are angular, but straight.... leaning to

one side.... I see big dried flowers like Sun Flowers.... I am travelling over land again... they are watching and

will teach... enough for now, I am coming back.”

“ It seems that my subject had made contact with some form of entity in Outer Space.”

Again on 27 th. November, Sue had another contact.

“ I am being pulled across mountains... I am circling a yellow Planet of red poisonous gases “.

John... Are they from Mars ?

Sue... No



John... “Ask him how the problems of humanity can be solved.”

Sue... “Humanity must leam from it’s mistakes”.... I think his name is ‘Oannes’.... only time will bring under-

standing.... with our protection is a feeling of love.” Sue continues, “ He is taking me to see the children and

furry animals.... Oannes said to me that “ you are not ready in this life time, you must come back “. Sue to

John .-.” You are not allowed to look into things that are not shown.... I only know what I see.... that is true....

he is saying good-bye... he is waving.... I am being pulled down.... I am in England
”

These were the first ofhundreds ofcommunications from these entities. Other entity types include at least two

from silver clad entities who claim they are from Mars. We have ‘ met ‘ with “ wise Men “ in spaceships out

from our Planet who come from a higher order which is connected with the “ White Council

A lot of the readings have been quite strange, others have made accurate predictions. The overall attitude

seems to be a deep concern for the direction Man is heading for, and what we are doing in the World.

On 14 th. November 1979 my subject was a Lebanese man from Mt. Newman. He described meeting with an

ancient “ wise man “ in a huge oval space ship high above the Earth. This white haired, white bearded man
said that he had detailed records of all of the people on Earth. The Bible, Isaiah: 40-22 says “ There is One

who is dwelling above the circle of the Earth...” I ask, is this the very same person?

Most people are familiar with what is known as “ near death experience “. When someone suffers a bad ill-

ness or accident. They see other people, sometimes members of their own family who have died. The victim

feels wonderful and peaceful and nearly always wants to go to this next realm. They have to make the deci-

sion whether to die or return to their life on Earth on the basis of their love or obligations to their family.

Sometimes during this experience they see or travel down a tunn el of light, or hear sweet music. This has also

happened while taking people on ‘ travels ‘, having experiences of near death experiences.

The ability to communicate with these entities, spirits and extra-terrestials etc, has to be part of the overall

meaning of life. Glimpses perhaps deliberately given to a few to re-enforce our spiritual awareness, or an

attempt to guide mankind to a less destructive path than the one we are on.

I call these contacts “ The White Council “, which they accept. Prophet, Elizabeth Clare from the US. claims

to receive messages from “ The Council of the Great White Brotherhood “, ascended Masters and God free

Beings. These seem to be the same entities I am in contact with.

John Kernot Index Page.
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BOOMERANG SHAPED U.F.O’s

by John Kemot

On June 4 1969 a huge boomerang shaped object was photographed

orbiting the moon by a member of the Ballarat ( Victoria ) Astronomi-

cal Society. The object cast a shadow on the moons surface and was

estimated to have been at least 500km long. The object seemed to

radiate light, suggesting a metallic mirror-like surface. Author Richard

Tambling mentiond this object in his book “ Flying Saucers - Where

Do They Come From ? “
( Horwitz, 1978 )

A second member of the Ballarat Astronomical Society, independently took two photoes of the same object,

surrounded by a haze. It is said that Apollo 1 1 astronaut Neil Armstrong had filmed the alien craft while near

the moon, but the footage was labelled “ top - secret “. Support varifying the incident was later recieved from

Moscow. In 1975, Soviet space program director Dr. Vladimir Azhaza said, “ I am convinced Armstrong and

Aldrin did see alien ships and that NASA censored the incident.

US sighting,

January 1981, a boomerang shaped craft was observed over the Morenci copper smelting plant, Arazona

US. Four workers at the plant say that a “ massive spacecraft “ swooped down and shone a beam on them.

Described as large as “ four football fields “ and with 12 small red lights on the edges, and a searchlight in the

centre which shone down into the smokestack. The object was also seen by 100 marching band members 2

km away. Director Bruce Smith said, “ It was V-shaped and hovering, the biggest aircraft I’ve ever seen.”

Broome ( Western Australia ) Sighting.

August 8, 1992 at about 8:30 PM. Two identical and related “ crescent-shaped “ objects travelling horizontally

in a N.NE. direction making a droning noise and trailing a “ frosty “ vapour trail were independently reported

to the Bureau of Meteorology in Broome.

Two workers at the Willie Creek Pearl Farm observed one of the huge objects and said, “ This is the first time

we have come against something we just can’t explain.” “ We were watching it for a full minute before it went

out of sight. It was a quarter-moon shape and illuminated by light. The shape was not flat, it was standing on

it’s side, with vapour trails from each point. It was about 1500 to 2000 feet up. ( 500 - 600 metres ).” We could

hear this high pitched droning noise, but not loud over the noise of our generator.”

They also reported the sighting to the Perth Observatory, who were anable to explain the sighting.

Day-time UFO Sighting,

Saturday August 5, 1992. While investigating the crescent shaped object, I received three reports of a round

white light with light coming from the back of it, going South to North over Broome. Witnesses, one a four

year old girl who brought the bright object to her mothers attention, and a group ofAboriginals at One Mile

Reserve, and a Policeman.

More Boomerang shaped Objects Seen,

( Reported in the “ Boab Babbler “ Vol 11 No. 15. Friday 21 August 1992).

A large number ofDerby ( W.A.) citizens sighted a UFO on Saturday night 8th August just after 8 PM. ( Ten

witnesses reported what they had seen, here is an overview of their statements. Ed.

)

Rod Sanders - Airline Manager. “ I noticed an unusual crescent cloud shape travelling north faster than any

jet I have ever seen. It was grey underneath and appeared to be glowing above. There was no noise. It was a

UFO. It was hard to estimate the height and speed of the object because I did not know it’s size.”



Vincent Bear - Student. “ It was like a smooth Boomerang. I could see it clearly. It was glowing and moving

fast then it just disappeared.”

Barbara Stott. R.F.D.S. “ It was a clear cloudless night. The object appeared above the southern end of the

jetty, I was looking up at about 45 degrees at it. It was a defused white shape like the outline of a Stealth

Bomber. It emitted a faint glow. The whole thing lasted about 2 minutes. I estimate it to be at an altitude

of 4,000 feet ( 1200 metres ) but if it was huge it could have been 100,000 feet ( 30,000 metres ). It did not

disappear over the horizon, it just went up and vanished.”

Peter Schmidt. “ It was crescent shaped with an eerie glow like a neon tube. It was like a Boomerang with the

point heading north.”

Pat D’Cruz - School Teacher. “ I saw a semi-circular shape of orange semi-transparent light moving at a

controlled speed. It was not high at all, about 700 metres ( 2000 feet ). At full arms distance it was about 6

inches (150 mm) wide. Others had seen the same object off 80 Mile Beach on the same night at around 8.10

PM travelling north. From what I can work out this thing must have been pritty big, very high (100 kms or

more ( 60 miles )) and travelling mighty fast, to be seen at 80 Mile Beach to Cone Bay at the same time.”

Clinton Ishiguchi, Student. “ I saw this thin semi-circular shape coming up from the south. It was glowing

green. It slowly faded than vanished completely.”

Bobby Buckle, Derby Garage. “ I saw this semi-circular object. There seemed to be an orange glow at the

front of the object and diffused white light coming from behind. I think it was about 2,000 feet ( 600 metres

) in altitude.”

Fiona Buckle, Student. “ At full arms length the object would have been the size of half a football. It was

pretty big whatever it was.”

UFO’s Over The Kimberley.
July 11, 1992. ( Report in “ Kimberley Echo “) An unknown space object described as a burning ball or large

bright object with a fanned aura of light surrounding it proceded toward the eastern horizon at about 6.30

PM. Broome Police received nine reports of the sighting within half an hour, and there were more sightings

between Koolan Island and Kununurra. Mike Candy from the Perth Astronomical Observatory was unable to

explain the object. “ But it would appear to have been a large fireball or meteorite that crashed into the earth’s

surface.” he said. Koolan Island residents reported a super sonic boom approx, two and a half minutes after

the sighting. Mr. Candy said that the object may have crashed to the earth’s surface somewhere in central

Australia. Mr Candy also stated that “ the sighting of a similar fanned span of coloured light seen late 1991,

was “ proven “ to be emmissions from gas tests aboard the US space shuttle.

Mr. Candy also said, “ However, another factor that is yet to be covered is whether the object that passed over

the Kimberley on July 1 1 was connected to a spat of recent reports of blue lights being seen in the skies over

the region. The source of these lights is yet to be determined because reports vary considerably as to size,

number, shape, intensity and movement of the objects.”

Strange Blue Light.

May 1995. Aboriginals form the One Arm Point area (150 kms north of Broome ) reported last Saturday

evening that they had seen a very bright blue light moving all over the sky. Going up and down and moving

all around, and than took off at high speed to the south east in a straight line. They saw it in an area where

there is a min-min light. I have seen this min-min light twice. One ofmy friends has seen it a number oftimes

in the mid 1980’s.



My friend, Norm, who had seen the “ boomerang shaped UFO” said that a couple of weeks earlier, he and

his wife were awoken around 3 AM to hear a noise like an army tank or D9 bulldozer outside their house on

Sunday Island. The house began to shake. Things fell off the shelves. This continued for some time, a minute

or more. They thought it was a large earth tremmor. Then things settled down and they went back to sleep.

Next morning they listened to the radio for reports of an earthquake, there was none, only the report of a

bright noisy light seen over Perth. This was about the same time as their house shook.

Strange Cloud.

May 1995. Norm and his wife saw a strange looking “ storm ‘ brewing in the south towards Derby. It was a

clump of cloud just on the horizon with lightning inside it. Norm remarked that it was strange to see a storm

at that time of the morning when the rest of the sky was clear. Then the cloud began to rise higher into the sky

and was round like a ball. It continued to rise straight up into the heavens until it just vanished from view.

Return to John Kernot Index.
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Mr. John Kernot.

ARID ZONA RESEARCH.

P.O.Box xxx BROOME W.A. 6xxx.

Phone: Oxx-xxx xxx Fax: 091 -xxx xxx

Introduction:

John has studied UFO sighting reports from Western Australia for a number of years, and has developed a

close affinity with the Aboriginal community of the North Western Region of this state, having recently mar-

ried an Aboriginal lady.

John has developed his own methods of the use of the “Christos Experiment” as devised by Jaqueline

Parkhurst. He has achieved some amazing results which I will include as his Page expands. John has been

researching “ Boomerang “ shaped UFO sightings, and would like to share some of his findings with you.



UFO Sightings in New South Wales

001 25 Jul 1868 Parramatta NSW CE4 Night Birmingham

A surveyor experienced a vision involving heads floating by him, and subsequently observed an “ark” moving

along the same path and landing in Parramatta Park, Sydney. A voice spoke to him and asked if he wished to

enter the ark. He replied that he would and was “floated” to the object. A “spirit” appeared like a “neutral tint

shade and the shape of a man in his usual frock dress.” He was shown around the ark after which the spirit

disappeared.

002 1893 Central NSW CE3

A farmer claimed that a saucer shaped object landed in one of his paddocks. As the farmer approached the

object, a man in strange clothing emerged from it. The farmer walked towards the man, who shone some kind

of ‘torch’ at him, throwing him to the ground and stunning him. When he came to, the man and the object had

gone. The hand where the “torch beam” had hit him was paralysed for life. ( 1. UFO Investigation Centre -

Sydney (UFOIC). 2. “Australian” 14-16 May 1969.)

003 1919 Central NSW CE3

Whilst travelling down a country road, a man came across an artefact resting near the roadside. He saw that

a “man” was apparently working on it, and went over to offer assistance. The stranger turned as if surprised

and pointed something at the witness, who was knocked senseless. When he came to, the object and the man
had gone. Subsequently, he found that his memory was never the same again. (Bulletin of the Australian Co-

Ordination Section for the Center for UFO Studies (ACOSB). No 9. pi 1.)

005 1927 Femvale NSW BS (Nr Murwillumbah)

Two boys observed a large, brightly lit object pass over, turn slightly, apparently following the contours of

the valley, and come to rest on a hill. Neighbours also witnessed the landing. The object glowed for some

time on the ground. Eventually there was darkness. With daylight investigations by the boys and the neigh-

bours confirmed the presence of a complete circle of “scorched grass,” about 9.15m in diameter. The site was

apparent as a brown area amongst the green grass. (Personal investigation by Bill Chalker. See his accounts

in “The Terror Down Under”, FATE, Sept 1988 and pp 337-338 in “UFOs in Australia and New Zealand

through 1959,” in The UFO Encyclopedia, Vol.2, “The Emergence of a Phenomenon: UFOs from the begin-

ning through 1959” by Jerome Clark (1992.)

008 10 Oct 1935 Newcastle NSW Photo 2200hrs

Mr P T. was out fishing when he saw a mushroom shaped object hovering some distance away. He used a

Kodak Brownie Box camera to take a snapshot. After 10 minutes the object left at speed. The photo showed

a circular object. (UFOIC Newsletter No 21, Dec 1968.)

012 Ca 1950 BostobrickNSW DR (30:16, 152:37)

A ‘fairy ring’ 6-7.5m across appeared on a small hill east of Bostobrick at the time ofUFO sightings in the

area. The grass was dead inside the circle even though the field had been ploughed many times since. The ring

was still visible in 1974. (Bill Chalker.)

015 Ca. Jul 1952 Near SydneyNSW NF 2300hrs

Captain Bob J. ofANA, with more than 8000 flying hours, was flying near Worinora Dam when he suddenly

saw a flash of light. He watched an object with an orange tail flash past towards the coast. Air Traffic Control

did not have any radar contact with the object. About two minutes later the object re-appeared, circled the

aircraft, then vanished towards the coast. (Melbourne “Sun” Newspaper Jan 5 1954.)



017 1953 Wilcannia NSW Day Photo

John G. and Kevin P. noted a “saucer” about 16m up in the air. “It was about 6m in diameter, and its hull

seemed to consist of a metal that looked like that ‘satin finish’ stainless steel that sinks are made of,” said

John. Kevin P. took a photograph of it, and then the object streaked away and was lost to sight in 3 seconds.

P. wrote to the RAAF who sent an officer to investigate the sighting. This officer allegedly confiscated the

picture leaving P. with one print. P. has been unable to locate this print. (Australian Flying Saucer Review Yol

5 Jul 1966, taken from the “Barrier Truth” Broken Hill 9/6/66).

024 Ca. 1954 Bankstown NSW CE3

Two people were working late at the airport, just after dark, when they observed what appeared to be a flying

saucer hovering over the control tower. There were “portholes” around it and shapes inside that seemed to be

moving around. There was a humming sound. It appeared to change colours then shot up into the air at great

speed. (UFO Research New South Wales. (UFORNSW).)

032 31 Aug 1954 GoulbumNSWNL

Lt O. was flying a Sea Fury fighter aircraft at 5000 metres, at a speed of 220 knots. Two bright lights

approached the plane and flashed past him “spinning at fantastic speed.” It is reported that both the plane and

ground radar picked up the objects. (l.Dept ofDefence files. 2.Chalker, W. (1982). APRO Bulletin 30(10):7.)

049 Aug 1960 BelmontNSW CE3 0130hrs Aldridge

Awoken by a buzzing noise, a woman looked outside her house and saw a bright light coming from a round

object. She then noted an entity, 1-1.2m tall, of average build, of normal humanoid appearance, wearing a

dull olive-green skin tight suit with a helmet and white/grey footwear, approaching the house, looking at the

ground. When he was some 3m away from her, she went offto get her son. However, when they both returned

nothing unusual was to be found. (“Australian UFO Review”(NSW) (AUFOR). No 10. Dec 69. p31.)

051 15 Mar 1961 BownaNSW CE3 2045hrs Reynolds

Mr. F. R. and his son were camping and saw an unusual sight by a river. It appeared to be a large “caravan”

with four windows and a red light nearby. About four “persons” were moving between a “fire” and “van.”

Looking through binoculars they noted the whole van and fire seemed to move sideways in a jerking manner.

He looked out again later but there was nothing visible. An inspection of the area revealed a mud flat without

any traces. (1. Peter Thomas. 2. Australian Flying Saucer Review (AFSR). No 5. Jul 1961.)

067 Ca 1965 SydneyNSW CE3

A strange pink cloud was reported. She then saw a snow white flying saucer. A shiny ladder was lowered from

a hatchway and a man came down and sat on a rung of the ladder. He shone a beam of light into the sea.. The

ladder and man were retracted and the object sped off. (“Australasian Post.” 1965.)

073 19 Jul 1965 Vaucluse Beach NSW CE1 1730hrs Crowe

Walking along a beach a man encountered a 7m diameter disc resting on the sand, He was about 16m from

it when it rose with a noise like air being forcible released from a balloon. After a take off run of some 16m
the object climbed rapidly towards Manly. It was watched in flight for ten seconds before it disappeared into

cloud. The witness, Mr C. said that while the object was stationary nearby dogs were barking but after it took

off they were silent. (“Telegraph” Sydney Jul 21 1965. AFSD Jul-Sep 1965. p28. FSOAppl2-14. NICAP
“The UFO Investigator” 3/4/6.)



075 16 Aug 1965 Manly NSW Photo l900hrs

A professional photographer Mr F B. of the “Sun-Herald” newspaper took 2 shots of an object that hovered

briefly over Manly, Sydney. Using 35mm black and white Tri x film, f = 1.4 and t = 1/2 sec. The shot repro-

duced in source 1 shows the lights of Sydney and a blob in the top left hand side which could be anything at

all. (l.FSOAp 14. UFOSH p50. Aust FS Review No 9 UFOIC p43 (pic).)

076 1966 Forster NSW CE3 2130hrs Bishenden A Mr B. reported that he and a friend went for a drive on a

hot night. At one stage they saw a circular shaped object in a clearing in a paddock. A red, pulsing light came

from rectangular windows. A 240cm tall luminous entity was seen. This had a conical head and had its right

hand on its hip. When this entity approached the witnesses then left. (PUFORG Newsletter. Dec 1982)

077 Early 1966 CulcaimNSW “Nests” (35:40, 147:02)

A number of circular “nests” were found during a 2 month period from Feb to Mar 1966. One was 3.65m

across and about six were 1.5-1.8m in diameter. First reported by a MrAB„ (“Sun” 6/4/66. Melbourne “Age”

6/4/66. UFOSH p 81.)

082 14 Feb 1966 BankstownNSW FSA (33:53, 151:13)

An almost symmetrical 5.9m diameter circle ofreeds was found to have been swirled (not broken) in a clock-

wise direction in a swamp. No access tracks or exits were noted. When it was found a pungent chemical smell

was noted in the air. The find was not reported for 10 days. (AFSRNSW No 9 p22 (photo).

090 22 May 1966 Comdale NSW FA (?)

An oval shaped depression about 25cm deep and 7m by 5m was found in grass on a property. The grass was

neatly flattened with no evidence of burning. No tracks led in or out. A young girl had seen an unusual object

in the sky, in the direction of the site, during the night preceding the discovery. She described it as “round and

red and glowing and had spikes sticking out of it. It was smoking too.” Adult witnesses also came forward

confirming something unusual was seen that night. (AFSR NSW NO 9 pp44. Photo. “The Northern Star”

(Lismore) May 1966. Personal communication to Bill Chalker.)

107 1968 Smithfield NSW CE3

A twenty one year old woman walking home across a small park saw an object about 100 metres away. It was

moving at low speed. Arriving home she got out a telescope and saw it as a disc with a square window on the

top portion. In this window she watched a black figure with arms outstretched, silhouetted by yellow light.

(UFORNSW NA72036.)

112 10 May 1968 Cooge Beach NSW Photo 1700hrs

A rocket like object is reported to have risen up out of the water, rotated 360 degrees, inclined and then shot

off towards the north according to the photographer. One shot was taken with panchromatic film at 1/250th

second. It shows a blurred rocket like shape with no surrounding ground or sky features. (APIC Bulletin No
4).

119 28 Dec 1968 GoulburnNSW CE3
A craft, 12m in diameter and 3m high was seen by a man. He approached the craft and saw a being about

1 .67m tall, with long hair and youngish features, wearing silver coloured clothes. The man spoke to the being

for three minutes, and the being responded in English. The being indicated he came from Saturn. After a while

the object left. (“Sun Herald” Jan 26 1969.)



1120 1968 or 1969 Walcha NSW CE3

Two girls went out to see why the family dog was barking. They rushed into the house in a frightened state

saying they had seen a small man walking out the side gate. The whole family went outside and then saw a

large red circular object hovering over the front gate. After five minutes it moved away. (Bill Chalker.)

121 Ca 1969 Near PenrithNSW CE3 Squire

John S., said he and some friends noticed a huge ball of fire, appear in a paddock, about 100m away. Suddenly

the fire went out and a row of lights flickered on-and they saw a huge disc. Windows were evident and through

them human shaped beings could be seen moving about. After five minutes the object rose and left. (Psychic

Australian Sep 1976.)

126 Jan/Feb 1969 Tuckurimba NSW ? (?)

AMr and Mrs H G M. found a charred, 4.9m diameter circle in a grass paddock. Originally the circle appeared

to be blackened by “intense heat.” (Bill Chalker.)

131 19 Feb 1969 Omagh RoadNSW DR (?)

A 6m circular area was found inside a 6m wide cattle corridor enclosed at both ends by water troughs. There

was a 30cm wide circular band which seemed scorched, with 4 distinct squares of 45cm sides. (“Northern

Star” Fismore 27/2/69.)

135 22 Feb 1969 AfterleaNSW FA (?)

A Mr B O. found an impression in a swamp. Elliptical in shape 9m by 3.6m with reeds flattened and entan-

gled, it wasn’t scorched. From the impression, 4 flattened tracks led out with small half moon depressions at

the end. (“Northern Star” Fismore 27/2/69.)

136 22 Feb 1969 Grafton NSW? (29:41, 152:56)

A “burnt” circle covered with ‘ash’ was found on the morning after a sighting. Examination of samples by the

Dept ofAgriculture indicated the circle was suffering from leaf smut. (“Daily Examiner” Grafton 25/2/69.)

138 23 Feb 1969 Tumbulgum NSW SL (28:17, 153:28)

A perfect 3.6m diameter circle appeared on a lawn. It was marked by grey black soot, and footprints led away

from it. The sooty substance was also on the leaves ofplants. The footprints led to a rose bush, a pear tree and

then disappeared. Slime mould? (“Northern Star” Fismore 27/2/69. UFOSH pl21 date incorrect.)

142 Apr 1969 Swan creekNSW FA (?)

A series of deep depressions were found in the centre of some flattened saccaline crop on the north-west side

of a road. (“Daily Examiner” Grafton 24/4/69.)

143 4 Apr 1969 BungawalbanNSW ? (?)

A saucer shaped ring was found on the property of a Mr K R.. (UFOIC.)



144 17 Apr 1969 Bungawalban NSW FA (?)

4 flattened areas in a saccaline crop were discovered. The largest was 18 by 4.5m. All the stalks of the 4.3m

tall crop lay in a North to south direction. There were no indications of footprints or tracks and the night

previous had been quiet and still. Two men working the night shift on a flood mitigation dredge, about 400m
north of the site, near a main road, observed a glow in the sky in the direction of the saccaline patch, on the

night ofApril 16th. A neighbouring farmer had also observed “top-like objects” hovering (or moving about)

in the area, on a number of nights prior to the discovery of the impressions. (“Daily Examiner” Grafton 1 9,2

1

and 22/4/69. Personal Com to Bill Chalker, and from G Tesla.)

145 20 Apr 1969 Harwood Island NSW CE1 1930hrs

Sugar cane rustled as a UFO arrived and departed. During the sighting the object hovered 3m above the cane.

The witness was certain that there was some flattening of the crop, but did not attempt to verify this. (Bill

Chalker.)

147 24 Apr 1969 Greenacre NSW CE3 1930hrs Froml

Awoman, her young daughter and a taxi driver, reported seeing three tall humanoids in a football shaped object

which hovered over a floodlit field. The taxi driver then drove the vehicle away. (David Reneke.UFORNSW
Newsletter No 31. Jun/Jul 1971.)

149 12 May 1969 Casino NSW CE2/Luminous (28:52, 153:03)

After a sighting lasting 10-15 minutes of a low level UFO in heavy rain, the witness verified a faint luminous

patch was visible for over 1/2 hour after the object had left. Next morning no traces or marks were evident.

(UFOIC. “Northern Star” Fismore 15/5/69. ACOS Bulletin 10 p 20.)

150 19 May 1969 Steven’s WeirNSW Photo 0400hrs

Aprofesional Deniliquin photographer, GeoffA., said he took 13 pictures of a UFO. He used a 35mm camera

with 210 telephoto lens to take snaps between 4 am and 8.15 am. It was silvery white in colour and brighter

than anything else in the sky. (UFOIC.)

157 3 1 Aug 1969 NorthernNSW DD

A RAAF Canberra bomber chased an object reportedly seen by hundreds ofpeople on the ground. The object

was described as an “aluminium zeppelin.” It was said to have been seen for three hours. (1. RAAF files. 2.

UFO Investigation Centre Newsletter. 1969. No. 26.)

162 Sep/Oct 1970 Sydney NSW CE4

One night a man noticed a red/orange glow in the bush close to his home. He took his dog and went to

investigate. Getting closer to it he saw a glow illuminating the area. His dog became excited and dashed

into the bush. There next appears to be a discontinuity in his physical and emotional reactions-an apparent

period of “missing time”. He next recalled seeing an owl fly past him and he could hear his own internal

thought: “There’s something I should remember.” Strangely, he felt comfortable with this, lost interest in the

glow and went home. Regression in August and September 1992 uncovered that a typical abduction event

occurred. Additional childhood contacts also emerged. (UFORA91036. Keith Basterfield, Julia Elsbeth and

Peter Jones.)



166 Jun 1970 Emerald beach NSW 7 (30:10, 153:11)

At about 0045, one night during June, a truckdriver, travelling from Coffs Harbour to Grafton, saw a bright

light on the ocean side of the highway in the area of Emerald Beach. He observed the apparent source of the

light as a circular object which rose from behind timber, some 450m from the road. It rose for a few seconds,

then hovered for about half a minute at an estimated altitude of 18m. Relative to the trees the UFO appeared

to be about 9m in diameter, and what appeared to be flames were noticed along the bottom of the object. The

object then slowly returned to the ground. The object was partly obscured by timber “while on (the) ground

but still had light rays going up at an angle from top and sides.” The object was still on the ground when fear

of the unknown forced the truck driver to leave the area. The driver was able to provide 3 clear and widely

spaced angles ofview enabling triangulation to locate the site. 6 circles of stunted grass and fern growth with

2 of about 9.1m diameter were found. Analysis showed that there were little physical differences in the sandy

loam, and u/v spectroscopy revealed no difference in chemical composition of the grass. The others were

6.4m, 2 at 4.6m, and 1 at 4.1m The area also had a number of burnt and dead trees. (Bill Chalker. ACOSB
No 9 p21.)

170 1971 Near Warragamba Dam NSW CE3

A hiker was woken from sleep by a loud humming. In a clearing he saw an egg shaped structure, glowing with

white light. Dark, man-like figures were moving about the object. The figures disappeared into the object, the

glow died down and the object left. (Rex Gilroy.)

181 1972 Camden NSW SL (34:03, 150:42)

Late in 1972, a 3 year old child saw a lighted “boat” above her house at about 3 a.m. Next morning her

father noticed a dark patch of grass on the lawn in front of their house-about 1.8-2.4m in diameter. The child

described her observation as “a big boat had been on the roof. It had a big light and went fast.” Dr Stevens

pointed out that the “grey powder” found at the site was not a slime mould and has never been identified as

a natural phenomenon. (Dr Geoff Stevens case report: “Camden “grey powder” case” dated 19/3/75. UFOIC
NLNO 43, Apr/May 75.)

183 1972 KatoombaNSW? (33:43, 150:19)

At about 8 p.m. a Mrs Eddellbuttel observed an orange light moving above nearby trees, on their property-the

Eddellbuttel piggery-situated on the Great Western Highway, just West of the famous Explorers Tree land-

mark and near cliffs overlooking the Megalong Valley in the blue Mountains. The light appeared to descend

among the trees behind some pig sheds. Mrs Eddellbuttel drew the attention of other family members to the

light. Her brother got closer and saw that the light emanated from a saucer shaped object of considerable

size. Passing motorists also apparently saw the light. By the time Police arrived the UFO had departed. Other

witnesses came forward. One of these was a farmer in the Megalong Valley directly below the cliffs beyond

which the piggerystands. The farmer descried how he saw a large, dark object descend slowly into the valley

to land in a deserted field some distance from the house. It remained on the ground for some 10 minutes.

The object was described as being about 9m across and apparently silent. After 10 minutes it rose in silence,

gained speed and disappeared into the darkness. At the landing site, no grass would grow in a circular

depression.An”explanation” put forward was that a malfunctioning helicopter had landed for repairs. (Rex

Gilroy. Bill Chalker interviewed the Eddelbuttels years later. While confirming their experience they were

unaware of the UFO landing trace in the valley below their property.)

184 4 Feb 1972 Tooraweenah NSW DR (31;26, 148:55)

A doughnut circle of brown grass lm wide and 3m across was verified by a person after a UFO observation.

At almost 90 degrees to the direction of “take off’ was another circle lm wide which cut into the first circle

forming a figure eight. (UFOIC.)



1187 4 Jun 1972 Bent's Basin NSW CE3 l800hrs

Six young people encountered an object on a hill near their vehicle, and after driving along a while they heard

thumping noises on the roof. Following this the car’s engine caught fire. Later a huge “shadow” of a human

like form approached them. It appeared to be a 3m tall “robot”, which then vanished. Walking back past the

hill where the object had been, they noted nothing unusual this time. (1. Bill Chalker. 2. UFORNSW Newslet-

ter 45. Sep-Oct 1975.)

196 14 Sep 1972 Bateau BayNSW Photo 1630hrs

A red arrow shaped light was seen moving across the sky by a man who decided to take a picture of it. When
the photo returned a dark object could be seen behind the red arrow. Upon enlargement, a domed shaped

object was revealed with a central raised portion. The RAAF investigated the case and in their annual report

of 1972 an analysis said that it was a “possible hoax”. (Harry Griesberg ACUFOS. RAAF annual report sum-

mary 1972.)

197 15 Sep 72 Burbong NSW DR (35:26, 149:19)

A lady heard a noise like a spinning wheel and found an area 6m in diameter with a scorched rim a metre

wide. (CUFOS trace cat.)

199 5 Oct 72 WellingtonNSW FA (32:33, 148:57)

3.65m high grass was flattened in a circular area with a radius of 4.6m. (“Daily Telegraph” 7/10/72)

203 1973 Springwood, NSW CE4

One night two men were asleep in a caravan on a remote building site, when one was woken by a blue light

projecting from a hovering aerial disc. A time lapse occurred of some two hours. He felt that some “beings-

Caucasian types”, were somehow involved. (UFO Investigation Centre, Sydney. Anecdotal investigation by

David Buching, Sep 1975.)

206 Feb 1973 Temora NSW DR (34:27, 147:32)

Three identical “burnt off’ patches, each 5.1m diameter were discovered in otherwise lush paddocks. The

first was observed about 12 months previously and the latest about early February. The latest one found had

a 45cm section running around the circle which was completely bare, and inside, the clover runners had been

flattened. (“The Temora Independent” 28/3/73.)

207 Feb 1973 Norah Head NSW CE2 0045hrs

A man and a woman were in a vehicle near a kiosk, in light rain, when they noticed a street light dimming on

and offbefore fading out to a faint glow. They then saw a bright golden coloured ball rise up behind trees and

hover in the air. After a few minutes it went from gold to orange to deep red. The couple decided to get closer

but found their car engine wouldn’t start. The only response was the headlights which came on very dimly.

The object eventually left to the south-west after which the street light came to normal brilliance, and the car

engine started first time. (UFOIC Newsletter. 1976. No 48.)

209 6 Feb 1973 BarrabaNSW DR (30:23, 150:36)

A Mr and Mrs Carter discovered a 7.6m wide circle with a 45cm band, in high green grass. No indentations

or scorch marks were found. (UFOIC.)



216 30 Apr 1973 Kempsey NSW CE2

Four people were out driving when one said she saw an egg shaped object drop out of the sky in the south-

east and disappear behind trees, in a fraction of a second. 200m later they noted a distant glow in a paddock.

They returned to the spot where the girl had seen the light, and as they arrived there it seemed that the car’s

headlights blacked out momentarily. All then saw the object apparently landed on open ground. It seemed

domed shaped and reddish-orange in colour. After watching for five minutes they left the area. (Flying Saucer

Review. (FSR). 21/6/4.)

217 Apr/May 1973 Katoomba NSW Photo

A couple reported seeing lights in the sky. UFOIC members visited them and photographed the lights with

a 1 200mm telephoto lens. Four yellow white lights appeared to be suspended above the ground. The shots

merely show blobs of light. (UFOIC Apr/May 73 Newsletter.)

218 May 1973 Ganmain NSW ? (34:48, 147:02)

Certain marks were found on the ground after a UFO sighting. The object was circular and displayed yellow/

orange lights. (“Junee Southern Cross” 6/6/73.)

225 3 June 1973 Old Junee NSW ? (34:50, 147:31)

A circular indentation was found, about 5m across. Close by were half a dozen “pod” marks of about lm
diameter spaced at a regular distance apart. (“Junee Southern Cross” 6/6/73.)

227 16 June 1973 BostobrickNSW ? (152:37, 30:16)

A circular area was found in the same vicinity as a UFO sighting. Several groups of people independently

saw a vertical elongated object with several “squarish” red lights around its base. Later that night one of the

groups saw a yellow oval object “drop” out of the sky, apparently coming down in about the same area as

the earlier display. The southern portion had large amounts of white surface powder. The NNE perimeter had

a charred circular area some lm diameter. A burnt limb was in close proximity to the ill defined mark. (Bill

Chalker.)

230 21 Jun 1973 TyringhamNSW UFO/? (30:13, 152:32)

A UFO was observed hovering at ground level for a few minutes. An inspection of the area within 24 hours

confirmed an apparent ground trace, greyish in colour and ofthinner grass than outside the site. It seemed that

the site was sufficiently ambiguous that analyses were thought not warranted. (Bill Chalker.)

231 Sep 1973 Willow Tree NSW BEC (31:39, 150:44)

Rings of bare rocky soil were located on a farm property. Diameters ranged from 6m to 11m. Identified as

fungus. (UFOIC.)

236 25 Dec 1973 Wentworth Falls NSW ? (33:43, 150:22)

A low level UFO sighting was made and a ground trace was reported. “Leaf smut” was believed to be the

cause for a circular area of grass covered with spherical charcoal like particles. (UFOIC.)



259 7 June 1974 Goulburn NSW UFU77 (34:45, 149:43)

After a complex and long duration sighting, an area 200m in diameter, all burnt, was verified by the witness

immediately after a sighting. The surrounding ground was “wringing wet” and the grass long and lush, but

the ring was smoking. The area was on a hill slope, separated from the main road. (UFOIC. CE3 catalogue by

Bill Chalker, and Keith Basterfield, 1976.)

260 July 1974 CowraNSW ? (33:50, 148:41)

A young man, driving at about midnight, was blinded by a blazing blue light, as he came over the crest of

a hill. The light seemed to illuminate the entire countryside. The driver braked suddenly, fearing a collision.

The next thing he remembered was seeing the light move away from his car to a point 100m away in an

adjacent field, where it converged into a beam about 15m across and 30m high. The beam shone down onto

the ground whereupon apparent contact the grass seemed to be burning. The display stayed there for about 2

minutes and then it disappeared. No trace of the phenomenon could be found. Next day the driver returned

and confirmed the presence of an almost perfect circle of burnt grass about 15m in diameter.(The witness

described his experience in an open line radio program. Direct confirmation was not possible in this provoca-

tive case. Files of Bill Chalker.)

266 Oct 1974 MaitlandNSW NL/? (32:44, 151:34)

Some time after the observation of an object with two “light beams” which illuminated the ground, the

reporter found two circular markings on his property below the hovering object. On examination the marks

appeared to be fungus. (UFOIC NL 43, Apr/May 75.)

269 Dec 1974 Pullabooka NSW BEC (33:45, 147:46)

A 5.8m bare earth circle was found in a paddock of saffron thistles, which had been flattened in an anti-

clockwise direction. Soil analysis revealed no cause. There were no signs of heat or radiation. Later discus-

sion suggested it was caused by cattle. (“Sun Herald” 14/12/74. UFOIC.)

271 1974/75 CoolaNSWCE4

Three men, out hunting, came across a large black object which was hovering over trees. One man ran towards

the object and fired a shot at it. From the object emerged a number of circular, red objects which darted

around. Their next recollection was of packing up their guns and going to sleep. Several years later one of the

men, after watching “Close Encounters” the movie, recalled portions of the event, which included a portion

of “missing time.” (Mark Moravec.)

272 1975 Near Coffs HarborNSW CE2

A woman, her daughter and a child in a car came across a lighted object on the road ahead. They slowed down

and a group of some four to six entities with pointed heads and no discernible facial features, surrounded the

car. Abeam of light shone on the car. They drove away at speed. It is said that the woman received permanent

damage to one of her eyes. (Bill Chalker.)

283 6 May 1975 Doughboy NSW DR (?) An almost perfect circle of dead grass was found with an inside

diameter of 3.3m and an outside diameter of 4.6m. The circle soon deteriorated leaving bare earth. A log

extended across part ofthe circle but appeared not to be affected, although a cowpad was completely flattened.

(“The Daily Examiner” Grafton 14/5, 24/5, 6/6 & 10/6/75.)



289 21 JUT 1975 Kempsey NSW NL 2000hrs

Mr and Mrs W. were travelling across a bridge when they noted a large bright white light directly overhead,

travelling in a westerly direction. It then appeared to stop in the distance. MrW took some photos of it. The

light changed colour yellow to red and then manoeuvred around before dropping directly downwards over

the horizon. The photos verify the presence of a brilliant light source over the western horizon. Later analysis

suggested the light photographed was in fact the planet Venus. (UFORNSW Newsletter 46. FSR 21/6/2(pics).

UFORAN2/5.)

290 Late July 1975 Condoblin NSW Photo 1730hrs

A contract roofing crew noted a peculiar thick “black smoke “ ring at 20 degrees south-east. It seemed that

there was a black cylindrical shaped object moving around the circle in an anti-clockwise direction. Three

colour prints were taken. A study of these suggested that the ring was slowly moving to the right. After

having observed it for 20 minutes the black cylinder suddenly shot upwards and disappeared leaving the cloud

behind, which itself rapidly disappeared. (UFOIC.)

298 1975/76 NSW 1800hrs CE3

Travelling home a man and his wife saw an approaching light. It became a large silver cigar with short stubby

wings and a cabin. Inside this cabin were five entities in silver coloured suits. Green, red and blue instrument

panels were seen. The witness reportedly filmed the object on movie film. However when the film came back

from processing this piece was missing. (Bryan Dickeson & Moira McGhee.)

300 1976 CountryNSW CE4

A 3 1 year old woman was vacuuming about noon one day when she felt ill. Suddenly 3 little beings justap-

peared in front of her. One being was some 1.5m tall, very slender with a very elongated face. The other 2

were much shorter, with chubby, broader faces. All 3 had large eyes, with a hint of a nose and mouth. Each

wore shroud like cloaks. Telepathically the taller being spoke to her, to tell her she had to go with them. The

woman refused. The next thing she recalls was her fiancee arriving home at 5.30 p.m. An hypnotic regression

revealed little beyond that of the conscious memories. (Bill Chalker.)

309 22 Mar 1976 Nemingha NSW CE2 0545hrs

A couple stopped their car after noting a bright greenish-yellow light descend from the sky and envelope a car

approaching from the opposite direction. The light then disappeared. The other car moved to the wrong side

of the car, became enveloped in a thick ball ofwhite haze and stopped. After about two minutes the white haze

disappeared. Awoman got out ofthe car and used a cloth to wipe the windscreen. The car lights were assumed

to be out at this stage. After a few minutes she was about to get back in the car when the lights came back on.

The cloth which had been used burst into flames. (Bill Chalker. APRO Bulletin 25/1/6 & 25/2/1&3.)

310 12 Apr 1976 Penrith NSW CE2/FA (33;45, 150:42)

A woman in bed heard a whistling noise and then saw a large black sphere, some 10m across. It approached

and stopped by a fence. Witnesses thought it might collide with the house. It was intermittently observed

moving up at speed, and apparently leaving in a zigzag motion at high speed. An area of long grass, 30m by

13.5m in a nearby paddock was swept in an outward direction, plus four plate sized marks were also noted.

(UFOIC.and Bill Chalker personal investigation.)



311 24 May 1976 Robertson NSW ? (34;35, 150:35)

During the investigation of a UFO case, a trace was found. Close examination revealed that one species

of grass was affected. The “scorched” appearance of the grass was similar to slime mould. This case was

spuriously reported as having involved a UFO “crash.” No credible evidence was apparent that supported

these speculations. Prosaic explanations were found for the key elements of the affair. (UFOIC NL 47

Apr/May 76.)

3 16 Aug 1976 Heathcote Road NSW CE3 0340hrs

Claims were made by a motorist that they had seen a UFO land and disgorge a figure down a ramp. The

figure then re-entered the object which took off vertically. (Bill Chalker on open line radio Dec 1977.)

322 17 Sep 1976 Wingen NSW CE2 0330hrs

A thirty two year old motor mechanic was directed to repair a vehicle which had broken down and was on

the way to the scene in his own vehicle. Suddenly his car started to slow down and the lights went out. He
pulled the car up and tried to restart the engine. No ignition, dash or headlights were operating. He noted the

speedometer varying from 0-40km/hr even though the vehicle was stationary. He checked under the bonnet

but found nothing amiss. He grabbed his torch, but it wouldn’t work. It also wouldn’t stick to the car even

though it was magnetic. He fitted new batteries but it still didn’t work. He then noticed a bright light on

his left heading his way. It became brighter and after two minutes it was seen clearly as a roundish object

only some 4m off the ground. It passed directly over his car and gave out a slight amount of heat. No sound

or any distinguishing features were noted. Its speed was 40km/hr and it passed off into the distance. As
he touched the fan belt the engine started itself. It just as quickly stopped. Then the headlights and radio

came on by themselves. Finally he drove off with all systems operating. (UFO Research New South Wales.

(UFORNSW). )

325 5 Oct 1976 Rankin s Springs NSW CE2 1840hrs

A credit manager, aged twenty six, was returning home from a trip with a friend and his younger daughter.

Approaching a rise in the road he saw an object in the sky low down and stationary. It then travelled in

a south-east to north-west direction at about forty five degrees to the horizon. It had the appearance of a

flattened disc, swollen at the front with “portholes.” The car radio had been on all the time but upon the

object’s appearance it had ceased to operate. (UFORNSW.)

326 23 Oct 1976 Benboyd NSW Photo 1600hrs

Three young men were on a cliff top, preparing cameras to photograph a solar eclipse. They then saw

a group of strange objects hovering above the ocean. A movie camera was used to film. A still camera

was used to photo the closest object, which appeared “bell shaped”. All three then stopped filming as the

eclipse started. Looking back to the area where the objects had been nothing was seen. The still photos

were examined by computer enhancement. No conventional explanation has ever been uncovered for the

objects. (UFOIC.)

333 Apr/May 1977 Ingleburn NSW CE1 2100hrs Lyons

Driving alone, a man saw a brilliant light source. It approached, and within five seconds it was directly

overhead. At its closest, thirty metres above the car, he saw the light emanated from two bright, round

windows. There was no sound. He was travelling at an estimated 80km/hr and the light seemed to keep

pace with his vehicle for about three to four seconds,, after which it left towards the west and disappeared

within five seconds. (UFORNSW.)



338 26 May 1977 Orange NSW ? (33:17, 149:06)Hervey

An orange sphere with windows, possibly resting on the ground, was seen by a boy and his mother. Physical

traces were found which consisted of four small, cleared patches arranged in a trapezoid. The grasses and

thistles within the area were not affected in any obvious way. Upon analysis it was found that any ionising

radiation would have resulted in the ground receiving less than 100 rads and that any heating involved in

forming the cleared patches would have had to have been below 205 degrees C. (UFOIC and personal inves-

tigation by Bill Chalker with Anne Brown (now Chalker) and Dr Geoff Stevens. See UFO Newsletter No 52

(UFOR(NSW)-now UFOIC), Nov 1977.)

339 June 1977 OberonNSW ? (33:42, 149:51)

Three men illegally fishing in a boat, one night, were 3.2km up river from the Oberon Dam near a peninsula

called Crows Peak. A dark shape was initially seen on the shore. 5 minutes later, something started to come

around the bend of the river. It turned out to be an undefinable shape some 3.6-4.6m wide, with a blue glow,

3-4.6m above the water surface. The phenomenon was silent. It crossed onto the peninsula and went out of

sight. Next day all the grass and low hanging branches across the peninsular area where the phenomenon had

passed appeared to have been “burnt” or browned off. Even weed under the water to a depth of 15-20cm was

also browned off. (See UFO Newsletter No 52 (UFOR(NSW)-now UFOIC, Nov 1977.)

358 1978-1982 NSW CE4

A Sydney woman woke up feeling agitated and heard a voice. Figures appeared and said to come with them.

She went through a doorway into a room where she was shown a scene on a screen. This screen showed

pictures of her then, future life, which later came true. (Bill Chalker.)

359 Jan 1978 Armidale NSW CE1 0400hrs Price

A twenty five year old man encountered two aerial lights, 10-12m up, a short distance away, followed by a

huge elongated object with portholes, hovering over the ground. Photographs were taken by the witness but

only showed a blurred yellow shape. Looking again all he saw was a mist which encircled him, and from

which he heard a humming sound. The mist then disappeared leaving him alone. (UFORNSW.)

360 10 Jan 1978 Bakers Creek Falls, NSWNL/photo

Garry P. had been driving along alone in the early hours of the morning when he found himselfunaccountably

stationary on the side of the road at 5 a.m. He was unable to clearly remember the previous 160km. Whilst

stationary he noted a really bright light hovering some distance away. Although he tried to get close to it he

could not. (Bill Chalker.)

384 Sep 1979 Jindabyne NSW CE4

Two young men, out hunting, reported seeing a bright white, spherical, light on the ground some little distance

away. Next night it was seen again. In 1983 one ofthe men began recalling memories of a two hour time lapse

on one of those nights. He consciously recalled that they were both surrounded by a blue light as they went

near the object. They were floated through a hatch into a grey coloured, rectangular room in the UFO. After

being put on two “benches” they were examined by several tall beings. The beings were hairless, grey, and

had grey bulges where we have eyes. Slit like mouths and flat noses, with no ears were described. During the

examination, and without tearing their clothes, the beings connected “wires” to the men. The reporting man,

felt “used” as if a specimen. They were then returned to the original spot where they had been. (Moravec, M.

(1984). “The Jindabyne Abduction.” UFORAN 5(5):6-10. Bill Chalker-retrospective investigation.)



1401 17 Oct 1981 NSW ()200hrs NL/RV

An air cargo LI 88 (Electra) aircraft was enroute to Brisbane from Sydney. The crew noted two targets on

their radar. These were estimated to be forty nautical miles north-west of the plane. Sydney air traffic control

confirmed the targets and advised there was no known traffic in the area. Near Newcastle the targets vanished

from the aircraft’s radar. The total duration was fifteen minutes. (UFORFNQ.)

415 15 Mar 1985 CherrybrookNSW CE3 2330hrs

Two teenagers stated that a large object rose over trees, then descended. Their car was illuminated by torch

beams. Beings with long arms started to walk towards them. The teenagers left at speed. (1. UFORNSW
NA85002. 2. “Daily Telegraph” Mar 20 1985.)

433 22 Sep 1988 Walcha NSW CE2 1930hrs

Loss of power occurred to a car being driven by a man. This loss persisted for ten minutes then full power

returned. Moments before the loss he had sighted a bright red/orange light directly ahead of the vehicle. On
the return journey at the same spot the same thing occurred. During this second time though, the air tempera-

ture inside the car dropped from normal to chilly.(Bryan Dickeson & Moira McGhee.)

438 5 Jun 1989 Dorrigo NSW RY

Two pilots tracked an object travelling at 4000km/hr on an aircraft’s weather radar. The jet cargo aircraft crew

noted a big return on the radar screen. Over a period of four minutes it travelled from sixty nautical miles

ahead to off the screen in a straight line track. (Bill Chalker.)

445 1990 SydneyNSW CE4

Awoman has repeated recollections of a “dream” where she sees herselflying in bed with some “little” people

near her. This dream first occurred in childhood. (UFORA90048. Bill Chalker.)

446 Jan 1990 SydneyNSW CE4

A woman in her 20 ’s living in a semi-rural area describes a possible period of missing time, and gynaecologi-

cal problems arising from an incident on 17th Jan 1990. (Bill Chalker.)

455 19 May 1991 Young NSW CE1 1400hrs

A 16 year old youth reported seeing an object only 20m away and lm off the ground. He first took it to be a

small car but it had no wheels. It was green in colour and had a roof like a car but no glass. There were no

wings and it was shaking from side to side so quickly that it seemed blurred at the edges. It seemed to have

aim long green light which made the object glow. After 20 seconds it just went straight up into the air. As it

went higher it changed to a silver colour. (Bill Chalker.)

459 21 Nov 1991 Holgate NSW Photo 2145hrs

Two adults noted two yellow/white lights, 30 degrees elevation in the north-west sky, travelling south. A third

light was seen to rise above the northern horizon to 20 degrees elevation, then set again. This was repeated

once more, to 15 degrees. The man fetched his binoculars and looked at the soundless, travelling lights. He
then took two time exposure photos which confirmed a moving light source. The lights disappeared out of

sight behind trees. (Harry Griesberg.)



1462 12 Dec 1991 Werris Creek NSW CE2 OlOOhrs

During intermittent sleeting rain, a woman observed a strange light near Duri. After passing through Cur-

rabubula, she reports that the lights apparently passed over the car, a strange sound was heard, and there were

two brief episodes of loss ofpower and lights with the car. (Bill Chalker/UFOIC.)

465 29 Jan 1992 Bankstown NSW CE2 0200hrs

A student saw an object at close range-some 100m. It was rectangular in shape, 5m thick and had a metallic

glassy reflection. There were blue/yellow lights on the bottom and green lights on the side. Trees were sway-

ing significantly during the event. There was static on the TV. Street lights were said to have gone out at the

time, coming on 20 minutes later. The student’s father and brother witnessed the end of the event when the

object went straight up. (Bill Chalker/UFOIC.)

466 5 Apr 1992 Near Agnes Banks NSW FSA (?)

A flattened, slightly “starbursf
’

“circle” in grass was found, nearly 4m across, shaped like a light bulb in sec-

tion. There were other less distinct effects in the long grass nearby. Although there was evidence of separate

toadstools Suiting in a “fairy ring”, the site in question was quite different. It is felt that it may have been the

result ofwind vortices or a similar phenomenon. (Personal investigation Bill Chalker.)

475 15 Nov 1994 Coonabarabran, NSW CE1

A large light source was seen hovering over a road. An approaching car seemed to cause it to move off and

come close to a farmhouse where it was seen by 4 people. They described it as diamond shape with lights

around the edges, and window like structures. There was a bright yellow light emerging from it. At closest it

seemed to come to within 300m away at tree top height, and was silent. It passed along side the farmhouse
and then left at speed with a high pitched engine noise audible at this point. (UFOIC.)

477 Sydney NSW CE4

A 29 year old woman observed UFOs and has knowledge of a period of “missing time.” She also has experi-

enced dreams of aliens with big bald heads, examining her pelvic area. In addition she recalls a dream of an

alien putting a computer-like device into her brain. (Bill Chalker March 1991.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - Queensland.

018 1953 Mackay QLD DD

Captain B. L. Jones is reported to have seen an object over Mackay. His report was confirmed by observers at

the Mackay control tower. All described the object as having a transparent “glass dome.” (Melbourne “Sun”.

Jan 5 1954.)

019 21 Jan 1953 Graceville QLD CE1 Schnitzerling

Two men reported being followed by a bright light a metre in diameter which was accompanied by a smaller

dullish red one. As their truck approached the light, the light shot up into the air, circled, then followed them.

When the men stopped, the object landed 60m away, but they did not investigate further. (Hervey, M. (1969).

“UFOs Over the Southern Hemisphere” (UFOSH). Sydney. Horwitz. p96.)

022 Oct 1953 North QLD Photo

MrW C Hall photographed a dense looking tropical hat shaped UFO of circular form with a prominent dome

on top as it hovered over a herd of sheep. ( Sir magazine Feb 55.)

033 Oct(?) 1954(?) North QLD Hall CE3

A Mr Hall was inspecting sheep when he heard a whirring noise. He then saw six tiny white dots in the sky

which landed. Close up they were 10m tall cylinders with a rim or ramp around their bottom. About a dozen

“men” got out and formed a group. They then re-entered the objects and took off. Mr Hall reportedly blacked

out and had a vision of his property as a “fertile paradise.” He says within two months this had occurred.

(“Sunday Telegraph” Undated quoting “Sir” magazine of Jan 23 1955.)

038 Late 1956 Near Hughenden QLD CE4

A 12 year old girl, Miss L. was crossing a paddock on the family farm when she felt a strange force upon

her, and heard a soft hum. She felt as if she was being lifted off the ground and fainted. She awoke to find

herself in a strange, large room with two men in silver white ski-suits. There was no attempted communica-

tion by the men. After surveying the room, which featured a coloured galaxy display on one wall, the girl felt

enormous pressure and again lost consciousness. The room was not furnished. She noted an arched doorway

leading into a corridor; that there were porthole-like windows along one wall; and that the room had no

joins or seams. She found herself back at the farm, but in a different paddock, with a huge saucer shaped

object hovering above her before it subsequently ascended rapidly to the west. The girl determined that two

hours had elapsed since she initially lost consciousness. (1. Chalker, Bill. (1989). “Abducted?”. Australian

Penthouse. Nov. p 37. 2. Victorian UFO Research Society.)

039 24 Sep 1956 Crows Nest QLD CE1 0800hrs Barnes

A silver-grey ‘bullet’ was noted descending to the ground, by a woman. It then flew slowly up the slope ofher

drive at a 3m altitude. The object appeared to be solid and had no wings or landing gear. Size was put at 6m
long. It had a “cabin”, and an attachment at the rear. (UFORQLD.)

045 17 May 1959 Cooktown QLD CE2 0430hrs

Three men out crocodile hunting saw a huge circular object at tree top height some 100m away. Estimated as

50m across, it was football shaped with a band of half moon shaped windows. Two of the men stood up to

observe it during the twenty minute observation. One allegedly suffered severe physical effects and another

is said to have died. (Bill Chalker.)



048 Sep 1959 Euramo QLD CET Mencel

Max Mencel, reported that whilst driving a tractor he saw a brilliant, large, conical object approximately 10m
long, hovering just above the cane tops. Its vivid red colour and orange coloured lights illuminated a nearby

house. (UFOSHplOl)

062 1964 onwards QLD CE4

A married, 29 year old, female social welfare student, recalled four specific episodes.

1 . At age 3 1/2 she was in her cot and woke to find the room “filled with people looking like doctors,” 10-12 of

them. At this stage she shared a room with her mother and believe they examined both herself and her mother.

The beings each had a glow of light around them, and for some reason she had a feeling of closeness to 2 of

them. They felt female. This episode was recollected, when she later, for the first time saw a magazine picture

of an operation.

2. At age 19 she recalls being taken from bed and floated out of the window up to a “spaceship,” which had

been hovering over the house.

3. At age 20 she was “floated’ out of the back door, on a bright moon-lit night. She can recall the wind in her

hair, and being floated back the same way.

4. At age 28 a further incident occurred. No known details have been documented. (UFORA90046. Bill

Chalker.)

070 24 May 1965 Eton Ridge QLD CE2 0005hrs Tilse/Burgess/Judin (21.16, 148.59)

Three men noted a strange luminous “machine” resting near the ground some 500m away. It was a black

disc with hanks of brilliant lights underneath it, hovering over trees, at 70m above the ground. It seemed to

measure 7-10m across and only 23cm thick, with a 4.6m high under structure. An area of the ground was

illuminated by it. The object then approached and stopped, after which it retreated and approached twice more

before finally leaving at high speed. Upon its departure two of the witnesses, Burgess and Judin said they

heard a buzz or low pitched hissing noise. Tilse inspected the area next day saying he found a circular impres-

sion. Tops of nearby trees were said to have shown signs of burning. Details of the mark are attributed to the

local police: “The impression was a perfect circle with a radius of twenty feet, it consisted of flattened grass,

but not burned; the centre was untouched. A distinct belt or ring, three feet two inches wide of less flattened

grass encircled the area making the total diameter of the impression twenty six feet four inches.” Constable B.

Self of the Nebo police confirmed scorching of the treetops and on a section of nearby grass. (AFSR(NSW).

No 9. pl2. Nov 1966. “Australian Flying Saucer Digest” (AFSD). Jul-Sep 1965. UFOSH. pplll-113. FSR
11/5/13-14.)

078 19 Jan 1966 Euramo QLD CE2/FSA (18:00, 145:56)

George Pedley was driving a tractor on a cane farm when he saw a saucer shaped object rise out of a swamp
and depart into the sky. Then he found a perfectly circular, 9.1m diameter, flattened swirled area ofreeds float-

ing on top of 1.3m of water. The reeds were swirled clockwise. A search later found 2 more “nests”, a mere

8m from the original, size 3m diameter. One was swirled clockwise, the other anti-clockwise. (UFORQLD.
“Sun Herald” 23/1/66. Australian Flying Saucer Review (UFOIC) No 9. AFSR(VUFORS) No 5. UFOSH
pi 10-1 l&l 15.)



080 26 Jan 1966 Tully QLD “nests" (17:56, 145:56)

2 “nests” were found, 3.65m and 2.43m in diameter, swirled anti-clockwise. (Phillips Trace cat no

224 .AFSR(UFOIC) NO 9.)

081 End Jan 1966 Euramo QLD “nest” (18:00, 145:56)

Anew “nest” was found adjacent to the original one of 19 Jan. Swirled anti-clockwise. No dimensions given.

(AFSR(UFOIC) NO 9.)

084 Feb/Mar 1966 Toorbul Point QLD CE1 2115hrs Doo

A television set “went on the blink” as a very bright light approached, hovered and then returned in the direc-

tion from whence it came. It was oblong, 20m long, and was seen from a distance of 100m at the closest.

Mangrove swamps over which it moved were reported to have been shrivelled and scorched. (UFORQLD.
UFOSH pi 17.)

089 25 Apr 1966 Cairns QLD FA (16:55, 145:46)

A group of children discovered an oval shaped depression in sugar cane, size 21m by 9.1m. The cane within

the oval showed no signs of having been trampled, neither were there any trails to or from the flattened area.

(FSR15(3):4. UFOSH p 120.)

093 Nov 1966 Brisbane QLD FSA (27:28, 153:01)

After hearing an unusual noise during the night a couple found a trace on an adjacent block. The previously

lm high grass over the whole centre of the block had been flattened and splayed out in a circle like a pack of

cards. (UFORA files)

101 Nov 1967 St George Mitchell QLD CE1 2030hrs Morris/Linden

Two people were driving along when they saw an object 4m high by 5m long, hovering just off the ground in

a nearby paddock. There was a doorway in front and a foldup hatchway which led to the ground.. It was firstly

a green/blue colour, then changed to a silver colour. As they drove close, it took off. (UFOSH pl20)

102 4 Nov 1967 Brisbane QLD Photo

AMr J Wallace was taking pictures of his girlfriend in a garden when an object appeared. He claimed he took

8 pictures. Investigation by UFOR(Qld) cast doubt on the authenticity of the photographs and it is believed

they were a hoax. (UFORQLD. UFOSH p 120.)

105 1968 Cairns QLD Photo

Someone on an aircraft flying from Cairns to Iron Range is said to have taken a movie film of an object pacing

the plane. (1. Hervey, M. UFOs Over the Southern Hemisphere. Sydney. Horwitz. pl21. 2. UFO Research Far

North Queensland.)

113 Jul/Aug 1968 Cairns QLD Photo

“North Queensland radio station 4K2 announced that an airliner flying from Cairns to Iron Range had been

paced by a UFO. It was photographed by means of a movie camera.” (UFOSH pl21.)



nTlTJanT^9TEIIdeHT^LDTEJT^3UErs^is"

Awoken by the frenzied barking of their dog, a migrant family heard a noise like a big swarm ofwasps. Going

outside their caravan they saw a 25m “sombrero hat” shape giving off a violent glow. Three “men” descended

in a tiny craft similar in shape to the large one. These men seemed to be three times the size of a normal human

being. They gave off a violet-yellowish glow, as they collected plants and sugar cane which were sucked up

into the large craft via transparent tube. After ten minutes the men re-entered their ship which took off. As

it did so the hair on the family’s heads and arms stood up. (1. “North Queensland Register” Jan 18 1969. 2.

Adelaide “News” Jan 17 1969. 3. FSR 18/1/26.)

139 2 & 4 Mar 1969 Tully QLD Photo

A movie film was linked to a UFO detector and was triggered thus exposing the movie film. Subsequently the

film was forwarded to Kodak for developing but was never seen again. (Stan Seers. UFORQLD.)

160 1970 Wortham Park Station QLD CE3 0300hrs

Two men were out camping at three in the morning and watched a light moving around. They flashed a

spotlight on it, and it moved and came to rest 200m away only 13 or so metres above the ground. One man
approached it to within thirty metres. It was described as 20m wide by 8m deep, with windows. Through

the windows he said he could see a silhouette of a human form looking out. The man then retreated to his

companion. (UFO Research Far North Queensland. (UFORFNQ.) QB87011)

165 23 May 1970 QLD NL

An aircraft captain reported what appeared to be a searchlight beam of great intensity, estimated to be in the

Alice Springs area. The RAAF concluded it could have been a natural gas bum off. (RAAF annual sightings

summary 1970.)

169 1971 Cairns QLD CE4

A young man was out looking for mushrooms and encountered an object on the ground. The humanoid occu-

pants conversed with him and he was given a ride.. The young man found that after the contact, triangular

blue marks appeared on his hand. (Bill Chalker.)

178 1-2 Aug 1971 Gladstone QLD CE4

A Finnish couple, Ben and Helen K. left Gladstone at about 11.35 p.m. and upon arrival in Rockhampton

found that only forty minutes had passed on a trip which would normally have taken much longer. In addition

to the rapid trip, they could not recall passing through intervening towns, although they did recall seeing an

unusual green light at one stage. Their 1971 Valiant sedan was reportedly covered with a thin film of odourless

oil, and unusual marks were noted on the car’s bonnet. Attempts at hypnotising the couple were unsuccess-

ful. (Chalker, Bill. (1984). “Australian Interrupted Journeys.” UFO Research Australia Newsletter 5(2): 14-23.

Initially presented as part of a lecture at UFOCON four, Sydney, Oct 79 & published in the MUFON Journal

Aug 1980.)

193 19 Jul 1972 Kuraby QLD CE3 0200hrs

A man out driving became aware of six objects on the side of the road, ahead of the car, which turned out

to be six figures. They were a soft grey colour. One held up a hand, and its face was seen to be obscured

by a sort of “affected” covering. After seeing the figure, and a large silvery object on the opposite side of

the road, the man accelerated away. During the encounter he said he heard a noise like “p-doing, p-doing”.

(1. UFO Research Queensland. (UFORQLD.) 2. “Australian” Jul 22 1972. 3. Aerial Phenomenon Research

Oorganisation. (APRO.) Bulletin Jul/Aug 1972.)



211 Mar 1973 Roma QLD 7 (26:35, 148:47)

Circular marks appeared in a field of sugar drip. All the heads ofgrain were facing the same way. These marks

coincided with UFO reports. (“The Roma Star” 20/3/73.)

249 4 Mar 1974 Esk QLD CE1 OOOOhrs

On her way to Ipswich, and having passed through Esk, a woman observed what seemed to be a brilliantly lit

house or building. As she came closer she noted that the “house” had no roof. At the closest approach (200m)

it was seen as an object shap[ed like two saucers, one inverted over the top of the other. There was a row of

five to six tapered, recessed openings around its middle. Emanating from a rectangular opening at its left end

was a fantastically bright shaft of light. The woman decided not to stop, so drove on. (UFORQLD.)

261 Late Jul 1974 Jandowae QLD ? (26:47, 151:06)

Strange markings were found on a property. There were eight holes scattered around in a 2m diameter depres-

sion. These holes were circular with a smooth hard packed surface and bent at 60 degrees away from the

middle ofthe depression. Digging out revealed some holes went down 1 ,3m. (UFORQLD Contact 52 Jul/Aug
74.)

273 Jan/Feb 1975 Tully QLD Nests (17:56, 145:56)

Several nests were discovered near the site of the famous 1966 nests. A cane field area had apparently surface

damage from a suspected “bouncing run” of an unobserved UFO. There were at least 2 other better nests

discovered in another lagoon, one of which was about 9. lm in diameter. (Clair Noble. UFOIC.)

278 5 Mar 1975 Deception Bay QLD CE3

Two men were out fishing when a UFO reportedly appeared. One of the men said the same thing had hap-

pened to him some weeks previously and that a figure had been seen on that occasion. (UFORQLD.)

280 22 Mar 1975 Nebo Queensland CE2 2230hrs

A very unusual object was seen by several people in a gravel storage area. A loud bang was heard and their

vehicle seemed to shake in response. They fled the scene. Unusual indentations consisting of three oval

shaped areas were later discovered. The RAAF investigated the incident. (RAAF files. ACOSB. No 10. p22.)

281 4 Apr 1975 Cairns QLD NL

The tower asked an approaching pilot to look for a UFO to the north. A light was seen which mainly appeared

stationary, but at times oscillated. (1. RAAF files. 2. Bill Chalker. (1982). UFO Research Australia Newslet-

ter. 3(4):23.)

291 30 Aug 1975 QLDNL

Two crew members of a Neptune aircraft at 1000m reported seeing a group of three lights passing in front of

them. They travelled horizontally at high speed. The pilot took evasive action to avoid a perceived collision.

The observation lasted ten to fifteen seconds. (1. RAAF files. 2. Bill Chalker. (1982).UFORAN 3(4):23-24.)



320 Sep 1976 Cairns QLD DR (26:13, 145:34)

Two circular areas of damaged salt grass were located. One was 6-7m in diameter with aim wide outer ring.

The grass was generally browning, grey or dead looking. (UFORFNQ.)

327 4 Nov 1976 Near Brisbane QLD NL 1900hrs

An Air Traffic Controller noticed a stationary light in the sky. The crew of an Electra aircraft then noted a

light changing colour green to red to green again, appearing to move up and down. Another pilot saw a red

and green object. Brisbane and Eagle Farm radar stations picked up stationary unidentified returns. (1. RAAF
files. 2. Bill Chalker. (1982.) UFORAN 3(4):24.)

330 Feb 1977 Mt Garnet QLD DR (17:41, 145:07) Cummings

Following the sighting ofwhat appeared to be a silver grey “shed” in a paddock narks were found. There was

one large circle surrounded by 4 smaller oval shaped formations in grass. The main circle was 6. 7-6.8m in

diameter with an 80cm band of dead grass, and a centre ofhealthy vegetation. The 4 ovals joined the circle at

3,6,9,12 o’clock and were 2-3m in size. (UFORFNQ.)

340 22 Jun 1977 Bulloo River QLD CE3

Several beings were said to have descended from the sky in three slim cylinders, being seen by a prospector.

The figures, both male and female, played games with lightning balls, dematerialised and materialised and

told him they came from Begua. Both sexes appeared human though their skin was of a bluish colour. They

stopped with him for two days before leaving in their vehicles. (“Psychic Australian” 3/2/4.)

346 10 Sep 1977 Goondiwindi QFD NL 0300hrs

A passenger and the pilot of a BPA Trilander flying between Cunnamulla and Brisbane saw what they thought

was another aircraft approaching. However a check with Air Traffic Control revealed no traffic in the area.

The pilot had to take evasive action as the unknown seemed on a collision course. The UFO passed low over

the runway and then moved away to the south-west. They landed and while refuelling saw it hovering to the

south-west. Passengers on the ground had sen the object pass soundlessly at low altitude over the runway.

Half an hour later when they took off the object paced the plane for a while then was lost to sight in the south-

east. (UFORFNQ.)

376 16 Jan 1979 Bramston Beach QLD CE2 2215hrs Martin

A Ms Martin, aged twenty six, was driving home from work when she saw what she thought was the Moon
behind trees, but quickly realised the Moon was to her right. The object seen was Moon sized, round and a

golden colour. It was stationary. The car headlights began blinking on and off, then went off completely. There

were no effects to the engine, dashlights etc. After she was some distance past the object the lights came back

on. An electrician checked the car but could find nothing wrong. The headlights became dimmer over the next

two weeks. A loose earth wire was found and repaired, and the lights functioned perfectly. (UFO Research

Far North Queensland. (UFORFNQ.))

378 9 Feb 1979 Liverpool Creek QLD CE2 2100hrs Hathaway

An elderly man was driving when he noticed a light which was sitting on the edge of the road ahead of him.

When he got to within 10m of it there was a blinding flash. The vehicle’s lights, dashlights, and engine ceased

to function. After a few seconds the systems came back on by themselves, except for the engine which he

restarted. (UFORFNQ. ACOSB. No20. pi 9.)



379 21 Feb 1979 Femvale QLD CEl 21l5hrs Beare

Two people were out driving when a bright white light attracted their attention. A bright flash from it illumi-

nated the countryside. It approached the car, moved to about 30m in front, and zigzagged across the full width

of the road. Finally it returned to the vehicle’s right and paced it again. No noise was audible at any stage and

it was described as “cigar shaped” and multicoloured. (UFORQLD.)

382 6 May 1979 Bribie Island QLD CE2 0030hrs

Two men and their wives were in a car with the women asleep in the back seat. Bright orange lights were

sighted to their front. Coming over a rise in the road, the inside of the vehicle lit up and the hood of the car

appeared a different colour. At the same time the alternator light came on, the in strument panel lights dimmed

and the motor began chugging as if firing on only two pistons. Almost immediately, the group of lights left

the ground in an upward direction at great velocity. The car then recovered. (UFORQLD.)

386 20 Oct 1979 Cairns QLD Photo 0805hrs

One photograph was taken showing what is apparently a long thin object with tail, flying above a harbour.

The object was not seen at the time and appears to be a film fault. (UFORFNQ.)

388 Feb 1980 Cairns QLD FA (16:55, 145:46)

A flattened area of sugar cane was found. The standing cane was 3m high but the flattened cane lay in a

spiral effect covering an area of about 150m in diameter. Only 20m away was another circle, 50m in diameter.

(“Cairns Post” 28/2/80.)

389 11 Feb 1980 Malanda QLD FA (17:21, 145:36)

An area 60m long and varying between 5-9m of seed crop was found flattened. The crop was 1.3m tall and

healthy, but lay at angles between 20-30 degrees, direction SSE to NNW. It was considered to be most prob-

ably unusual weather conditions which caused it. (UFORFNQ.)

390 23 Feb 1980 Caravonica QLD CEl 2230hrs Cipriani

Four people were dining together. One lady looked up and saw a pulsing glow and heard a pulsing sound. Her

husband went outside and watched a stationary, bright, rectangular orange light. It was some two metres off

the ground some 30m away. Estimated as 20 by 30cm in size, the light extinguished. (UFORFNQ. UFORAN
1/2/6. “Journal of the Australian Centre for UFO Studies” 1/2/15 (ACUFOSJ). “Cairns Post” Feb 27 1980.)

397 3 Dec 1980 Murray Upper QLD CE2 Peel

Mr G Peel was travelling with another person in his car when he saw a light in the sky to their left rear. Sud-

denly the car engine and radio ceased to function, and the lights flickered. An unusual beeping sound came

from his radio whilst the object was present. Finally the object left the area. (UFORFNQ.)

398 4 Mar 1981 Butchers Hill QLD Photo 2040hrs

Four clearly defined lights were seen, each moving independently over 30 degrees of arc, and were photo-

graphed. (UFORFNQ.)



404 1982 QLD CH4

A woman, in her late forties, recounts that during sleep she found herself in a spaceship. The entities present,

both male and female, were all human looking. There were also a few other human being abductees, present

also. She would not let the entities examine her as she was pregnant. The beings were apparently disturbed

at having made a mistake saying they did not touch pregnant women. One being showed her how the baby

would look when bom, which the woman says was accurate. This was followed by a tour around the ship.

Her next memory is of being back on Earth in the countryside. Suddenly she found herself in her bed.

(UFORA90047. Bill Chalker.)

413 Ca. 1984 Harvey Creek QLD CE2 2030hrs

A huge light confronted two women travelling by car. The engine and lights of the car went out for no appar-

ent reason. The light passed over the car, temporarily blinding the women. After a few seconds the vehicle’s

lights came back on by themselves. The engine of the car started the first time the ignition key was turned.

(UFORFNQ.)

418 20 Oct 1986 Edmonton QLD CE2 2130hrs

Steering on a vehicle became a problem for a woman driving alone through cane fields. 400m later the dash

and head lights faded to almost nothing. There was a buzzing sound and the engine lost power. A bright oval,

blue-green, light became visible ahead to the right, apparently staying on a parallel course to her vehicle. 4km
further on full power and lights were restored and the buzzing sound stopped. (UFORFNQ QB86002.)

421 20 Feb 1987 Tully QLD FSA (17:56, 145:560

5 circular areas appeared on the same property as the 1966 event. Again they were in a lagoon area, where

the vegetation was a fast growing grass. The vegetation within the traces was flattened, matted and swirled

clockwise. Size of the marks- arranged in an arc was 1 at 3m, 3 at 4.6m and 1 at 4.7m. (UFORFNQ.)

423 Jul 1987 Mareeba QLD DR (?)

A 4m diameter circle of flattened guinea grass 2m tall, was found. (UFORFNQ.)

439 16 Jun 1989 Yowah QLD CE1 0311hrs

Two brothers engaged in opal mining reported seeing a large disk shape plus six smaller ones. Both men were

on their way to the toilet in the middle of the night when they saw a shadow of some object cast by moon
light, passing over them. A large hat-like object, some four to five times the size of the Moon was visible.

They went to wake up other people but on their return the objects had gone. (UFORQLD QA89015.)

447 1 Jan 1990 Malanda QLD NL 2050hrs

Five people saw a red oval light mass approach their house, then stop. At this point it was estimated as 200 m
away, 450m up. Above this red mass was a smaller white light. Some thirty seconds later the object zoomed

away and was over the horizon in five seconds. Two other independent groups of witnesses saw the object.

(UFORFNQ QB90002.)



452 28 JUT 1990 Thomsland QLD CEl 2120hrs

While travelling home a woman and her three children sighted an unusual object hovering to their left. It

was white and flashing red/green/yellow. She drove quite near it almost passing underneath. The object was

a typical saucer shape with dome. (UFORQLD.)

461 Dec 1991 QLD Photo Early evening

A couple observed, and filmed on video for a number of minutes, a bright white light moving near a storm

front. Bill Chalker has examined the video in detail. Aircraft and helicopters appear to be an unlikely explana-

tion, but investigations are continuing. Another family nearby, witnesses classic ball lightning, inside a house,

apparently on the same evening. (Bill Chalker/UFOIC.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.

U.F.O. Sightings - Victoria,

010 Winter 1947 Maffra VIC CE2

Driving home with her son a woman almost collided with a “dazzling golden ball” hovering just above the

road. The woman could not stop the car and found it buffeted by wind. At the point of impact the ball seemed

to roll to one side over a high embankment and disappeared behind tall maize. The wind then ceased. (Bill

Chalker.)

020 4 Apr 1953 Numrkuh VIC Photo Day

A man was shooting pictures of a wedding when he noticed a strange conical shaped object moving rapidly

high in the sky. He snapped quite a clear picture of it. F 8 and t = 1/250 second. (“Flying Saucers Over

Australia” p46.)

028 30 May 1954 East Malvern VIC CE3

A group offive men, and a woman were on the doorstep of a house when an oval shaped object appeared in the

sky at what seemed to be close range. It travelled in a downward curve initially, then pulled out of the curve

going upwards. Finally it disappeared like a light being switched off. A cloud ofyellow smoke was noted from

its rear. Five of the people said they thought they had seen shadows inside the object, through “portholes.” (1.

Melbourne “Argus” May 31 1954. 2. Melbourne “Sun.” May 31 1954.)

030 5 Jun 1954 Dandenong VIC CE2 1820hrs Brown

A sixteen year girl and her friend said they were terrified as an object hovered 20m from them. It was cylindri-

cal in shape, about 10m long by 5m high, with a window on top and at each end. It issued a bluish/silver-

grey light, and hovered in mid-air. A loud drumming noise had been noted at first. It was reported that Miss

Brown’s watch had stopped at 6.23 p.m.; that the battery of her torch was drained and that her hand bag and

belt clasps were magnetised, as was an iron fence over which the object hovered. A Victorian mines geolo-

gist indicated that the fence was no more magnetised than a control fence some distance away. (Melbourne

“Argus” Jun 9, Jun 16, Jun 26 1954. Melbourne “Herald” Jul 31 1954. Holledge, J. (1965). “Flying Saucers

Over Australia”. Sydney. Horwitz. p53 (FOA))



040 About 1958 Gippsland area VIC CE4

“A young girl saw a UFO head down into a nearby forest during the night. She went to investigate. She

remembers encountering “a small man” working on the outside of a strange object, and being signalled to stay

away. The girl recollects being taken for a ride, ostensibly in the object she saw, and seeing an aerial view of

her home town through the floor of the UFO. She does not remember how she got home, but clearly recalls

getting a spanking for going to bed with dirty feet and soiling the sheets. Her left knee had been grazed.”

(Chalker, Bill. (1989). “Abducted?” Australian Penthouse. Nov. p.37. from a personal investigation.

)

054 15 Feb 1963 Moe VIC CE1 0700hrs Brew

Charles Brew and his son Trevor were at work when a strange object came down out of the east and descended

slowly towards their cattle pens. The cattle and a pony reacted violently and the two farm dogs fled. The

object descended to a height of between 25-30m, then hovered over a tree for a few seconds. It was about

8m in diameter and 3m high. The top portion appeared to be a transparent dome from which protruded a 2m
tall aerial-colour of the top was a battleship grey. The base glowed with a pale blue colour and had scoop-

like protuberances around it. There was a swishing noise audible. Brew was outside the milking shed when

all this was going on and Trevor inside. Trevor did not see the object but heard the noise. Brew said his eyes

were drawn to it. He experienced a headache which remained for the rest of the day. After hovering for a few

seconds the object climbed at forty five degrees to the west and passed into cloud. (AFSR. No 8. plO. Jun

1965. FSR 16/5/29. FSOApl4, & pp86-88.)

059 7 Nov 1963 Dalyston VIC CE1 0415hrs Davidson

(“Wonthaggi Express” Nov 7 1963. QUFO 1/5/21-22.)

074 11 Aug 1966 VIC CE4

A Miss Marlene Travers, of Melbourne, is reported to have observed a large silver disc land near her. It is

claimed that she was abducted and raped by an alien wearing a loose fitting metallic green tunic. Investiga-

tions reveal this account is most likely a literary hoax. (1. Binder, O. (1968). “Unsolved Mysteries of the

Past”. New York. Tower. p33. 2. Edwards, F. (1967). “Flying Saucers Here and Now.” New York. Stuart, p

147.)

085 Apr 1966 Balwyn VIC Photo 1402hrs

Noticing his garden was lit up by an unusual light, the witness looked up to see a metallic mushroom like

object some 36m up, floating towards the ground. As he watched it made a 1 80 degree turn through its vertical

axis. He managed to take one Polaroid shot at this point. The object then shot offnorthwards at terrific speed.

Seconds later a “boom” was heard. The single colour Polaroid shot shows a chimney stack and an apparent

three dimensional mushroom with a small stalk. There has however, been some debate in the UFO literature

that the picture is a hoax. (Aust FSR No 5 Viv Jul 66 (pic). Aust FSR No 6 Vic Dec 66 (pic).)

086 4 Apr 1966 Burkes Flat VIC CE2/BEC (144:20, 36:08)

Driving along a man saw a light in a paddock and his car’s headlights veered to the right for no apparent

reason. A saucer shaped depression was found in a bare paddock, where the light had been seen. It was lm
across, and 12cm deep, scooped out ofsandy soil. No human or animal tracks were visible at the spot. (“Mary-

borough Advertiser” 15/4/66. AFSR Vic No 5 pl2 Jul 66. AUFOR(Vic) No 10 Dec 69 pp28-29. Reinvestiga-

tion by Bill Chalker. See “The Bent Headlight Beam case revisited” by Bill Chalker, UFORAN May-June

1984. Also published in Flying Saucer Review, Vol. 32 No. 4, 1987.)



087 6 Apr 1966 Westall VIC DD/FA (37:49, 144:58)

School children and a teacher observed a dazzling, silver object flying over a school. It was said that aircraft

operating in the area approached it. In a paddock over which the object seemed to hover, waist high grass was

found crushed in an area 8-10m across. (AFSR(Vic) Yol 5 pp 13-14 Jul 66. FSR 12(4):31. “The Australian”

10/8/78. Re-investigation by Bill Chalker and Keith Basterfield.)

096 5 Mar 1967 Hallam VIC Photo 1730hrs Coyle

Master John Coyle and sister Miriam took 6 photos of a silver object below clouds which circled around.

Initially seen at 15 degrees east, it approached in a straight line before circling, then disappeared out of sight

on the horizon still below the clouds. (VUFORS. Aust UFOR No 10 UFOIOC Dec 69 p 72. FSR 14/1/32

(pics).)

098 24 Aug 1967 Wodonga VIC CE3 1700hrs Hyde

Ron Hyde was motorcycling between Melbourne and Sydney when he was suddenly engulfed in a blue/white

flash. He stopped his bike, and when his eyes cleared he saw about thirty metres away in a clearing, a metallic

object hovering a metre off the ground. It resembled two saucers, one inverted on top of the other, separated

by a 3m band of metal. On top of the object was a small dome 2m tall. Yet again on top of this was a flat

topped ball, about 25cm deep. Mr Hyde turned away for a second and upon looking back two silver clad

figures, 152cm tall, were present. Helmets resembling opaque fish-balls hid their faces. The witness took a

step in their direction and the figures did the same. Then one figure beckoned him. He panicked, jumped on

his bike and raced off, only to be followed by the object, before it finally shot off into the air. (1. Victorian

UFO Research Society. (VUFORS.) 2. AFSR(Vic), No 8. pp44-45. FSR14/2.)

110 29 Apr 1968 Heyfield VIC CE2 0440hrs

The truck in which two sanitary collectors were travelling in, broke down, some 2km from Heyfield. They

were thinking about getting a tow when they saw a string ofred lights approaching. They stood on the bonnet

of the truck to get a view when the lights didn’t get any closer. It had a row of red lights and a dome with a

light on the top. Next day they found an area of wilted grass. (Hervey, M. (1969). “UFOs Over the Southern

Hemisphere.” (UFOSH). Sydney. Horwitz. p86.)

1112 May 1968 Heyfield VIC NL/WV (37:59, 146:47)

2 men were in a truck which broke down. A string of red lights approached-which then turned into a row of

red lights with a dome on top. Later one man went back and found that the grass had wilted as though sprayed

with poison. (UFOSH p86.)

154 4 Jun 1969 Ballarat VIC Photo

An amateur astronomer was taking a picture of the Moon through a 6 inch reflector telescope. Upon develop-

ing the picture a large white boomerang shape object appeared, casting a shadow on the Moon’s surface.

Several opinionshave existed ranging from a hoax to a developing faulty. No positive identification has been

made. (Aust UFO Report Aug 71.)

190 July 1972 and subsequently Frankston VIC CE4
Mrs Maureen Puddy reported observing a disc shaped object in the sky. Later she related that her car stopped

itself as the same object hovered overhead. Several months later she recounted being “mentally” abducted

into a round room, and of observing an entity there. 1.6m tall, wearing a ski-suit and apparently male. This

room was evenly lit, but there was no apparent source of illumination. This latter event took place whilst

two other people, Victorian UFO Research Society investigators Paul Norman and Judith Magee, were physi-

cally present with Mrs Puddy. However, they only reported that Mrs Puddy lapsed into unconsciousness, and

verbally described what was happening to her, to them. On a later occasion she said the entity again appeared

to her when she was driving her car. (1. Garry Little and Bill Stapleton-personal investigation. 2. Magee,

J. (1972). “UFO Over the Mooraduc Road.” FSR 18(6):3-5. 3. Magee, J. (1978). “Maureen Puddy’s Third

Encounter.” FSR 24(3): 14-15. 4. Basterfield, K. 1992. IUR 17(3)13-14 & 23.)



195 Sep 72 Navarre VIC DR (36:54, 143:07)

2 large circles were found, marked by rings of bare earth, about 60cm wide. They were found on the property

of Geoff Bibby. They were 14.6 and 23.7m in diameter. The grass, both inside and outside the bands was

growing normally. The soil had a pure white substance in it. Fungus. (“Australasian Post” 10/5/73 & 5/7/73.)

198 19 Sep 1972 Broadmeadows VIC Photo 2210hrs

A press photographer said he saw an object doing loop the loops in the sky at an altitude of 150-300m at night.

He took several shots. The pictures show a time exposure of a light source and could be anything including

Venus, stars or an aircraft’s landing lights. (“Age” Melbourne 21/9/72 (pic).)

221 May 1973 Nurrabiel Vic DR (36:43, 142:12)

Mr Jack Russell found a perfect circle in bare ground on his property “Melrose.” Circumference was 27.4m

with a band 50cm across. The earth inside the band was devoid of grass. Fungus ring. (“Horsham Mail Times”

8/6/73.)

224 31 May 1973 Bellbridge Vic DR (?)

A 30cm wide, 6.7m diameter ring was found in dry earth with a white powdery substance. A Border mail

photographer found a 10m ring later, both suggestive of fungus. (“Border Mail” Albury 2/6/73.)

226 15 Jun 1973 Avondale Heights VIC Photo 1832Hrs

A 12 year old boy took a picture ofwhat he said was a fast moving object in the sky. He said it changed colour

from red to white. It didn’t have a tail. It travelled south before making a sharp turn and then hovered for 5

minutes, the photograph shows what appears to be a time exposure of something that looks remarkably like

the Moon. (RAAF summary 1973, which says that they believe it was a “camera fault on unobserved light

source.”)

229 19 Jun 1973 Momington Penin sula VIC NL

An orange light was sighted from an aircraft. It travelled parallel but at a lower altitude for about 16km before

moving off at right angles. The RAAF concluded it was a reflection of the Sun rising from light aircraft.

(RAAF annual sightings summary 1973.)

286 15 Jun 1975 Benalla VIC Photo Day

Two “condensation trails” were seen by a group of people who took some 8mm colour movie of them. After

an examination of the film it appears that the concensus of opinion is that they were in fact aircraft trails.

(VUFORS and UFORSA investigation. VUFORS Newsletter May 76 p 3.)

292 Sep/Oct 1975 Eltham VIC Photo Noon

Two colour prints were taken by two young boys, of a dark shape in the sky. The photos show a disc with

an upper central dome with the long axis inclined to the horizontal. Both images appear as a black silhouette

with no other details visible. Unfortunately the negatives could not be located; however the prints were seen

by VUFORS. (VUFORS Newsletter May 76 p 2.)



1313 13 Jul 1976 Rochester VIC CEl 1930hrs

Two nursing sisters were driving in a Kombi van following a girlfriend who was travelling in front of them

on a motorbike. The driver of the van suddenly saw the girl on the bike start to run off the road, then for a

few seconds noted a single light coming towards them. The next thing they knew the girl on the bike was in

a ditch and the bright light had followed her across to the other side of the road as far as the gravel. The van

was stopped, the light swung around in front of the Kombi and was soundlessly lost to view. The light had

been white in colour and about a metre in diameter. There had been a radio on in the Kombi but the driver

had turned it off due to static. The next day the van was difficult to start, and minor ignition and electrical

problems plagued it for a while afterwards. (VUFORS.)

323 25 Sep 1976 Karawinna VIC WV (34:23, 141:42)

Three days after the sighting of a group of red lights at low level, a 21 ,6m circle of dry coloured grass was

found in a paddock. Samples were analysed by ACUFOS but nothing unusual was found. (VUFORS.)

324 5 Oct 1976 Torrita VIC FSA (35:09, 141:56)

A farmer reported finding 2 circles some 7m apart, each 5.5m in diameter. Grass had been Swirled and

appeared to be burnt. (Delgado, R & Andrews, C. “Circular Evidence.”)

344 Aug 1977 Leitchville VIC DR (35:54, 144:18)

A 13m wide circle was discovered in grass on the property of Lloyd Naylor. It was a doughnut shape,

with a lm wide band of Dried off grass. The centre 1 lm was dead grass. Likely fungus. (Personal comm
to Keith Basterfield from Naylor.)

347 30 Sep 1977 Leitchville VIC ? (35:54, 144:18)

Douglas Lehring found a perfect circle of affected grass in a paddock. (ULOIC NL 54/55 p 13.)

350 Ca21 Oct 1977 Cohuna VIC DR (35:49, 144:13)

Four doughnut shaped circles were located in a paddock which was irrigated all summ er. They were circular,

3-3.6m in diameter, including a 45cm wide band of dry, withered grass. Two were in irrigated grass and 2

in dry grass. The 2 in irrigation had green grass centres. They eventually disappeared over months. Likely

fungus rings. (Personal comm to Keith Basterfield from farmer.)

351 4 Dec 1977 Lietchville VIC DR (35:54, 144:18)

Ken Church discovered a large circular area consisting of a 38cm wide band around an 8m (total) diameter

circle of chopped clover. There were patches in the ring that were burnt and looked like they were made

by jet engines. Bill Chalker visited the site well after the ring had disappeared. It may have been a fungal

ring. (ULOIC NL 54/55 p 14.)

352 Early Dec 1977 Bamawm Central VIC ? (?)

John Collins and his brother found a perfect ring 2.4m in diameter, 400m from their farm house. He said that

recently a bright light on his property was seen floating about 15m off the ground. (ULOIC NL54/55 pi 5.)

354 26 Dec 1977 Slaty Creek Road VIC DR (37:26, 143:54)

A discontinuous circular grass marking was found in the centre of a small paddock on the property of

Mr Porter. It was doughnut shaped with a 56cm wide band and a total diameter of 4.56m diameter. As

at April 1978 the rest of the paddock was green but there had been no regrowth in the circle. (Vic UFO
Bulletin May 1978.)



355 26 Dec 1977 Deep Creek VIC DR (37:18, 144:47)

Graham and Fay Fenton discovered some strange circular marks. They were doughnut shaped, 2.74m across

including a 30cm wide band. Located on an isolated track. Fungus suspected. (VUFORS Bulletin May 78 p
1 .)

364 19 Feb 1978 Newstead VIC DR (37:07, 144:03)

4 roughly circular doughnut shaped marks were found in a grass paddock. 2 in one paddock and 2 in another.

2 were 3m in diameter, 1 was 5.5m and the other 6m across. The ground was not burnt. Likely fungus. (“Cas-

tlemane Mail” 22/2/78 and 15/4/78. Personal comm to KB.)

365 7 Mar 1978 Echuca VIC ? (36:08, 144:45)

In Echuca Village, about 8Km from Echuca, Mr and Mrs Gilham, both 65, were woken up, at about 3.30

a.m. by their dogs barking and disturbances among the sheep. The sheep had gathered around the house. Mrs

Gilham got up and walked past the wash house, to find it all alight. She described in press reports what she

saw next: “Then I saw this huge big light in the paddock. It was a burning, blazing, white light. It did not have

a centre but it was like a great big cobweb. We watched it for about 20 minutes. It was hovering just a bit

above the ground. It made my eyes ache.. .It was rather a nightmarish thing.. .a blazing, hovering, cobweb of

white light. It wobbled, sort of shook.” A 4cm depression was left in the driveway where the light appeared.

The dirt and gravel in the driveway were blown about. After the story broke the next morning, scores of cars

converged on the site, making sampling futile. The phenomenon was also described as a “pillar” of light in the

driveway. Mrs Gilham suffered a severe headache for several days after the encounter. (“The Northern Star”

9/3/78; Sun-News Pictorial Melbourne 9/3/78. Australian UFO Bulletin May 197.)

374 1979 Melbourne VIC CE4
A man named Mark retired to bed one night at about 1 1 p.m. Shortly after closing his eyes he lost all sense of

sound and feeling and found himself travelling in a tunn el through space. Looking forwards he noted a light

at the end of the tunnel. His next awareness was of lying on a table in a “craft”. He was medically examined

by three beings. One of the beings seemed to be a female human, with long blonde hair. The other two were

some 150cm tall, fat, and of a dark brown colour. These latter two had plumpish faces, large eyes, a large nose,

bigger lips and ears than us. They addressed him in English, and seemed like scientists. When they introduced

a “scanner” to check him over he “freaked out” and woke up in his own bed. All his teeth felt numb and his

knuckles were white. (Garry Little.)

380 7 Mar 1979 Box Hill VIC Photo 1650hrs

A commercial pilot tendered a number ofphotographs which were said to show a large object in the sky, plus

some 40 silver specks. Examination of the pictures, including computer enhancement indicate the object was

in fact at close range, possibly a bird, and that the white specks were dust and fibres on the film. (UFORSA.)

393 Jul 1980 Warmambool VIC Photo 1750hrs

Many people watched an object travelling across the sky, west of the city. A newspaper photographer took a

picture of it which shows a dot and a trail behind it. (“Standard” Warrnambool 24/7/80. Pic held on file.)

395 30 Sep 1980 Rosedale VIC CE2/DR (38:09, 146:47)

Following a very close encounter involving a dome shaped object, some 5m tall and 8m in diameter, the

witness immediately saw an unusual marking on the ground below the position the object had been. It was

a doughnut ring of “black” flattened grass, with a total diameter of some 10m. Next morning he went back

for a closer look. Elsewhere the paddock was covered with yellow flowers, but a doughnut circle was clearly

evident. Black or brown in colour, it consisted of grass flattened in an anti-clockwise direction with a width of

0.5m. Green grass grew within the ring. Evenly spaced within the ring appeared what looked like 6 “spokes”

of almost undamaged grass. The ring was still visible 1 year later. (Keith Basterfield, Bill Chalker and Gary

Little.)



399 14 Apr 198 1 TinambaVlC DR (37:58, 146:54

) Kim Gallaty and girlfriend saw a flashing light in the sky. He drove slowly by thinking it was an accident

but then accelerated away. He saw a large orange glow and an impression of something metallic underneath

it. Some 2 weeks later three perfect 1Ocm wide circles of about 5. 18m diameter forming a triangle were found

on level ground 200m from the homestead. A white chalky substance was reportedly found in the soil of the

circles. Probably fungus. (“Pix-People” 22/7/81; Bill Chalker personal interview 17/7/81.Bill examined some

white material on (not in) the soil and thought it was superphosphate.)

411 Jul 1983 Charlton VIC CE2

An orange-red hat shaped object approached a car and lit up the ground. The vehicle’s engine faltered but did

not fail. Some ten minutes later the object went behind a hill and was lost to view. (TUFOIC TA 86003.)

420 15 Jan 1987 Corryong VIC NL

A commercial pilot flying a twin-engine Aero Commander from Canberra to Moorabbin was overtaken by a

“mystery light” which paced his aircraft until he reached Eildon. The light then shot away from his aircraft,

rapidly accelerating towards the east. (ACUFOS Reports Digest Dec 1987. No. 28.)

434 1989 Melbourne VIC CE4
In April 1991 a married, Melbourne woman related a series of events extending back some 14 months from

that time. These included her 6 year old son reporting that 5-6 little men entered his bedroom and shone a

“torch” at him. He felt paralysed and whilst their the men telepathically told him they would not hurt him, but

examined him and pushed something up his nose. He described them as having grey skin, big heads and big

black eyes. The woman recalled an episode where something tried to physically pull her out ofbed during the

night. She also recalled an episode at age 7, which she thought was a dream, where 3 pixies entered her room

and abducted her.

In 1991 she was regressed and this revealed:-

1 . At age 7, 6 beings entered her bedroom and took her away to a room somewhere. After examining her they

pushedsomething up her nose. She was told she had been chosen for some task, not revealed to her yet. She

did not feel they were going to hurt her. She was floated back home and into her bed. She woke up and thought

it had been a dream.

2. At age 36, in 1991, beings again came to her bedroom and tried to take her away but she refused to go.

Shortly after this, and while she was in bed with her husband, 3 small beings returned. They scrapped both

her and her husband with a silver “knife” telling her this was the last time for a while.

At some stage the beings told her she is to spread knowledge when they are ready. They also told her the

device up her nose was to keep track of her. (UFORA91044-Keith Basterfield).

442 9 Oct 1989 Endeavour Hills VIC DR ((27:49, 144:58)

Two woman in a car observed an orange red UFO off the road, initially at a distance of some 800m, situated

apparently on the ground and in trees. They lost sight of it, and as they passed under some high power trans-

mission lines they saw it again, starting to climb in altitude, up and over the power lines. It then apparently

crossed the road and flew away at high speed to the north-east. On 13th Oct John Auchettl looked for traces,

searching a 3 square Km area. On 17th Oct a single 3.6m ring was found at the bottom of the hill by the road.

The surrounding ring was about 8- 10cm wide. 4 holes were present within the ring along with other effects.

Testing suggested that the yellowed grass in the ring was caused by “intense or massive doses ofUV radia-

tion.” “The Churchill Park UFO Encounter-Ground Ring Summary” John Auchettl, Australian UFO Bulletin

(VUFORS) Mar 1990.)



444 Dec 1989 Speed VIC FSA (35:24, 142:26)

The farm ofMax and Nancee Jolly was the location for the discovery of 12 swirled, flattened wheat circles.

2 circles were 3.6m across, 1 was 2.74, 1 was 2.59m, 1 was 1.98m, 5 were 1.83m, 1 was 1.37m and 1 was

1 ,22m. The wheat had been flattened and swirled anti-clockwise. Stalks were undamaged with grain matured

on the heads. (“The Turriff Ground Ring Summary” John Auchettl, the Australian UFO Bulletin June 1990.

VUFORS.; “Multiple Ground & Air rings phenomenon discovered.” John Auchettl, Australian UFO Bulletin

Sep 1980. Bill Chalker.

) 460 Dec 1991 HopetounVIC FSA (35:44, 1452:22)

In a wheat crop, a farmer came across 6 flattened swirled circles, varying from 2-3.5m in diameter, later in an

adjacent paddock he found an oval 6.5m across. Anti-clockwise swirl. (Melbourne “The Age” 31/12/91.)

464 Jan 1992 Grampians Area VIC CE3/Hoax

A radio news item told how a 16 year old girl had seen and photographed an “alien.” Later another news item

reported that the photographs were of a plastic mannequin. (Peter Jones and Ray Brook.)

472 7 Aug 1993 Belgrave, Victoria OOOOhrs CE4

5 people, two groups, one of 3 people, the other a couple, in 2 separate vehicles independently reported their

involvement in an highly strange incident. It appears both groups stopped their vehicles to watch a large

object descend in a paddock, following which a group of tall entities emerged and approached the 2 groups.

The couple next recall being back in their motor vehicle, and both feeling ill, and that a period ofmissing time

had occurred. Upon reaching home, and before going to bed Kelly noted a red, triangular mark beneath her

navel and a small “cut” on her bikini line similar to a laparoscopy marking. This cut seemed only a couple of

days old. Later Kelly was hospitalised for unexplained bleeding. (K Basterfield “Abducted: An Independently

Witnessed Event? Part one.” MUFON Journal 321 Jan 1995 pplO-12.)

473 24 Jul 1994 60Km NW of Melbourne Victoria 0430hrs CE4? Grace Kyriakidis, Tina Chatzibasile, Joy

Bock and Victoria McGinley

Grace was driving the others home when oblong, glowing orange lights were seen parallel to the road. A few

moments later a large orange light was noted only 20m behind the car. They stopped and got out ofthe vehicle

and looked up to see a large, diamond shaped object, with writing on its tail, close to the ground. A steady,

droning sound seemed to come from it. The object went sideways and disappeared behind trees. They went

on in the car, pulled into a driveway but were frightened to see a shadowy, human figure. They left the scene.

They were followed by a bright orange light, before it finally vanished. On arriving at Grace’s house they

determined that 75 minutes of time had been lost. The next day all four suffered nosebleeds and headaches.

Victoria was charged with static electricity. All experienced frequent memory lapses. Them women later saw

small, bright lights on the wall’s of Joy’s house.(Woman’s Day 26/12/94.)

478 Lifelong Melbourne VIC CE4

A man, Andrew G. recalls a number ofunusual episodes including one at age 4. This latter was explored under

hypnosis. Fragmentary recall described 3 glowing figures, small, fierce, with a very long, thin face, 2 small

openings for a nose, and large almond shaped eyes. (Bill Chalker)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - South Australia.

013 1951 Halidon SA CE3/4

A MrsA was out rounding up cattle when she came across a landed object resting on legs. Three male figures

emerged and floated to the ground. They were ofnormal human appearance, wearing silver suits, silver boots

and a hood over their heads. She was taken willingly into the object into a room where there were what

today would be called computer consoles. The beings communicated with her verbally and told her things

about herself they should not have known. She was then returned to the ground. (Personal investigation-K.

Basterfield 1995.)

034 1955 Adelaide SACE4

A 10 year old girl, Janet X, was being treated for a slight nervous disorder. Whilst under hypnosis she spon-

taneously recounted a story of her interaction with aliens and a flying saucer. Whilst in trance she spoke of

being in a saucer with three “men”, and of visiting a planet with an advanced society. (1. Chibbett, H. S. W.

(1969). “UFOs and Parapsychology.” Flying Saucer Review Special Issue 3. pp33-38. 2. Interview between

Pony Godic and original investigator Peter Thomas in 1989.)

035 1955 Near Eucla WA/SA border CE3/photo

Three young men returned to Melbourne with what they said was the picture of an entity. They said they saw

a shiny object fall to the ground. After searching they found jagged pieces of shining metal and saw a moving

figure fifty metres away. It was said to resemble a frog from the back and semi-human from the front. It had a

green cloak hanging to just below the knees. Its feet and hands were armour plated. After photos were taken

the thing just disintegrated before their eyes. (“Daily Telegraph” Aug 2 1955.)

036 22 Apr 1955 Tintinara SA CE1 0745hrs Moyle

Upon glancing to his right whilst driving a car, a man was surprised to see a 3m diameter silvery sphere,

surrounded by a flange, giving it an overall diameter of 10m. The object crossed the road some 3m behind

the car. It then turned and moved roughly parallel to the road, and he followed it for some 20-25km before

it climbed rapidly into the sky. There were no external markings or portholes visible. (UFO Research South

Australia (UFORSA). “Australian Saucer Record” 1/2/8.(ASR).)

042 13 Mar 1959 Pumong handing SACE1 0210hrs Towill/Briggs

Two men in a truck crested a hill and came upon a “dome” illuminated by coloured lights. They stopped the

truck and watched the ten metre diameter object as it went through a regular sequence of colour changes.

The lights all then went out and the men approached from their position of 100m distance. As they did so the

object took off silently at a forty five degree angle and was lost to sight after twenty minutes, in the southern

sky. Briggs recalled in an interview with this author on Dec 26 1972 that on the evening of March 13 1959

some nurses had seen a similar object near to Pumong handing. (Personal investigation by author and Gary

Little Dec 26 1972. ASR 5/2.)

043 31 Mar 1959 Port Elliott SA CE1 2330hrs Neale

Barry Neale was driving home from Goolwa when he saw, on the ground about 100 metres off the road, a

glowing reddish-orange object with a row ofportholes. It illuminated the trees and was about 2m wide. He got

to within 300m of it, and drove around a wooded area in time to see it take off at high speed. No radioactivity

was found. (Adelaide “News” Apr 2 1959 pl5. ASR 6/4/14.)



044 29 Apr 1959 Blackwood SA l930hrs Photo

A spinning saucer shaped object with a row of steady lights was seen for about 2 1/2 minutes, before it rose

vertically and disappeared from view. A 10 second time exposure was taken by a Mr Lightfoot. (UFOSH p

135).

053 28 Oct 1962 Salisbury SACE3 1930hrs Sylvester

A school teacher and her children reported an orange glow on the ground at an estimated distance of 3-4km

away from them. Despite this distance her son insisted he could see an oval shape with windows, legs and

two “men”. The teacher could not see only a glow. (1. Australian Flying Saucer Research Society. (AFSRS).

2. Australian Saucer Record. (ASR).) 6/1/13-14.)

056 18 May 1963 Beachport SADD 0700hrs

A man, a carrier by occupation, was driving along a road when a soundless, red and blue, round to oval shape

was seen directly above the vehicle. He watched it for about two minutes as it travelled from east to west. He
noted that the sound from his radio cut out. (UFO Research South Australia. (UFORSA).)

057 19 May 1963 Mount Gambier SA CE1 2130hrs Bushbridge

A seventeen year old youth encountered an object on one side of the road on which he was driving. When his

car was 6m away from it, a bright light came on the object and dazzled him. He pulled the car up, the object

moved across the road, and he drove his vehicle under it. It was oval in shape, 5m wide and 3m high, with

the lights on it being as bright as “the arc lights in electric welding.” (AFSRS. “Queensland UFO” magazine.

(QUFO) 1/2/6.)

058 28 Jun 1963 Sandy Creek SA CE1 2130hrs

Rounding a corner in his vehicle, a man came upon a blood-red coloured object extending across the roadway.

He applied the brakes and was within 3m of it when it rose suddenly from the road. After rising 100m or so

it turned on its side and sped off, streaming vapour. Described as 8m across and 4m high, with a concave top

and a flat base, it glowed blood-red when close to the ground and appeared to change to a lightish-red yellow

as it gathered speed and flew off. (AFSRS. QUFO 1/3/26)

063 19 Feb 1964 Gum Creek SA CE1 Player

A farmer’s wife observed an unusual object approaching the house and hovering close by it. She saw a “man”

standing at a “wooden railing” inside the object. It eventually departed into the sky. (Keith Basterfield, John

Burford, Peter Horne, Garry Little, Paul Johnson and Tony Rundle.)

064 29 Feb 1964 Plympton SA 1400hrs Mathlin/Jensen

Ayoung boy reportedly saw a large oval saucer descending into a paddock, in a busy suburb in broad daylight.

A tall figure emerged from it and walked around for a while before re-entering the object. The object took off,

observed by the initial witness and another boy. (1. AFSRS. 2. FSR 16/4/32. 3. Personal investigation Keith

Basterfield.)

065 5 Jun 1964 Woomera SA Photo

This photograph was taken at the launching of a Blue Streak rocket, and shows an oval blob of light near the

rocket. A black and white print in the saucer was apparently from a colour movie. (FSR Sep/Oct 1964 p 4.)



068 17 Mar 1965 Margaret Brock Lighthouse SA 2200hrs

Several photographs were said to have been taken of an unusual oval shaped blob, by an assistant steward

on the BHP ore freighter, “Iron Duke.” However, a personal investigation revealed that at the time nothing

unusual was visually seen. The object in the photos only came out on the prints. It appears to be nothing more

than a lens reflection of the Moon, which is the brighter object shown in each photo. (“Newcastle Morning

Herald and Miners Advocate” 23/3/65. Personal interview with the radio operator on board at the time. AFS
Digest Apr/Jun 65. Aust FSR Vol 8 Jun 65 p2(pics). AFS Review No 9 UFOIC inside back cover (pic)).

072 13 Jun 1965 Modbury SA Photo Helyard

A Mr and Mrs Helyard reported seeing a dark disc, metallic coloured which hovered and circled for 15 min-

utes at an estimated 1000m up. Their one photo shows a nebulous, elliptical shaped, object against what

appear to be points of light, together with what looks like clouds. It is hard to understand quite what the

picture shows, as it looks far more like an unusual cloud than a defined metallic object. (AFS Review UFOIC
No 9 Nov 1966.)

083 27 Feb 1966 Keith SA CE1 2200hrs Kimy

Hovering several metres above a road, a saucer shape inverted over another saucer shape, was observed for a

while, before it left at great speed. The witness stopped and noted a smell like ozone. The object was described

as 5m in diameter and as having six bluish lights on one side. (UFORSA files)

094 Late 1966 Eyre Peninsula SA ? (?)

An Adelaide resident and partner, driving in a remote area came across a group of circles on a flat stretch

of earth. There were 8 in total, all identical in shape and size. Some overlapped. Said to be 6m in diameter,

perfectly round. It appeared 2 had been burnt into the earth. (UFOSH pl46.)

095 1967 Alberton SA Photo

A movie film was shot of a light in the sky. Upon developing and playing it some frames were sent to the US
for enlargement. These enlargements were said to show an object with an illuminated window. In this window

a shape moved across. (1. Keith Basterfield. 2. Reneke, D. (1981). UFORAN 2(4):10-15.)

097 30 Mar 1967 Peterborough SA CE2 2030hrs Smith

Two men were in a vehicle when the engine and lights stopped/went off. They got out to investigate when

they noticed a disc rapidly ascending at thirty degrees south-west. It was emitting blue to purple glows and

flashes from underneath it. It was lost to view in the night sky. Upon returning to their car they found it started

normally. An hour later a stationary purple glow was observed in a creek bed, followed another hour later by

a 6m diameter disc which was seen to take off from the ground. (AFSR(NSW). No 10. p31. UFORSA.)

099 Sep 1967 Clare SACE1 1800hrs Collins

Areally bright light was observed at a height of lm some 40-60m distance, by a Mrs Collins. She ran to get

her husband, but on coming back, the object lifted off the ground vertically, then shot off very fast over hills.

It had appeared only as a white oval shape. (UFORFNQ. UFORSA)

104 1967/68 Clare SACE3

A story circulated about a disc landing and a hairy dwarf being seen to jump out and disappear into the

ground. (Keith Basterfield.)



1 17 7 Sep 1968 Hove SA Day Photo

A black and white picture was taken and shows a “coat hanger” shaped, small angular sized, black “saucer”.

Taken by a student who later admitted it was a hoax. (UFORSA.)

118 18 Nov 1968 Hill River SA CE1/FSA (Near Clare SA)

Two children watched a 60cm long by 25cm thick football shaped light, golden in colour pass within 50m of

them and appear to land in a paddock. A spot was later found flattened in a 1.5m oval. It was “tangled in a

corkscrew fashion as if a giant top had been spinning on the spot.” (Personal investigation Keith Basterfield.

“Pix-People”l(4), 1972.)

123 14 Jan 1969 Brooklyn Park SA SL (34:56, 138:36)

A man found a 5m partial diamond shaped marking on his lawn after rain. The marking consisted of an oily

substance which later turned to a powder. Believed to be slime mould. (UFORSA files).

125 27 Jan 1969Wasleys SADR (34:28, 138:41)

Two days after hearing unusual footsteps walking around a concrete path on his farm and after 7.5cm of rain

fell, a man found a 5.9m (inside) diameter ring with a 30cm bare band of soil on its perimeter. Suspected

fungus ring. (UFORSA.)

127 Feb 1969 Elizabeth Park SA SL (34:56, 138:36)

Patches of a black, oily substance were found on a lawn in the early morning. Later it had changed to a light

grey crystallised material. Suspect slime mould. (UFORSA.)

128 5 Feb 1969 Parkholme SASL (34:56, 138:36)

A deposit was noticed on a lawn which appeared like ash from a fire. On the 9th the colour was a bluish grey

and when the grass was shaken a “black dust” was dislodged profusely. The following day the deposit had

turned to a yellowish jelly. However by the 1 1th it had returned to its original state. (UFORSA.)

129 10 Feb 1969 Parkholme SASL (34:56, 138:36)

A nearly complete doughnut shaped circle of a substance was noted on a lawn about 6.45 a.m. The deposit

was 10-13cm wide and about 3-3.6m in diameter. (Personal investigation Keith Basterfield.)

130 17 Feb 1969 Flinders Park SA CE3 0250hrs Ballestrina

A noise which sounded like a “whirr” woke up a woman, who then looked out of a window to see an unusual

object in an adjacent area. It appeared about 100m away, and was some 10m across. A “man” emerged from

the shadows and walked around the object. This figure was about 1.8m tall, lean, had light coloured hair and

wore white overalls. He walked around the object several times before the woman ran to get neighbours.

When they all returned the object had gone. (AFSRS. UFORSA.)

137 22 Feb 1969 Renown Park SA CE1 0300hrs Daniel

A woman was awoken by what she took to be a strong gust of wind, but saw that her curtains were not

moving. A pyramid shape, 60m away, and 6m in diameter, dirty white in colour, was seen hovering close to

the ground. Her daughter also saw it. They became frightened and went back to bed. (AFSRS. UFORSA.)



140 10 Mar 1969 Christies Beach SA? (34:56, 138:36)

During the night a housewife was awoken by a loud bang. A marking was later found which consisted ofthree

22cm diameter circles, spaced in an equilateral triangle, of sides 12.67m in length. (UFORSA.)

148 May 1969 Alberton SA Photo

A Mr E Matthew took some movie footage of a light in the sky. When the film was returned he noted an

unusual object instead of the light. This image was enlarged by micro-photography and it has been said that it

shows an elliptical object with apparent “window” and “entity.” (“Pix-People” magazine 1/12/71 (pics). UFO
Research Australia Newsletter 2/4.)

152 Jun 1969 Devon Park SA Photo Early morning

A butcher took four black and white photos of a “mass of spinning lights” close to his house. The shots are

clear and seem to show a solid disc shape. However, although a copy of all four shots are held on file the nega-

tives appear to have been mislaid by the photographer. Blowups ofthese shots show light and shade although

there has been some criticism of the shots, they remain of an unidentified nature. (UFORSA.)

155 4 Jun 1969 Eden Valley SANL 1835hrs

Mr G. Koch, 16, was driving along the Angaston road when about 2km north-west of Eden Valley an object

passed soundlessly over the top of his car. It was described as a series of red lights in two parallel lines con-

nected by pure white horizontal rays. The following day he reported finding three circular scorch marks on

the bonnet of his car which had not been there before. (AFSRS.)

158 3 Nov 1969 Windsor SACE2/? (34:25, 138:20)

3 children reported seeing a 2m long “egg” with a tail and 4 legs flying around in circles which apparently

landed on a back road. A diamond shaped trace was found. There were 3 circular holes, 2.5cm apart in the

centre. At one end of the diamond was a small diamond shaped area not dug out (the rest of the trace was

2.5cm deep). There was a line 7.5cm long which curved away from this end of the diamond. There were 3 of

thee shapes, one smaller than the others. (AFSRS Mag Dec 1969.)

159 7 Dec 1969 Windsor SADD/FA (34:25, 138:20)

After a reported observation of an unusual object, an area of grass was found flattened in a 10m circle. The

object was said to be hovering lm off the ground and some 50m away. (AFSRS Mag Dec 1969.)

167 29 Oct 1970 Hill River SACE1 OlOOhrs Pink

A young boy noticed a cigar shape on the ground 150m away from the house. It was white, had four legs and

seemed to be transparent in the middle. (Keith Basterfield.)

179 8 Aug 1971 Kadina SA CE1 1835hrs Boyce

A Mr Boyce, fifty one, left Wallaroo and was driving back to Kadina, alone in his car. About 5km out oftown

his surroundings were illuminated by an orange hue. Suddenly the engine stopped and the lights went out.

The ignition light on the dashboard failed to come on, and despite efforts the engine could not be restarted.

He steered the car to the side of the road and braked to a halt. Getting out he saw, at 50m altitude, an oval

shape with three to four “windows”. It was stationary, almost directly above the car. It remained motionless

for two to three minutes with a continuous buzzing sound being audible. It then left to the south-east. Before

it was completely out of sight, he got in the car and started the engine, with the lights then coming on. (Keith

Basterfield.)



1180 14 Dec 1971 Waikcric SA CE3

Two young men saw an animate object ofhumanoid appearance floating through trees in a sort of mist, only

some twenty metres away. It had a dog-like head, pointy ears and a long nose. It was some 2m tall with a

lumpy body. The men moved to another point where they saw a large object, the size of a truck, resting on the

ground. It was shaped like a half sphere and had windows. The object just dissolved away. (John Burford.)

182 1972 Largs Bay SA CE4

“Carol”, a twenty seven year old, housewife, reported a lifelong series of experiences which commenced with

a CE1 when she was aged six. This was followed by other UFO experiences, poltergeist activity, telepathy,

precognitive dreams, an out-of-body experience, lucid dreams, hypnagogic imagery and sleep paralysis epi-

sodes, amongst other things.

Of particular interest was a recurrent nightmare of encounters with a strange dwarf in an unusual room.

Memories of some ofthese events were triggered after watching an “Unsolved mysteries” segment on abduc-

tions on television. Under regression, recollection eventuated of one apparent abduction at age nine. One

night in 1972 she was getting ready for bed when she saw an entity outside her bedroom window. 1.2- 1.5m

tall
,
it had a big head, a pointed chin, huge yellow eyes, a skinny little white coloured body which glowed

,

no nose or mouth, and no ears. She was then somehow floated up to a light in the sky which became a UFO.

She has no recall of actually entering it, but next became aware of being in a room on a table, lying on her

back. There were a number of entities in this room, with one particular one leaning over her. She could only

see its head as it was very close by. It had a big head, with a pointed chin, and dark black, almond shaped

eyes and a yellow coloured body. She felt these beings were “doctors.” A black “match” was applied to her

leg above her right knee. The closest being told her telepathically that: “It’s all right. Won’t be long. Won’t

hurt.” The shape in the ceiling, and the shapes behind the orange glow faded, and her next recollection was

of being in her own bed.

Partial recollections of a second possible abduction at age fifteen, ran into a memory block. A friend of hers

participated in some of the experience which involved a light illuminating a cabin they were occupying.

Regression of this second woman confirmed parts of Carol’s story but not the abduction.

The above material emerged at a time when the woman was undergoing therapy for being an adult survivor

of childhood sexual abuse. (UFORA89036. UFO Research SA/Keith Basterfield.)

185 31 May 1972 Mannum SACE1 0635hrs Reeve

A factory manager driving in fog came across a dark oval shape with a red light on one side and a white one

on the other, just hanging above the ground. He stopped his car fearing a collision, and the object rose into

the fog with a “swish” and was lost to view. (Keith Basterfield.)

188 Jul 1972 Clare SADR (33:50, 138:37

) 3 rings were found on a farm. They were 25-30cm wide bands ofdead grass forming 1 .2-1 .5 diameter circles.

The circles subsequently developed lush growth and they seemed to have been fungus caused. (UFORSA.)

194 3 Aug 1972 Pinnaroo SA CE1 0445hrs Venning

Mrs Venning, while travelling by car on her way to catch a bus, saw to her left in a paddock an object looking

like a grey-white oval with lights on both sides. It seemed 30m off the ground and was soundless. She drove

past it without stopping but said her hair stood on end during the observation. (Keith Basterfield.)



200 7 Oct 72 Seaview Downs SA SL (34:56, 138:36)

3 rings of lush growth appeared on a lawn overnight. The largest was about 2m in diameter. Examination

revealed hundreds of little black spots on the grass. Slime mould. (UFORSA.)

202 30 Nov 1972 Murray Bridge SA CE2 23 15hrs Maxwell

Motor mechanic Mr Maxwell was out testing his vehicle when upon coming over a rise in the road, the motor

and lights of his car cut out. They came back on but rose and fell in intensity several times. He decided to stop

the engine and the car came to a halt.

To his left he saw a “diamond shape with the top cut off’ noiselessly sitting on the ground 45m away in a

paddock. His car radio went “funny”, making a noise like a “computer on TV”, a constant rhythm. As soon as

he stopped the car he had tried the ignition key but when he turned it nothing happened, not even the oil light

came on. He then tried the wipers and the electric air hom but they didn’t work either. He locked all the doors

and wound up the windows and just sat there for the next forty five minutes.

After this time, the object left and he found he could restart the car quite alright. An inspection of the vehicle

next day revealed no cause for the electrical problems. (Keith Basterfield.)

204 1973 PortPirie SADR (33:12, 138:00)

Several doughnut shaped rings of varying sizes were found on the hanks of a river. They were bare earth/

dead grass circles of about an over all 2m diameter, with a 1.3m diameter centre. Diagnosed as fungus.

(UFORSA.)

210 4 Feb 1973 Kimba SA CE3 2150hrs Hunt/ Finkler

Four people, in three separate vehicles, reported seeing an orange object in a clearing on a deserted stretch of

country road. A young couple said they saw a 3m high by 2m wide rectangular shape. One ofthem said they

saw a 2m tall “man” in a white space-suit floating in the middle of the rectangular shape. The other saw an

orange rectangle with a white blob on top of it. Later, a semi-trailer driver reported to police that as he passed

a clearing he noted what looked like an open doorway and a figure. The police checked the clearing by going

there within an hour, but found nothing to account for the observations. (1. Keith Basterfield, Peter Horne,

Dean Piovesan, Ray Brooke. 2. “Whyalla News” Feb 16 1972.)

212 Mar 1973 Whyalla SA Photo

A movie film was taken by a MrW Nankervis, who had been filming a glider, when he saw a brilliant object

beaming rays from one end, to a mass of “boiling stuff’ at the other end. The clip of film was 20 seconds

long and was examined by Prof J Allen Hynek on his Australian visit. No analysis is known to this author.

(“Advertiser” Adelaide 7/9/73.)

213 3 Mar 1973 Edwardstown SA CE2 0300hrs

A large orange domed object 3m high with a dark patch in the centre was seen outside a bedroom window,

accompanied by a noise like a thump and cans banging. Triangular markings were reportedly found on a lawn

the next morning. (UFORSA.)

215 Apr 1973 Eudunda SADR (34; 11, 139:05)

Several rings, varying from 0.6-5.4m in diameter with a 10cm wide band of dead grass, were found in an area

16 by 32m. (UFORSA.)



219 May 1973 Port Pirie SADR (33:12, 138:00)

Eight rings-fungal in origin-were located by the River Broughton. (UFORSA.)

220 May 1973 Clare SADR (33:50, 138:37)

A fungus ring, 6.3m in diameter, and almost circular, was discovered. The rim width was lm. Scattered

around were 4 large mushrooms- 12-20cm in size. (Peter Home.)

222 2 May 1973 Kalyan SA CE2 1930hrs Zadow

Noting a bright light at an estimated five to ten degrees above the north-north-east horizon, through his left

hand side windscreen, Mr Zadow was puzzled. Its angular size was about the size of the full Moon, and it

was reddish/white in colour. No illumination of the surroundings was noted although the light was dazzling

to look at. Driving at 55km/hr along a straight dirt road he watched the light. There was no change in size or

brightness yet he had the feeling the object flew over the truck, as it rose in elevation as viewed against the

windscreen. The truck’s engine stopped and the lights went out leaving him rolling in darkness. Neither the

red ignition light nor the green oil light came on. He instinctively braked slowly and after four to five seconds

whilst the truck was still rolling, the lights and engine came back on by themselves. The outside light was not

visible by this time. Investigation revealed that the light probably did not go over his truck but was at least

300m away, parallel to the road. (UFORSA.)

223 18 May 1973 Sherlock SACE2 2130hrs

Three young people travelling back to VIC recounted that a light had been following their car. They stopped

the car to watch it. It hovered over trees, pulsating. The driver turned the ignition key but no lights showed

and the engine wouldn’t start until after a few attempts. Investigations reveal a likely cause was a combination

of headlights/stars/imagination and a temporary electrical fault. (UFORSA.)

232 Sep 1973 Ivy Tanks SA CE3 0300hrs Ringer

A thirty two year old woman was a passenger in a semi-trailer travelling across to Perth. She had been asleep

for about an hour when a “voice” called her name and told her to look out the window. She did so and saw an

egg shaped surrounded by a “force field” on the ground. The figure of a man was walking towards the egg,

while another man was sitting inside the object. The first man entered the egg, the glow died down, leaving

only one white light on. The driver pulled up the truck but when asked, said he had seen nothing. They did

not go back to check the spot. (Keith Basterfield & Vladimir Godic.)

233 28 Oct 1973 Karoonda SA2330hrs Photo

A photograph was taken of a stationary intense orange object in the sky, using an instamatic camera. Investi-

gations into similar reports of an orange object in the sky showed the causes of these were the planet Mars

and flares. It is believed that the print came out black. (UFORSA.)

234 Dec 1973 Wokuma SAFSA (33:43, 138:03)

A 2.4m diameter bare earth circle was found in the middle of a wheat field. Wheat had been swirled anti-

clockwise. Soil analysis revealed no cause. (UFORSA.)

235 Dec 1973 Bordertown SAFSA (36:18, 140:46)

Seven circular shaped, flattened swirled areas were found in an oat paddock. They ranged from 2.1 -4.6m

across and were of different ages. Oats had been swirled anti-clockwise. The police forensic squad were

unable to explain the marks. (UFORSA.)



239 1973/74 Kangaroo Island SA Photo Afternoon

Rita H was taking photos when a light source appeared through the viewfinder. She had the impression of a

close approach, she fell to the ground and the sky changed causing her extensive disorientation. Two photos

were taken with a special camera and a very highASA rated film. Prints have a light green coloured, elliptical

shaped mass present on them. Woman subsequntly developed lupus but this might be unrelated. (UFOIC.)

240 1974 Clifton Bore SA CE4

“A man hunting for fossils in flat desert country was suddenly approached by two short beings who beckoned

him to come with them. He was taken into an externally small object, which was impossibly much larger

inside. Twenty or more similar beings were also inside. He was offered a drink, then passed out. He awoke

and found himself on the floor of the object. He saw two human female children in a cage-like structure who
seemed to be in a trance. The man felt he had somehow been rejected by the beings. A doorway suddenly

opened in front of him. He stepped out and found himselfback on the desert floor. He rejoined a companion

and found he had been away for one and a half hours.” (1. Chalker, Bill. (1989). “Abducted?” Australian

Penthouse. Nov. p37. 2.Australian Flying Saucer Research Society.)

242 1974 Elizabeth SA CE4

A woman recalled, that as a nine year old girl, she and a friend observed a UFO at close range in suburban

Elizabeth. As she had memories ofobserving the object from two different angles ofview, but no recollections

of moving between the two locations, she suspected a period of missing time may have occurred.

Regressed to the day ofthe incident, she felt her head buzzing, then she recalled being in a room ofsome kind,

and of seeing a a face on a small pointed head, with pointed ears. In addition she recalled someone walking

towards her- a silver glow around its body. A thick metal “skewer” featured which she said was: “to take out

fluid.” Nothing further could be elucidated. (UFORA89037. UFORSA/Keith Basterfield.)

250 16 Mar 1974 Adelaide SA Photo 0630hrs

It is reported that a man had taken some colour movie film from the Hilton motel, of an unusual object in the

early hours of the morning. Efforts made were not able to trace either the man or the film. (UFORSA.)

251 17 Mar 1974 Burra SA CE2 0030hrs

While travelling in a Ford Falcon sedan two young men observed a big round, yellow/green light stationary

near the top of a hill. They stopped the car to watch. After a minute or so it seemed to come towards them

so they tried to start the car, but it would not respond. Again they tried the ignition system. The ignition light

came on but the engine still wouldn’t start. Finally after holding the key on for thirty seconds the engine

started. They left the area but stated that the light seemed to follow them all the way into Burra. They woke

a policeman who looked at the object and declared it was just a star. Investigation suggests the object was an

astronomical source. (UFORSA.)

252 1 Apr 1974 Pasadena SA? (34:56, 138:36)

A ring was reported and identified as a fungus. (UFORSA.)

253 15 Apr 1974 Roseworthy SA Photo 2015hrs

A series of lights was seen in the sky near the crest of a hill. The photographer stopped the car he was driving

and took a photo using a Polaroid camera. He says that he thought there were only two bright lights but the

print shows three. He and his wife watched them for about half a minute but they did not move or make any

sound. The print shows three blobs of light. (Adelaide “Advertiser” 17/4/74.)



25TT5^FTmWo53iI3rSXrETT7Mi?i

Six people in two cars were travelling back to Adelaide. Someone in the second vehicle said they saw an

object so both cars pulled up. One of the others said the vehicle suffered a temporary power loss as the object

went over the car. Investigations revealed the entire episode was overplayed by the media. (UFORSA.)

255 May 1974 Strathalbyn SALITS/? (35:16, 138:54

) Two green lights were seen in a paddock and later a marking was found. It was a bare patch 2.65m diameter

with a depression in the centre 20-22cm deep and 60cm diameter. (UFORSA.)

263 Sep 1974 Renmark SA CE2 2215hrs

Returning home in a Hillman Hunter sedan, by herself, a lady became aware of an illumination behind the

car. It was a white light which approached at great speed, and as it seemed to be wanting to overtake her

she moved over to the left. She saw the light to her right, then the car vibrated as if being pushed up and

down. She just held on tightly to the steering wheel, and recalls the engine must have stopped at this point for

although she pressed the accelerator no power was forthcoming. The light simply vanished. She was by this

time, terrified, and cannot recall any other part of her trip home. (Keith Basterfield.)

276 4 Feb 1975 Balaklava SA Photo 0540hrs

A movie film, showing an unusual object in the eastern sky, was taken by a Mr Ben Hall. A silver cloud-like

object was noted and Mr Hall decided to take some colour 8mm movie film of it. They watched it altogether

for a period of some 25 minutes ofwhich 1 1/2/ minutes was captured on film. The film shows a “condensa-

tion” trail type object moving very, very slowly, close to the horizon. (UFORSA.)

279 6 Mar 1975 Near Mount Gambier SANL

The flight engineer of a commercial jet flying between Melbourne and Perth sighted a falling green object

slightly ahead and to the right of the plane. It looked like a falling flare. Another aircraft five minutes ahead

also reported the same object. The same thing was seen by the crew of a Fokker F27 near Ardrossan, several

hundred kilometres away. Investigations revealed they had sighted Cosmos 582 re-entering the atmosphere.

(UFO Research South Australia.)

296 8 Dec 1975 Tranmere SAFSA (34:56, 138:00)

After hearing a noise during the night a woman and her daughter found two areas of strawberry plants, flat-

tened in an anti-clockwise direction, some 0.9m in diameter. (UFORSA.)

312 31 May 1976 Daw Park SA CE3 0200hrs White

A silver suited being, 1 65- 175cm tall, with a black visor, white boots and a box with a figure eight on its chest,

was reportedly seen in a back yard. When the single reporter approached the entity it flew off and entered a

cigar shaped object which had been sitting in the sky. Some traces were said to have been found. However,

when investigators arrived there were no traces visible. (UFORSA.)

314 15 Jul 1976 Walker’s Flat SANL 21 15hrs

A red object, the size of the Sun was seen and the lights of a car were affected for about a minute. The object

then accelerated rapidly away. (UFORSA.)



1328 1977-1989 Adelaide SACE4

A thirty four year old woman related at least three unusual episodes. The occasions of interest to us involve

finding herself in an alien environment which were the second and third of her three experiences. One night

she suddenly found herself recalling that she had somehow been in a very large room where there were a

large number of human-like beings, including a human child about age ten. The room showed no apparent

source of illumination. It was warmly lit-a very light soft blue colour. Breathing was no problem, gravity was

normal and the temperature was skin temperature. She can recall conversing with the child. On the following

occasion she had retired to bed when she found herself drifting through tunnels. Suddenly, she was in a room.

This time the people present were not human. They had pointed faces, large heads, and slanted very dark blue

eyes. Their heads were quite swollen at the forehead, with their ears being little, with no lobes as such. They

had thin bodies, were grey in colour and short in stature. One of the female aliens was carrying a baby. The

baby had its arms outstretched and the witness asked to hold and nurse it. Suddenly, she knew she had to go

and found herself back in bed. She quickly fell asleep. In her teens she underwent precognitive dreams, and

later in life (continuing) precognitive visions. (UFORA89016. Ray Brooke and Keith Basterfield-personal

investigation.)

332 Mar 1977 Port Neill SABEC (34:07, 136:21)

A 4.3m diameter doughnut ring was discovered on a farm property. Its centre was undisturbed and it had a

circular hollow trough with a hard rim. Soil tests showed no cause. (“Adelaide Advertiser” 12/3/77.)

334 22 Apr 1977 Adelaide SA CE2 2345hrs

A woman was returning home when suddenly she saw a bright light ahead of the car. It became bigger and

brighter as if approaching. The headlights of the car and the radio went off, then the two red ignition and oil

lights came on indicating the motor had stalled. After a few seconds all systems came back on. A magnetic

signature check revealed nothing of significance. (UFORSA.)

336 2 May 1977 Cal Lai SA CE1 2000hrs Hartley

Out camping, a man saw a blue trapezoid shape, 10m away. It was 2m tall by 75cm wide at the top tapering

to 45cm wide at the bottom. Stationary when he saw it, he looked away and upon looking back it had simply

vanished. (UFORSA. ACOSB. No 11. p21.)

337 20 May 1977 Murbko SA CE1 0630hrs Schultz

A young nurse saw a red glowing ball of light, 5-10m in diameter sitting in a paddock only a few metres from

her car. The ball rose into the air and was soundlessly lost to sight. (UFORSA. ACOSB. No 11. p21.)

342 30 Jul 1977 Birdwood SA CE1 1545hrs

A large, 200m long, pink object shaped like a “jumbo jet” was reported to have landed in a paddock beneath

some powerlines, then took off vertically with no sound. No traces were found and soil analyses revealed

nothing unusual. (UFORSA.)

356 30 Dec 1977 Keith SACE2 0130hrs

The driver of a car saw a “shooting star” to the east, then a white circular light pacing the vehicle at 100 km/hr.

He decided to stop for a look so put the car out of gear and slowly applied the brake. When the car reached a

speed of 8-15km/hr the driver experienced difficulty which he described as mistiming, choke out, spark plug

misfiring, although the ignition and oil lights did not come on. There was no effect on the radio. The light

disappeared behind trees and there was no more trouble with the car. (UFORSA.)



363 Feb 1978 Klemzig SASL (34:56, 138:36)

A lady reported finding a deposit on her lawn. Samples were taken and it was identified as slime mould. (K

Basterfield.)

367 5 Mar 1978 Leigh Creek SA CE1 0210hrs Balogh

Seemingly only 50-70m in front of his truck, a driver reported following a lm diameter, blue/green ball.

(UFORSA Newsletter 30. pi.)

368 Apr 1978 Adelaide SA SL (34:56, 138:36)

A perfect circle 6m in diameter, with a narrow band, was located on a grass lawn. It appeared to be slime

mould. (“Adelaide Sunday Mail” 23/4/78.)

369 3 May 1978 Port Augusta SANL

A light aircraft pilot heard over his radio that another aircraft had sighted a bright light which had also appar-

ently been picked up on the aircraft’s radar. No direct confirmation of the event could be made. (UFORSA.)

370 9 Aug 1978 Wandearah West SA CE2 2235hrs

Returning home, a mother and daughter, watched as a very bright light came towards them. Bright red, it had

three black spots along the bottom of it. The car lost power to near stopping point, twice, even though the

woman flattened the accelerator to the floor. She turned onto another road and the car gathered speed, while

the light left to the north-west. (UFORSA.)

373 31 Dec 1978 Whyalla SANL

A pilot with 32 years experience was flying a Cessna 310. He was over Alford at 2500m heading north-west

when he sighted an oblong, white light to the east-north-east. He turned into the circuit at Whyalla to land and

was also able to continue observing the object. (UFORFNQ and UFORSA.)

375 1979 Nildottie SACE4

Don and Jack recounted an abduction experience, which is said to have occurred near the River Murray. They

were preparing for dinner when beings entered their house. They experienced a time loss and next thing they

knew they were standing by a large silver craft. After being subjected to psychological testing for several

hours, they became aware of being back at their kitchen table. (AIUFOFSR. “Pix-People” magazine. July

1988.)

387 1980-1989 Adelaide SACE4

“Barbara”, a young woman, wanted assistance in determining the origin of three relatively large triangular

marks on her forehead which had simply appeared over night some two years prior. Over a ten year period

Barbara saw UFOs, had a near death out-of-body experience, and a peak experience. She also experienced

telepathy, precognitive visions, sleep paralysis, hypnagogic imagery, and other psychic style episodes. As to

the marks on the forehead, she did have recollections of “something” touching her forehead during one night,

following which the marks were seen the next day. Under regression she recounted how a “shadow” was in

her room and shone a laser-like beam of light onto her forehead, thus creating the marks. (UFORA90038.

UFORSA/Keith Basterfield.)



Out of the comer of his eye a man sighted a row of flashing lights, yellow in colour, and apparently pacing

his car. He attempted to accelerate but the engine “cut out” for a second. This occurred three to four times in

fifteen to twenty seconds. Then all of a sudden the car acted normally and he was able to drive on. The lights

seemed to move off very quickly from his right to behind him. (UFORSA.)

394 22 Jul 1980 Reynella SA Photo 1620hrs

A moving object was photographed by a woman during daylight hours. Three colour shots were taken with

an Instamatic camera, and show merely a small dot which could not be identified. (UFORSA.)

402 24 Oct 1981 Port Lincoln SACE4

Two young men, Messrs P. and J. were travelling in a car near Port Lincoln when they encountered a “white

endless space” or room where a time loss of several hours is said to have occurred. During this lost time they

have vague memories of a “being” and recalled “...walking into a big room.” Just prior to the “space” they

had been watching a mysterious light in the sky. Arrangements to have the two men undergo full investigation

was unsuccessful. The being was described as 120cm tall, and humanoid. (1. Keith Basterfield/Pony Godic-

personal investigation. 2. Basterfield, K. “Australia’s First Abduction Event?” UFORAN 3(4):4.)

425 Ca 1988 Adelaide SA CE4

A married woman. “Jan”, went to bed one night and during the night had a very vivid experience which she

believes was not a dream. She found herself in this white space. Present were three entities. They were some

210cm tall, and covered in “gowns”. She wasn’t frightened as the beings emitted a beautiful feeling. She had

a discussion with them. When she woke the next morning she had a vivid recall ofthe events ofthe night apart

from the content of the conversation. Personality changes ensued subsequent to that night. Since then she has

reported episodes of sleep paralysis and other unusual activity. (UFORA91037. Keith Basterfield.)

426 Ca 1988 Mid North SA CE4

Over a number of years a woman has experienced interactions with aliens. All of these have taken place in

her bedroom on the interface of sleep and wakefulness. Some of the episodes have involved sexual contact.

(UFORA91038. Keith Basterfield.)

427 1988 Adelaide SACE4

A man reports that he became aware of a presence in his bedroom. He was overwhelmed with fatigue and fell

asleep. His next memory was ofbeing pushed down a long, shiny, metal corridor on a “bed” of some kind. He
then entered a brightly lit, sterile room. He was placed on an “operating table” which was so brilliantly lit he

couldn’t see surrounding things clearly. He came to in his own bed a couple of hours later. Next morning he

reports paralysis of one arm. Reportedly medical examination, including x-rays were not able to determine a

cause for this. He further relates being abducted the next evening, but has almost no memories of this. Next

morning his arm was healed but he couldn’t move one leg.

The most recent experience occurred on 24th Oct 1988, when he woke to see a group of short human-like

beings at the foot of his bed. Three or four stood back while one approached. He described this one as 3 feet

in height, with a large head and big eyes, looking like a white glowing light. (Bell, N. R. “Encounters of the

‘Fourth Kind’.” The Golden Age. (An Adelaide New Age magazine.) Feb 1989. pplO-11 & 21.)



428 1988(‘>) Adelaide SACE4

A man reported that he was in two way communication with aliens via an implant in his ear. During an inves-

tigation it was revealed that he had undergone two apparent out-of-body experiences where he was “sucked

out” of his body. He indicated that during these episodes he had been taken onboard a UFO. His account was

set in the context of on-going communication with the Ashtar Command via automatic writing. (UFORSA.)

432 25 Jul 1988 Jamestown SA Depression/footprints (33;12, 138:36)

Bronte Lloyd, a farmer, and his son in law sighted a red light. Later that same evening, Bronte, now alone,

saw an object sitting near the ground and he approached it to within 6m. It was metallic, 3.6m wide, and 2.1m

high, with a circular upper body tapering to a square base. It rested on a couple of support legs. Two prominent

ribs ran around the outside of it. There appeared to be portholes at regular intervals and 3 “headlights.”

Lloyd retreated inside, and a possible CE3 event followed. The police were called to investigate. A square

shaped depression, apparently formed through weight, was found. There were also “footprints” found in wet

grass. Biochemist Tom Coote took some “blind” samples from Lloyd, and some electrolyte level (salt levels)

anomalies were found. (Tom Coote interview Feb 1991. Lloyd also appeared on the Couchman show Sep

1991.)

435 Mar 1989 Flinders ranges SA DR (?)

A 7m diameter, doughnut shaped ring was located behind a hill where a woman reported a bright light

descended. Investigations revealed the light to be Venus and the marking, complete with mushrooms, appears

to have been a fungus ring. (UFORSA.)

440 Jul 1989 Adelaide SA CE4

A man was lying in bed trying to get to sleep when a low pitched humming noise was heard. His wife, lying

alongside him, apparently asleep, said he was not to worry, do as they say. He couldn’t work out what she

meant, and suddenly found himself paralysed. Next he found himself floating along the hall passageway

into the lounge. Entering the lounge he saw his son in the arms of a strange being. 175cm tall, it was of a

greenish/white colour. It appeared human-like.

Next he recalls lying down in a room. In this room was a non human being. He described it as having an oval

shaped head, big black eyes, the shape of eggs. There was no nose, just 2 holes, and a small slit of a mouth.

Then he was floated back and went to sleep in his own bed.

Next morning both he and his wife felt very strange. She can recall talking in her sleep, but not the words she

used. She says she felt a presence during the night but was not afraid. She has a memory of being on a table

with some people looking at her. She felt she had been investigated, then drifted back to her bed. Hypnotic

regression of both witnesses confirmed the above details. (UFORA91098-Keith Basterfield and Peter Jones.)

441 10 Jul 1989 Clare SACE1 0540hrs Langman

Aim diameter yellow/white ball was seen hovering stationary over a sofa in the lounge, by people in bed.

Simultaneously, they noted their feet were “glowing” like an x-ray. The light and glow disappeared and they

fell back to sleep. (Keith Basterfield. UFORA89012.)



443 2 Nov 1989 Eden Valley SA CE$

A thirty five year old female nurse tells of events including rattling doorknobs, and a sense of presence.

There is also an account of levitation. Entities came in to touch her. They had eyes with no pupils. She felt

disoriented. (AIUFOFSR.)

449 28 Mar 1990 Ferrenden Park SA Photo Night

While replaying a video tape of a laser display a man noted an unusual bright light on the film, which he had

not noticed when filming. Investigation by Ray Brooke determined that the most probable cause was that he

had filmed a street light. (Ray Brooke.)

453 28 Oct 1990 Jamestown SAFSAHOAX (33:12, 138:36)

Property owners confirm they found a 10m diameter circle surrounded by a ring, making it 16m across in a

wheat paddock. The wheat was green and in undulating countryside. It had ill defined edges and was then

revealed to be a hoax. (UFORSA.)

476 Dec 1994 Northfield, Adelaide, SA CE2?

A 15.3m diameter, flattened, swirled crop circle was detected in a wheat paddock in suburban Adelaide. The

stalks were flattened anti-clockwise and there were side-bars to the formation. Suggestions are that it was

a hoax. (1. M & K Maros. 2. K. Basterfield personal investigation. 3. “Adelaide Advertiser” 15/12, 17/12,

22/12/94.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.

U.F.O. Sightings - Tasmania.

Oil 1948 Berriedale TAS Duffy CE3

A Mrs Duffy and her sister were putting out the dog when they became aware of a very bright light. As it

moved away they could see “little green men: sitting on a ledge on the side. The men were singing in what

appeared to be unintelligible words to the tune of “Three blind mice.” The disc shaped object was visible for

a few moments, then moved off to the west. (Tasmanian UFO Investigation Centre. (TUFOIC).)

029 31 May 1954 Elizabeth Town TAS CE1 1530hrs

A dark object which appeared to come from ground level was noticed by two people. It travelled straight

upwards at terrific speed, leaving a white vapour trail. (Tasmanian UFO Investigation Centre (TUFOIC).

Hobart “Mercury” May 3 1 1954.)

050 15 Nov 1960 Cressy TAS DD

AUSAF RB57 aircraft pilot noted an approaching object, whilst he and a navigator were flying at 12,000m.

Its altitude was estimated as 10,000m and its speed as high. Its closing rate was said to be greater than 800

knots. It was seen for five to seven seconds before it was lost to view under the left wing. Its size was esti-

mated as 21m in diameter. It had no sharp edges and its was rather fuzzy and undefined. (1. RAAF files. 2.

Bill Chalker. (1982.) APRO Bulletin. 30(ll):4-5.)



055 23 Apr 1963 Levendale TAS GET 2230hrs McConnon

Out driving a tractor a farmer saw a yellow circular object come from the west, and pass overhead some

50m up. It illuminated the ground, was soundless and was some 30m across. There were no electromagnetic

effects. Finally it disappeared behind hills. (TUFOIC file TA63002.)

061 1963/64 Hobart TAS CE3

A schoolboy reported seeing a UFO land on a beach and being approached by two occupants. They apparently

spoke to the lad, who subsequently developed a high IQ but was difficult to control. (TUFOIC.)

091 Jul 1966 Moltema TAS CE1 2315hrs Stephens

Travelling by car from Dunorian a number of people sighted an object to the east just above hills. It appeared

to travel quickly to reach them and then kept pace with their car. It was red, round and soundless. At times

they thought it was only 3m away and 6-10m offthe ground. The size was that of a large model car’s tail light.

There were no effects on the car. It was last seen to the north and “just disappeared.” (TUFOIC.)

106 1968 Wynyard TAS CE3

Early one morning a man arose and upon going outside observed what appeared to be a Zepplin hovering over

Table Cape. Through windows he saw people moving about. He went back inside. (TUFOIC TA79109.)

108 Jan 1968 OrfordTAS CE2 Ca. 2100hrs

A family were taking a weekend trip around Tasmania travelling on the east coast. The husband was driving

the vehicle at 55-65km/hr when upon rounding a curve a bright light came over the driver’s side. It was a

yellowish light but the actual source was not visible. Seconds later the vehicle’s lights dimmed for 100-200m.

The bright light went out and the vehicle’s lights returned to normal. Further on, round a sweeping bend the

same thing happened. However, when he came out of the bend and onto the straight, the lights had failed

altogether. This took place over fifteen to twenty seconds. The driver stopped the car to investigate. However,

the yellow light had gone by this time and the headlights came back on by themselves. (Tasmanian UFO
Investigation Centre. (TUFOIC).)

114 Aug 1968 SmithtonTAS CE1 OOOOhrs

A commercial pilot was driving home when he saw a very bright light some 75m ahead and 30m up in the

air. It had a bluish-white glow and he heard a swishing sound. The light paced him for four kilometres. He
increased speed to 1 60km/hr then dropped back to 75km/hr, but the object still paced him.Finally he turned a

curve in the road and the object was lostto view. (TUFOIC.)

151 22 May 1969 Glenorchy TAS CE2/? (?)

Mr G Fange noted a bright glowing 6.5m by 3m high white object with windows, hovering over the ground in

his backyard. He rushed outside but the object had gone, leaving a scorched circle 3.5m by 2.5m wide. There

was no sound and no radioactivity was found. (TUFOIC.)

156 24 Aug 1969 Moonah-Chigwell TAS Photo Fodge

During the small hours of the night whilst driving, a Mr Fodge spotted a round bright object moving towards

him. A still photo was taken but the object moved behind a ridge at the same instant. Colour slide. (TUFIOC
Newsletter reports for 1969.)



1161 Ca 1970 Midlands TAS CE3

A group of people in a car were returning home after a late party. They were reportedly followed by a disc

shaped object, which extended a ladder below it. A man like figure was seen. (TUFOIC.)

164 Mar 1970 Scottsdale TAS CE2

A forestry worker was driving along when he saw a flash in the sky. His car radio was overcome with static.

A soundless, green object, three times the angular size of the full Moon was seen to the rear of the vehicle, at

an estimated 200m distance. (TUFOIC.)

171 May 1971 StrahanTAS CE2 2200hrs Rean

A family were travelling home when they were startled by the appearance of a bright light above the road.

Their vehicle’s lights failed and the driver stopped the engine. They got out to have a look, then got back in

again and the car’s lights came back on by themselves. As they drove on, the mystery light kept its speed to

theirs. It disappeared when they were almost in Queenstown. (TUFOIC TA79134.)

172 22 May 1971 Norwood TAS CE2 2030hrs

A motorist reported seeing a 3m object with dull white, blue and red lights touching down near the roadside

50m away, then disappearing upwards. It had quickly come down out ofnowhere, then after ten seconds went

up and was gone. Its lights seemed to go out when it reached 150m. A flattened area of broken and twisted

undergrowth was reportedly found, twisted to the right, over a 3m wide area. (“The Examiner” Launceston

Jun 5 1971. TUFOIC TA71005. FSR Case histories (FSRCH) Sup 7., Oct 1971. pl3.)

173 23 May 1971 Cethana TAS CE1 1930hrs Riley

Mr Riley saw a round red light some 30-50m away and some 30m above the road, to the right hand side of the

vehicle he was driving. The light soundlessly crossed the road in front of him and disappeared behind some

tall trees. (TUFOIC TA71006. FSRCH 7. Oct 1971. pl3.)

174 27 May 1971 Lynchford TAS CE2

A car is reported to have stopped dead some 50m from the site of an apparent landing. (TUFOIC.)

176 9 Jul 1971 Narrawa TAS CE1 1930hrs Williams

A white, four point eight by one point 2m, oval shaped object was seen in a paddock at a distance of 300m. It

moved as witnesses tried to approach it. No traces were found. (TUFOIC TA71012.)

177 1 Aug 1971 TriabunnaTAS CE1 2325hrs

A motorist reported that a nine by 12m white oval object with a red glow below, rose from the roadside. It

took off and sped to the south and was lost to sight. (TUFOIC TA71013.)

189 Ca Jul 1972 Melton Mowbray TAS CE2 Ca. 2000hrs

A twenty five year old housewife was driving at 65km/hr from Kempton to a cabaret, when looking out her

rear vision mirror she saw a light. At first she thought it was a car with one headlight, but it was soundless

and no car was to be seen. The light came up behind her and seemed to swoop over the car. The incident

lasted some thirty seconds. The engine started to splutter and jerk as if stopping. The car slowed down but

was alright when the light had gone. (TUFOIC. TA72005.)



191 5 Jul 1972 Ml Arrowsmith TAS CE2/FA (?)

A motorist reported a bright
,
white, cigar object at road level. It went down and appeared to land alongside

the road and went out. The next day the witness returned and found a distinct pathway was visible in the

undergrowth which was all flattened. (TUFOIC.)

201 CaNov 1972 Campania TAS CE3

Two people sitting in a car noticed what they described as a brightly lit railway carriage. They could see six

or more separate lights in which shapes, or figures were visible, giving the impression of passengers, facing

the front, motionless. The lights were moving silently northward. After five minutes the object was lost in the

distance. (TUFOIC.)

237 Dec 1973 South Arm TAS Noise/FA (43:02, 147:24)

The witnesses were awoken by a roaring noise which eventually stopped. Next day, flattened circle ofbracken

was found on the next block, 3 by 3.6m across and nearby, 2-3 smaller similar patches. Ferns were folded over

as if flattened by weight, vegetation soon died off, edge of area well defined. (TUFOIC.)

238 31 Dec 1973 lymington TAS CE2 2300hrs

In thundery conditions four reporters saw a Moon-like object in the sky, then a large yellow cigar was noted

in a paddock by the house. The glow faded and little lights were then visible. Subsequent claims were made

of damage to a tree, house paint, fridge etc., plus effects to the two witnesses. The lights may have been an

electrical phenomenon and investigation of the tree didn’t reveal any damage. (TUFOIC.)

243 1974 Launceston TAS CE3

It was claimed that a school teacher had met the occupants of a UFO and that afterwards he had gained ESP
powers. (TUFOIC.)

244 Ca 1974 St Helens TAS CE3
Whilst travelling alone from St Helens to Ansons Bay, a woman stopped for a cigarette. In an adjacent pad-

dock she saw an object with a ramp going into it. There appeared to be entities going up and down the ramp

. The woman left at speed. (TUFOIC TA80066.)

246 Feb 1974 Grass Tree Hill TAS CE1 2100hrs Richardson

Mr A. Richardson and his two children were travelling in a vehicle when the two children said they saw a

large object “wobbling” over a house. It was complete with windows and a dark shape inside. Their father

saw only a small light moving soundlessly away by the time he pulled the car up. (TUFOIC TA77041.)

247 25 Feb 1974 York Plains TAS CE3 OOOOhrs

A builder was amazed to see three figures standing on the rim of an approaching dome shaped object. The

figures were one and a halfmetres in height, ofnormal human proportion and covered in a one piece garment.

He said they remained motionless as the object travelled past him some 30m distance, at a speed of 50km/hr.

Two to three minutes later it was lost to view over hills. (TUFOIC TA84048.)

248 27 Feb 1974 Latrobe TAS CE1 2145hrs Thornton

Two people out driving noticed an orange dot in the sky, partially obscured by trees. It soundlessly approached

the car after they stopped. Estimated at 250m away and 25m above the ground, it beamed brightly and looked

like a triangle with rounded comers. They started the car and the object accelerated to high speed and vanished

behind trees to the north. Later at 2200hrs one of the witnesses saw an orange light pacing his vehicle, near

to Latrobe. (TUFOIC.)



256 25 May 1974 Boobyalla Estate TAS CET l930hrs

Three people watched a large banana shape moving bout. It was described as a bright orange colour below,

with more of a fire red in the middle and blending to bright yellow at the top. It was observed to be 6m off

the ground and moving towards them. It passed in front of some fencing and a log heap only 200m away.

Seemingly 30m long it then came even closer, and the witnesses started their car and left the scene. No traces

were found the next day. The same object is believed to have been seen in the area over the next few nights.

(TUFOIC.)

257 May or Jun 1974 Port Latta TAS CE2 0545hrs

A man doing a newspaper run at 95km/hr saw a very bright light coming from the south. It was travelling

north at high speed. It went over his vehicle in ten seconds, being lost to view behind tall trees. After it

passed by he realised his vehicle was slowing down, the engine had stalled. He had to stop and restart it. The

headlights also went off for a few seconds. (TUFOIC.)

258 Winter 1974 The Gardens TAS CE2

Unusual “interference” type noise was heard on a car radio as a large, round, white object came up over

hills and approached a car. It left over the sea. The sky was very clear and the object had emitted no noise.

(TUFOIC.)

262 26 Jul 1974 Bridgewater TAS CE2 (1900-1945)hrs

Travelling by car towards Launceston, a woman and her daughter observed a light following their car. It

seemed oval in shape with a red front top light and a larger bottom light. They stopped to have a look, then

upon starting off again, felt it was pacing their vehicle. The object was noiseless and although they stopped

two or three times they couldn’t figure out what it was. While driving, the woman, “...felt as if I was in its

power, as if it was definitely going to take over the control of the car, it was hard to steer.” (TUFOIC.)

264 16 Sep 1974 St Helens TAS CE2 2115hrs Richards

This very unusual event occurred to Mrs Andrea Richards, housewife, thirty four, and her daughters Janine

(eight) and Kathleen (five) when they were travelling home to The Marches near St Helens. Weatherwise it

was a light drizzling rain, on a dark night. They were all very tired when suddenly static was heard on the

radio. As soon as the static began the sky directly ahead became brightly lit up. The car lost power on a gentle

incline, then stopped dead. The headlights, radio, heater, and dashboard lights all went out, and it was dark

apart form the light in the sky.

Mrs Richards tried to start the car but after ten seconds a deafening, vibrating noise enveloped the car. This

lasted about a minute. Almost simultaneously, quite painful, electric shocks began penetrating their bodies.

The car was then filled with an invisible chocking smell. Both Mrs Richards and Janine jumped out of the

car taking Kathleen with them. They fled down the road leaving the car. The light in the sky was still visible.

They went to a house. Upon returning to the car the car started alright. The next day it was checked at a garage

but no faults were found. Mrs Richards suffered a numb right side to the face and a two cent sized red mark

above her right eyebrow. The day after, her arms and fingers were badly swollen and she had difficulty walk-

ing. (TUFOIC.)



65 22 Sep2 1974 Tayene TAS CE2 l720hrs

Sitting in her car waiting for someone, a woman noticed the surrounding rain, mist and wind in the isolated

spot she found herself in. She heard the radio announcer give the time then all of a sudden the surroundings

were just lit up. The radio developed a high pitched whistling noise. An object approached from the top of a

nearby hill. As it came towards her she started the car and backed up the road until the car stuck in mud.

The object meanwhile continued to approach and hovered for a short while before sweeping around the road

junction and then back to the position it was first seen in. The speed up till then had been fairly slow, but when

it swept around the hill a tubular shaped thing on the bottom of it opened into sections and the object speed

upwards fairly rapidly.

The lady then left the car and ran to her house. Her husband and son returned to the car but could find nothing

wrong. The next day a tow truck collected the vehicle. The front of it was exceptionally clean although the

rest of the body was dirty. There had previously been cat’s prints all over the bonnet but the bonnet was clean

when the car was brought back. (TUFOIC)

267 Nov 1974 The Sideling TAS CE2 Ca. 2300hrs

On his way home to Scottsdale a man saw a soundless object about the size of an enormous building about

half a kilometre away to his left, in the north. His car engine and radio cut out and the figures on his watch lit

up really brightly. The object travelled along and was last seen going straight upwards. Duration three to four

minutes. The watch broke down shortly after the event. The left hand mudguard of the car changed colour

from red to orange and stayed that colour. (TUFOIC.)

268 4 Nov 1974 Scottsdale TAS CE2 2300hrs

The lights, radio and motor of a Colt car cut out, shortly after a witness sighted a huge flame coloured glow

lighting up the nearby vegetation. He said the luminous dial on his watch became brighter. Following the

sighting,, the car clock was found to be two minutes slow, the duration of the event. The mass of light rose

into the sky and left. The man started the car and went home. (TUFOIC Annual Report 1985. pi 1
.)

274 3 Jan 1975 Fingal TAS NF/FA (41:38, 147:58)

7 schoolboys saw 2 big lights come out of the sky and hover over a hillside. A humming noise could be heard

and the lights kept flashing. Investigator T Dean found an area 7.6m by 4.5m of twisted and broken wattles.

Trees were lying over and damaged about 1.2m above the ground. (TUFOIC.)

275 Feb 1975 Micka Creek TAS ? (?)

Shooters tell of a strip of gum trees as it an object had made a “landing run” some 45 to 90m long, through

the bush. Trees were all knocked over in the same direction. (TUFOIC.)

277 26 Feb 1975 Fake Sorrell TAS CE2 2045hrs

Three objects were seen around a lake. One turned on an intense light directed downwards. The beam moved

back and forth over the lake. A car radio in use at the time emitted a loud static noise when the object flew

close to the camp. (TUFOIC. FSR 22/6/30. “Saturday Evening Mercury” Mar 29 1975.)

282 18 Apr 1975 Hayes TAS CE1 2045hrs

On his way to New Norfolk, a taxi driver spotted sparks in a paddock some 200m off the road. Stopping the

taxi he saw a round object emitting blue sparks rise from the paddock and shot off to the north-east in a matter

of seconds. (TUFOIC TA75021.)



284 Winter 1975 Poatina Highway TAS CE2 0320hrs

Fifty one year old K. Gottschalk had left work and was driving home when he experienced a strange sensation

(a chilly feeling). Just then something happened to the steering ofthe car. It went sharply to the right hand side

of the road, barely missing two poles. Whilst slowing down the car, and getting back to normal, he noticed a

bright, orange light on his right hand side, following the car. Again he experienced trouble with the steering.

The light then left him, and the vehicle returned to normal. (TUFOIC.)

285 12 May 1975 Howrah TAS Photo 1600hrs

A couple were watching a rainbow when they observed a peculiar object, grey brown in colour moving

around close to the rainbow. Some 8mm movie film was taken. The film when magnified, indicates a vague

something moving around. The film was of very poor quality, possibly because of an apparently faulty zoom

mechanism. No real details can be gathered from the movie. (Investigation by TUFOIC and UFORNSW. See

UFORNSW Newsletter no 46 p2.)

287 Jul 1975 Buckland TAS CE2 0645hrs

An object followed a car driven by a twenty year old man, at a steady 80km/hr. It was described as a round,

brilliant glow, of orange and yellow colour, which lit up the surrounding countryside. His car radio appeared

to go down in volume for a while. (TUFOIC.)

288 Jul 1975 Hobart TAS CE2 2130hrs Steinbauer

A car became hot, then stalled and rolled to a halt. In the middle of the road some 200-300m distance, a

stationary, spherical shape was seen. It was a white/grey colour, some 5m diameter, of metallic iridescent

appearance, and silent. The witnesses stared at the object as it took offvery quickly, and spiralled out ofview.

The car was then able to be restarted and they went home. (TUFOIC TA77127. ACOSB. No 12. pll.)

293 5 Aug 1975 Levendale TAS CE2 0600hrs

Shortly after leaving for work, the lights of the car he was driving went dim, and the male driver decided to

return home. On the way back he saw, at thirty to forty five degrees, a brilliant, white, round light coming

down in slow motion. It was in view for ten seconds then disappeared behind hills. On reaching home he

found the car’s battery flat. Fifteen minutes later it was normal. (TUFOIC.)

295 Summer 1975 Fees Plains TAS ?

Bushwalkers reported finding perfectly burnt circle in buttongrass, with the ground all burnt, yet only 3.6m

across. (TUFOIC.)

297 1975/76 Tunnel TAS ? (?)

A 6m dried circle is reported to have been found in the location of sighting of nocturnal lights. It was not

reported until 1979. Analysis of the trace revealed nothing abnormal. (TUFOIC.)

299 1976 Bridgewater TAS CE3 (2200-223 0)hrs

Just after going to bed a woman saw a figure in the house. She called out the name of her young son thinking

it might be him but it wasn’t. The figure transformed into an intense white light which streaked out through

the window of their daughter’s room. (TUFOIC TA84001.)



pUJ7ebT77FHo5artlSETET

A man and his wife had gone to bed, and she fell asleep leaving him awake. Suddenly through the closed

door came three figures. One figure tried to put a “bag” over the man’s legs in an apparent abduction attempt.

The man tried to awaken his wife, whereupon the figures departed through the window which seemed to burst

open. (Tasmanian UFO Investigation Centre.)

304 Feb 1976 Kettering TAS CE1 OlOOhrs

A man arose to attend a young child during the night and saw what he took to be an aircraft coming down

in distress. He went to an adjacent oval where he located an object close to the ground. Through windows

he saw “shapes” although they didn’t move. There was an “electric motor” type noise like a humming. The

object took off and was lost to view in the sky. (TUFOIC TA 77033. ACOSB. No 10. p25.)

305 1 Feb 1976 Highland Farm TAS Photo 0330hrs

Two exposures were taken of a light moving in an erratic way in the north-eastern sky. They were taken with

an Ashai Pentax with a 135mm, lens and 400 ASA film. The exposures show only a light track, and the nega-

tives were apparently lost, but two prints secured by TUFOIC. (TUFOIC.)

306 17 Feb 1976 Lyell Highway TAS CE2 0030hrs

Two truck drivers travelling in the same truck were paced for three hours by a sixteen metre yellow/white

light in the shape of a dome. It kept an estimated 600m away, shifting position if the men stopped the truck.

They tried to use the radio but got a lot of static. Finally the object climbed and disappeared. (TUFOIC.)

307 Late Feb 1976 Kettering TAS CE2/WV (42:50, 147:15)

A dome shaped object was seen near the ground, with an associated humming noise. The object rose and left

into the sky. In the morning the witness found that the grass appeared to be scorched in a circle. The grass later

died. Tests were undertaken of soil and mineral particles from the affected area. Results indicated no large

amounts of associated ionising radiation, and that the soil had not been heated above 170 degrees centigrade.

(TUFOIC. FSR 24(3).)

308 Mid Mar 1976 Tea Tree Road TAS CE2 (2200-2300)hrs

What they originally thought were aircraft lights, were observed by a man and his wife on their way home.

The object appeared to pace their car on the left hand side, all the time. The lights were five in number and

orange in colour. A car passed them going in the other direction, and the husband dipped the vehicle’s head-

lights. Both headlights went off, although the parking lights remained on. They then drove along the road

stopping for all oncoming traffic. The orange lights were visible all this time and seemed to stop when they

stopped. Finally the lights veered to the north-east and were lost to view. Total duration was thirty minutes.

(TUFOIC.)

315 29 Jul 1976 Bagdad TAS CE1 2130hrs Williams

Two rows of flashing lights were seen by a woman driving home. These rows were 15m in length, 4m off the

ground, and some 140m away. They seemed stationary in a paddock then climbed away and were lost to sight

into the sky. No traces were found. (TUFOIC TA76021.)



3 17 Aug 1976 Ten Mile Hill TAS CE3 Wood

A Mr Wood on returning from a party heard a sound like electronic music. A second later his field of vision

was lit up and he saw a large figure in profile, as if on a movie screen. The figure was facing to the right and

slowly turned towards Mr Wood. It appeared to be male, with fairly closely cropped hair. A tight fitting jacket

and light coloured trousers were also visible. It seemed three metres tall and perhaps as wide as three people.

Mr Wood braked the vehicle and seemed to go through the screen. (TUFOIC.)

319 15 Aug 1976 Boyer TAS CE2 0145hrs

Two people in a utility noted an approaching light which then drew back. “Something” shone a light in the

vehicle’s back window. It seemed 125m back and 250m up in the air, looking like a jelly bean with a dome

on top. The vehicle’s radio’s volume faded and the inside of the ute lit up. The road swung under a cliff and

the light wasn’t seen again. (TUFOIC.)

321 8 Sep 1976 Elephant Pass TAS CE2 0300hrs

A tingling sensation accompanied an observation of a large house sized object, oval in shape near the ground

in a roadside gully. The light, seen by a motorist, remained stationary. (TUFOIC.)

329 21 Jan 1977 Pipers River TAS CE2 2330hrs Damon

Farm dogs were disturbed by an elliptical red/silver object at ground level, in a ploughed paddock. An undu-

lating humming noise was also heard. The witnesses went to approach the area after the object faded out.

However, they fled the scene because the object re-appeared. No traces were found. (TUFOIC TA77006.)

331 3 Feb 1977 Seven Mile Beach TAS CE3 2130hrs

Some school aged children at a youth camp heard a noise and saw a spinning dome, with flashing lights, and

windows. In the centre window a figure was seen. It was thin, had a large collar, an arm to the right and moved

its head. The object then moved away. (1. TUFOIC TA77036. 2. ACOSB. No 11.)

341 2 Jul 1977 Sandfly TAS CE2 Ca. 2300hrs

An eighteen year old man and his sister were driving at 50km/hr when the man noticed a reflection in the

middle of his outside rear vision mirror, of a very bright red light. It seemed near the ground 250m away. The

light may have followed the car. Soon after the light was seen the car’s engine seemed to loose power for

fifteen to twenty seconds as if the ignition had been turned off. The driver let the clutch out, selected first gear

and coasted down a slight decline and clutch started the engine. The light had by now gone. Later on going

up an incline the same thing happened again. However, it did not quite stop and he used the ignition to restart

it. (TUFOIC.)

343 Aug 1977 Sorell TAS FA (42:47, 147:34)

A depressed ring of grass appeared overnight on a sports oval. It was 4.2m in diameter and tests revealed no

cause. (TUFOIC.)

345 Sep 1977 Grass Tree Hill TAS CE2 2000hrs

A motorist saw a bright light to the north-east. In seconds the light was above the car and lit up the whole area.

It seemed to be a flat, rectangular shape, as big as a bus. The witness felt their face tingling, and heard static

on the car radio. It then went dark. (TUFOIC TA85084.)



1361 31 Jan 1978 Pawlccna TAS CEl ()4l0hrs

A well defined object with two very bright white lights in the centre performed a circular movement over a

paddock, only l-2m above the ground, less than 200m away. It circled for three to four minutes then passed

over trees and repeated its movements before departing at speed. (TUFOIC TA78007. ACOSB. No 13. pi 1.)

372 9 Nov 1978 Risdon Yale TAS CE2 0315hrs

A twenty four year old man was driving a taxi when he saw a luminous, light green “triangle” move out from

scrub at the side of the road. The shape was 1 .5m tall, appeared solid and was floating some point three metres

off the ground. He braked the car violently, and heard a high pitched squeal and the “figure” vanished. The

noise was so loud it made his ears ring. At the same time there came a considerable amount of static on his

car radio. (TUFOIC.)

377 5 Feb 1979 Fawitta TAS CE2 2150hrs

While driving alone a man noted his car radio died. Pressing the station button had no effect and the radio

remained dead. Seconds later an intense white light enveloped the car and he could not see beyond the bonnet.

The car’s lights and motor failed in the same instant. Beyond this events are vague and the next thing he knew

he was being stopped by police for driving his car without lights.

He was taken to hospital and examined where he was found to be in a state of shock. His vehicle, a Ford

Cortina 71TC, was inspected and found to have a flat battery and the oil level was low. The cut-off switch

on the alternator needed replacing, as did wiring, especially the headlights. Radiator water was also low. The

reporter did not want further investigations conducted. (TUFOIC.)

381 Apr 1979 Gormanston Saddle TAS CE2 0020hrs

A green light with a purple edge came straight at a taxi driven by a fifty one year old man, seemingly going

straight over the vehicle, and lighting up the interior as if it was daytime. The taxi lost power and would

not accelerate, the motor just shook. The driver tried to radio for help but it was dead. After the light passed

everything returned to normal. (TUFOIC.)

383 20 Aug 1979 Hatfield TAS CE2 2128hrs

A thirty one year old ex-police woman was driving towards Devonport in a 1971 YW station wagon when

a green light appeared behind the vehicle, lighting the interior and casting a green glow through the car.

However, the surrounding countryside did not seem to be lit up. Although she pressed down on the accelera-

tor the car did not respond by speeding up. It actually decreased speed to 48km/hr. She changed from fourth

to third gear, then to second but to no avail. The light remained the same height and distance from the car,

keeping up with the vehicle for some 8km. Without warning, the light switched off and the vehicle returned

to normal. Eater she found there had been an abnormally high usage of petrol for the trip. Other effects were

a loss of fuel, apparent loss of brakes, loss of power and a clock stopped. (TUFOIC.)

385 29 Sep 1979 Tow Head TAS NF 2200hrs

Flashing green and red lights were seen by the first mate of a ship, as part of an object which also shone a

white light onto both ship and sea. The object also appeared on radar for fifteen to twenty minutes, travelling

at an estimated speed of 250nm/hr. (TUFOIC TA79107.)



406 May 1982 Carlton TAS CE3 2l00hrs

A misty egg shaped object was only lm above the ground some 15m away from a man. Described as 2.5m

tall by 1.5m wide the object revealed a figure in side it. The figure seemed 175cm tall, normally proportioned.

The witness ran home. Looking backwards he saw the object had left. (TUFOIC TA84022.)

407 6 Jul 1982 Hampshire TAS CE2

Hovering over a nearby paddock, a dark helicopter shape with a blue outline, was observed by a passing

motorist. The vehicle he was driving rolled to a halt after loosing power. The adjacent roadside fence seemed

to be giving off an electrical charge. Seemingly only some 5m off the road, the object was only some 20-30m

away from him. After a short period of time the object turned, showed an orange glow, then simply faded

away. The man started his car and left the scene. (TUFOIC TA82034.)

412 9 Aug 1983 Jericho TAS NL 2045hrs

Travelling south, people in a car saw an object 3m off the ground and only some 10m away. They said it

was a circle of bright silver with a blue area in the middle top of the light mass. There were triangular white

lights also. The surrounding area was well illuminated. It was there for three to four minutes then left at speed.

During the event they heard a sound like “rushing air”. (TUFOIC Newsletter. Oct 1983.)

417 18 Nov 1985 Swansea TAS CE2 0330hrs

A log truck driver noted three white lights. Further on he saw a white, domed shaped object some 100m away,

30m up in the air. It appeared 18m long by 4m high. Over the next ten minutes it continued to be visible.

During the event the vehicle’s CB radio emitted loud static and electrical interference. (TUFOIC TA85076.)

419 1987 Tas/SA CE4

A number of paranormal and abduction-like events were reported by a twenty seven year old man, in 1990.

These included a 1987 event in which he woke paralysed in bed. Something was being pushed into a vein in

his arm. Upon awakening he found a hole in his arm from which blood was issuing. (UFORA90066. Keith

Basterfield and Julia Elsbeth.)

422 16 Jun 1987 Lawrenny TAS CE2 2215hrs

An ambulance driver found that his vehicle’s lights went out and the vehicle lost power while he was travel-

ling alone. He stopped at his destination and checked but could find nothing wrong. On the return trip at the

same place the same thing happened again. This time he saw a semi-circle shape, yellow in colour, with an

adjacent glow, stationary on a nearby hillside. After a couple of seconds the motor picked up again and the

lights came back on. (TUFOIC.)

424 14 Dec 1987 Launceston TAS CE2

A man noticed lights behind his car, then later they passed over his car and landed on the road ahead. His car

lights and engine failed. He stopped some 15m from the object which he said looked like an egg, 5-6m wide

and 2m high. He left the car and hid. The man said the car was then pulled some 10m down the road towards

the object. Another vehicle came the other way and its lights failed although the engine kept running. The

object then rose and left. (TUFOIC.)



43 1 23 Mar 1988 East Tamar Highway TAS CE2

Two people were travelling home when they saw a bright light ahead. The car lost power and the radio just

went dead. The driver pressed the accelerator to the floor but the car would not go above 3Okm/hr. Four square

yellow lights were visible with a beam of light shining down from just below them. They seemed 50m away

and 30m up. These lights eventually went off, and the car returned to normal. (TUFOIC Newletter. No 55.

Jun 1988.)

436 22 Mar 1989 Swanston TAS CE1 1945hrs

A dull orange light some 150m distance was seen by two shooters as it silently passed through the trees

towards the south. Their dogs seemed uneasy. (TUFOIC TA89051.)

450 Mid Jun 1990 Sandfly TAS NL 2300hrs

A person driving home alone on a rural road noted a very bright white oval shape to the right of him. He
stopped the car when level with the larger than Moon sized object. It appeared ninety metres offthe road, less

than 1200m up and was stationary. It then departed to the south-west at speed. (TUFOIC.)

45 1 26 Jun 1990 Apslawn TAS NL 2358hrs

Disturbed by barking dogs a man saw a saucer shaped object with a square top in the middle, near ground

level, 200-300m away. It followed a fence line before the witness went inside. Watching from a window he

saw the object pass out of sight behind a hill. (TUFOIC.)

454 19 Mar 1991 Lefroy TAS CE2 2200hrs

Two witnesses, travelling home and some 16km out of Lefroy, saw a bright, stationary light. This light was

orange in colour and was seen at low elevation. It just “switched off.” However, a little further on, the same

or a similar light became visible. The car seemed to splutter at this point as the light moved away behind a

hill. (TUFOIC. TA91009.)

457 25 Aug 1991 Waddamana TAS Photo 2100hrs

Several minutes of video footage was taken of a bright, white, round light seen to the east-north-east of two

witnesses out camping. The light moved left and assumed a more elongated shape, then more one ofpoints of

light in an irregular pattern. The lights went out and the video camera failed. A radio on at the time also went

fuzzy. It appears they may have seen the rising Moon through trees. (TUFOIC.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O.Sightings - Northern Territory.

025 15 Jan 1954 Alice Springs NT Photo

A person was taking pictures of Mount Gillen when suddenly an enormous round object appeared from

behind it. It went high, then dropped low. A picture was taken, and then suddenly it gained speed and shot off

at high speed to the west. (UFOSH p96.)

060 24 Dec 1963 Darwin NT Photo

A photograph was included in the RAAF summary of reports. No other details given.

163 22 Feb 1970 Alice Springs NT NL 1744hrs

An aircraft crew sighted a bright white light on the ground about sixty five nautical miles south-south-west

ofAlice Springs. The RAAF concluded it was a natural gas burn off at Palm Valley. (RAAF annual sightings

summary 1970.)

270 29 Dec 1974 Alice Springs NT Photo Early Morning

A single colour photograph was taken using an instamatic camera, of a bush scene. Upon developing, two

objects were noted on the film which were not seen by the photographer. Ground Saucer Watch Inc in the

USA using computer enhancement techniques concluded that the objects were in facts birds. (UFORSA.)

301 1976 Elliott NT CE4

An old man is said to have been abducted after a bright object landed near him. Beings alighted and took him

aboard. He said they asked him questions about life on Earth and our activities, before they returned him,

unharmed to the pick up point. (1. UFO Research NSW. 2. Pony Godic 1989.)

353 9 Dec 1977 KununurraNT DD 1730hrs

Mr Lindsay McKenzie-Smith and his wife were flying in a Cessna 206 at 1675m, when they saw an object

approaching, below their height. It passed below them and disappeared behind them. It was oval in shape,

appeared metallic and seemed to be 9m long by 2-3m wide and probably lm thick. It had well defined edges

and a dull surface. The object flew sideways just like an aircraft wing. (UFORFNQ.)

408 1983 Darwin NT CE3/IFO

Simon, sixteen, reported a series of events which included a night time close encounter, a number of dreams

and also observations of entities about the house. An investigation revealed a possible psychological explana-

tion for the events. (Keith Basterfield and Pony Godic.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - Western Australia.

027 Easter 1954 Eucla WA Day Photo

Three young men travelling by car related that they were followed by a saucer shaped object for some 80km.

At times it was low enough that they were able to see portholes. Five cameras were used to take some 92

exposure of the object. The men reported their observations to police, and then were interviewed by the RAAF
who allegedly took away the cameras. Later the cameras were returned minus the films. (ASR Yol 5 No 3

1959 pl3).

035 1955 Near Eucla WA/SA border CE3/photo

Three young men returned to Melbourne with what they said was the picture of an entity. They said they saw

a shiny object fall to the ground. After searching they found jagged pieces of shining metal and saw a moving

figure fifty metres away. It was said to resemble a frog from the back and semi-human from the front. It had a

green cloak hanging to just below the knees. Its feet and hands were armour plated. After photos were taken

the thing just disintegrated before their eyes. (“Daily Telegraph” Aug 2 1955.)

037 15 Jun 1956 Goomalling WA ? (31:18, 116:49)

2 perfectly round circles were discovered in a clay paddock. They were 3.6m in diameter and close together.

Everywhere else in the paddock was good grass but the circles weren’t growing. (PUFORG.)

066 2 Aug 1964 Whittenom WA CE1

Residents called police to tell them they had observed a cigar-shape lined with windows, which shone with

red, white, orange and yellow lights. There was a red tail and it was some 50m long, being only some 10m

above the ground. (UFOSH. pi 57.)

069 23 May 1965 Morawa WA CE2 0130hrs French

AMr and Mrs French stopped their car after a loud noise suddenly interrupted their car radio. Nothing seemed

wrong with the car so they resumed their drive. About 2km further down the road they encountered six or

more glowing white lights which were shining upon a paddock from an estimated height ofthree metres. This

sight was accompanied by a piercing shrill sound. The couple did not stop to investigate. Further down the

road the car radio was affected again, while the lights could be seen in the paddock behind them. (FSWDTCF.

p52.)

079 24 Jan 1966 Perth WA Photo 2230hrs Benedek

A Mr L Benedek said he was taking colour photographs during the evening when he saw a bluish green light.

“It was oval shaped with an antenna on the front and dropped towards the river at terrific speed” he said.

Two shots were taken. The RAAF examined them and later received requests for information from the US
Pentagon. The pictures in source 3 show the lights of Perth and a ball of light with an attached tail. (1. Aust

FSR No 5 Vic Jul 66. 2. UFOSH p 58. Aust FSR Review No 9 UFOIC inside cover (pic) and story p 42. 3.

“Sun Herald” Sydney. 5/6/66).

092 14 Aug 1966 Kununurra Western Australia CE1 2353hrs John son

AMr Johnson was working on a bull dozer at night when he was approached by an object which illuminated

the dozer, ground and him. It hovered 200m away for four to five minutes. There were white and red lights

on it. It slowly went off and disappeared, then came back again later that night. The next night it paced his

vehicle only 100m distance. Shining his torch on it he could see two doors and many windows. (“Sun-Herald”

Nov 27 1966. AFSR, No 6. p8.)



100 30 Oct 1967 Boyup Brook WA CE2 2130hrs

A man travelling at 95-100 km/hr along a quiet stretch of road became aware of a lighted object approaching

him from the air. Almost immediately the car stopped dead and all the electrical system, lights, motor and

radio went dead. There was no feeling of deceleration at all, but the car came to an instant stop. When the car

stopped he noticed that he was immersed in a beam of light which seemed to come from a tube, which in turn

issued from the object.

After about five minutes the tube of light closed off, just like a torch being switched off. The object itselfwas

some 10m in diameter and about 30m up in the air. The tube came out of it at a forty five degree angle and

focussed right on the driver. The colour was reported as iridescent blue. After the tube of light went out the

object left at high speed in a westerly direction. It vanished from view in seconds.

The reporter then stated that the vehicle was then doing the same speed as before it all began, i.e.95-100km/hr.

However, there had been no feeling of acceleration from stop to that speed. There was no noise from the

object at any stage. (VUFORS. Retrospective investigation by Keith Basterfield. AFSR(Y). No 8. pi 8.)

103 16 Nov 1967 Yerecoin WA CE1 1830hrs Poole

A farmer, MrA Poole, was out mustering sheep in a Landrover when he became aware of a humming sound

which increased in intensity. He then saw an object at a distance ofhalf a kilometre. It approached his vehicle

and stopped next to it at about l-2m distance. The humming noise was very strong and he could feel vibrations

form it. It looked like an inverted saucer, being some 3-6m in diameter, and 1 .6-2m high, with four windows,

two round and two square, on the side visible to him. It was a grey metallic colour. It seemed to hover, just

lm off the ground. He demanded to know what it was doing there, and he heard an echo of his own voice.

No unusual electromagnetic effects were noted. He attempted to get out of his Landrover but as he did so the

object ascended. By the time he was out, two to three seconds, it was out of sight, although he could still hear

a humming sound. No traces were left. (AFSR. No 8. pl3.)

109 8 Feb 1968 Koorda WA CE1 lOOOhrs Stephens

A Mr Stephens was ploughing a paddock when his dog ran off. He looked up and saw an orange-red, circular

object moving along, only 4m off the ground, less than 600 metres away. It seemed to be travelling about

50km/hr. It didn’t appear to have any windows or lights. Finally it was lost to sight over a hill 300m away to

the south-south-east. (UFOSH pl63.)

116 22 Aug 1968 Zanthus WANL 1740hrs

Captain Gordon Smith and Captain Walter Gardin were flying from Adelaide to Perth in a Piper Navajo air-

craft, at 2400m. Some distance ahead they sighted “a formation of aircraft.” There was a large one and four or

five smaller ones. These objects appeared to be keeping station with the plane. Kalgoorlie Air Traffic Control

advised no known aircraft in the area. Communications were then lost by the plane. The main UFO split into

two sections with the smaller objects manoeuvring around. Then the whole formation joined together and

departed at tremendous speed. (1. Victorian UFO Research Society. 2. Flying Saucer Review 24(5):9-10.)

134 20 Feb 1969 Norseman WA CE2 1500hrs

A fully fuelled car began “to gasp” as if running out of petrol. A cigar shape was then noticed 25m away

near the road. It was 10m long and moved away above trees, kicking up dust and leaves as it did so. The

car then sped ahead. The object disappeared very quickly taking ten seconds to rise and disappear from view.

(AUFOR. No 10. p27.)



141 21 Mar 1969 Kalgoorlie WA Photo

A photograph was submitted to the RAAF whose conclusion was that the picture only showed a lens flare.

(RAAF summary 1969.)

186 Jun 1972 Perth WA Day Photo

A professional photographer took a single picture of an object which was observed rising from the ground,

nearby him. The photo shows a small undefined blob. (Perth “Sunday Times” 25/6/72 (pic).)

294 Sep 1975 NarroginWAFA (32:56, 117:11)

A depression was found in an oat paddock. Oats outside this area were 1.4m tall, but inside, only 17cm tall,

depressed in a SSE direction. No holes or actual indentations were found. The whole area was an approximate

rectangle about 14.6 by 7.6m, with two 2.4m radius arcs on two comers, not flattened. (UFORWA. ACOSB
no 3 plO Sep 75.)

348 16 Oct 1977 Meekatharra WACE1 1410hrs

At least twelve people watched a disc shaped object rise up from a nearby rock outcrop. As it rose a sort of

vapour rolled down the rock. The disc, with domes on top and bottom, had a smooth metallic lustre. A smaller

bright red light came out of the side of the silver one, and hovered, before shooting off out of sight. Finally,

the silver object rose and disappeared from view. (UFORNSW Newsletter 53. p8.)

349 17 Oct 1977 Mt Magnet WA CE3

A group of eight people went out to look for some lights which had reportedly landed near the town’s rubbish

dump. Upon arrival they saw round, pulsating, green and red lights. Around them appeared to be misty and

something which appeared to be ofhuman size was observed. (“Daily News” Perth Oct 17-20 1977.)

362 Feb 1978 BaladoniaWA CE4

A memory lapse of some three hours is said to have been associated with the observation of two unusual

lights. During this time a thirty year old truck driver says he recalls: “...talking to somebody about inventing

something... also I remember speaking with two voices...” Investigations have been unable to leam anything

more about the event. (Jeff Bell, Perth.)

392 19 June 1980 Ogilvie WA? (?)

4 circular marks on the edge of a paddock were located. The marks were 1.3m in diameter, 10cm deep and

evenly spaced 8.7m apart. They were in a soft barley paddock. (“Daily News” Perth 20/6/80.)

400 16 May 1981 CocklebiddyWA CE2 1915hrs Winsome

Mr H. J. Winsome and his wife were travelling by car when they approached a stationary, bright red, glow-

ing structure apparently on the ground not too far from the road. As they came level with it, it disappeared.

Through their car window they saw a pink glow high in the sky. They experienced an uncomfortable perspir-

ing effect on their bodies for a short while, although the outside air temperature was cool. (UFORSA.)

405 28 Mar 1982 Esperance WACE2 0300hrs Collins/Yeend

Mrs F. Collins and Mrs M. Yeed reported the engine of their van was affected by the close approach of a bril-

liant object. They stated it came within 300m, and was soundless. Investigations by this author suggest the

object was in fact the planet Venus. (UFORAN 3/3/4.)



410 17 Jun 1983 Thomlie WACE2 0645hrs Pragnell

Mr Pragnell, was enroute to work on his motor bike when he saw what he at first took to be an aircraft. It

was delta shaped, soundless, with two very bright white lights on each wing. Suddenly his motor bike engine

stopped and he rolled to a halt still watching the mysterious object. It disappeared at a speed faster than a

plane. (PUFORG.)

414 13 Oct 1984 Perth WAPhoto 1130hrs

A man watched as a black, cigar shaped object appeared over some trees, and climbed vertically into the sky.

He stopped his car and photographed it. (PUFORG.)

416 13 Jun 1985 Lake Clifton WA CE2 0515hrs

Travelling by car a Manjimup farmer was followed by a bright orange light. He saw it on three separate occa-

sions. The third time he stated that the inside of the car became hot. Police were notified. (Western Australian

UFO Investigation Centre. (WAUFOIC.))

429 20 Jan 1988 Mundrabilla WA CE2 0410hrs

The Knowles family reported that a bright light picked up their car and dropped it, causing it to blow a tyre. A
black dust was reportedly found on the vehicle after the event. Tests for radioactivity were negative. Regres-

sion hypnosis revealed no abduction scenario. Analysis of dust from inside the car revealed only know ele-

ments. Dust from the top of the car taken by the police within hours of the event showed nothing abnormal.

(UFORSA & UFO Research Australia. (UFORA.))

437 12 Apr 1989 Perth WACE3 0025hrs

Whilst awake in bed, with her sleeping husband, a German woman became aware of a high pitched sound.

On the right side of the bed she suddenly saw an entity-estimated to be 60-70cm tall. It was semi-transparent

and wore a bright green neon belt and a green ring. The entity was in the process of examining a box when

the lady moved. The entity touched the belt and simply vanished. (UFORAN 7(1):22.)

456 June 1991 Perth WA? (31:57, 115:51)

Double rings were first found in June 1991, then photographed in March 1992. The rings, near the Blackwood

River, Augusta, appear to have changed little in one year and vegetation appears sparse in the area. The circles

are about 15m across. (Brian Richards/UFORUM.)

458 13 Nov 1991 Mt Magnet WANL 0230hrs

A man was travelling alone in a utility at 1 0Okm/hr when he suddenly saw a light appear on the horizon in

front of him. The light became brighter and approached him, turning a yellowish colour as it came nearer.

He dipped the vehicle’s headlights thinking it might be an approaching truck. The round object came within

an estimated 200m, then simply stayed at that distance no matter whether he slowed down or accelerated. At

its closest it was pure white. He did a U turn and the light followed him before finally leaving. Duration 20

minutes. (UFORA-Keith Basterfield.)

467 13 May 1992 Perth WAPhoto 1650hrs

While driving alone, a man saw a black, rectangular shape head of his vehicle. As he got nearer it was seen

to be an upright cylinder, about the size of a 44 gallon drum. Travelling slowly, in a north to south direction,

there appeared to be a blue glow beneath but attached to the object. The man took a photograph of it. (Brian

Richards/UFORUM.)



468 13 Aug 1992 Geraldton WACEl 0330hrs

After dreaming ofbeing caught in a bushfire, and feeling its heat, Linda awoke to find a softly glowing orange

sphere about the size of a rock melon, at arm’s length in front of her face. It just hovered there. Even stranger

were the fins all round it. The bottom two were larger than the rest, were a golden yellow colour, and were

truncated rather than pointed. The object moved silently to the right and simply disappeared near the door.

(Brian Richards/UFORUM.)

469 19 Sep 1992 Jarradale WACE3 1200hrs

A man and his son, out hunting firewood, saw a jet black object close by. The “thing” had no arms and on

either side of the head were two white patches where eyes might have been. It was estimated to be some 3

l/2m tall. (UFORUM.)

470 22 Mar 1993 Armadale WA CE2 23 15hrs

Jenny was driving along when she noticed a very bright light like a white flare. It was falling towards the

ground. As she got closer she saw it was spherical, with a smaller sphere on either side. There were 2 other

motorists ahead who did not appear to see the object. As she drew yet closer, the lights moved to the right of

her vehicle over waste ground. The car radio started to crackle and went dead, and the car’s lights dimmed.

She pulled the car over for a better look and then saw there were in fact three lights in a row, two on either side

of a central one, aligned horizontally. As she drove off the car’s radio returned to normal. The object simply

disappeared. Duration of the event was 3 minutes. (Brian Richards/UFORUM. UFORA93056.)

471 Jun 1993 Myaree WAOOlOhrs CE2

A computer technician was driving when he suddenly noticed moving red, green and blue lights shaped like

an inverted bunsen burner. After dropping behind some trees, the object then rose and headed towards him. At

thi s point the car’s engine died. The man got out of his car and telephoned friends to tell them what had hap-

pened. He said a plane was following the object for 12 minutes. (Brian Richards/UFORUM. UFORA93073.)

474 Aug 1 994 Albany WA Dusk CE

1

A goat farmer was milking one of his goats at a location some 35km from Albany. The light was poor but

suddenly the area was lit by a blue light. Looking up he saw a large, oval object hovering some 20m above

him. It had a row ofwindows or portholes visible. There was no sound. He went into his house to alert others

but by the time they emerged the object had gone.(Brian Richards/UFORUM.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - Bass Strait.

371 21 Oct 1978 Bass Strait CE4

Twenty year old Frederick Valentich disappeared over Bass Strait while flying a Cessna aircraft between

Melbourne and King Island. One of the suggestions put forward is that he had been abducted by the occupants

of an object which he reported observing just before radio contact was lost with him. Neither he nor the

aircraft have ever been located. (World wide coverage.)

009 1944 Bass Strait CE1

Mr T. R. H. Royal was piloting a Beaufort bomber over Bass Strait when a dark “shadow” appeared alongside

and kept pace for eighteen to twenty minutes. The object seemed to have a flickering light, and belched flames

from its rear end. It maintained a distance of thirty to fifty meters from the aircraft before accelerating away.

During the event all radio and direction finding equipment is said to have malfunctioned. (The Australian

Saucer Record. 1957. 3(1): 16.)

146 22 Apr 1969 Bass Strait NL 1919hrs

A moving light was seen by two pilots in the same aircraft but descriptions varied in colour and direction.

Duration was four seconds. RAAF suggested meteor or re-entry of space junk. (RAAF annual sightings sum-

mary 1969.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - New Zealand.

026 Apr 1954 New Zealand Photo

“During April 1954, the New Zealand Air Force received several movie films taken by civilians showing

strange mysterious pin points of light moving across the sky. They were duly examined by experts who later

admitted that they had been unable to trace their origin.” (UFOSH p 176.)

409 1983 New Zealand CE4

A Chinese woman awoke during the night to see a bright light shining through the bedroom window, felt

intense heat, and heard three men speaking. After going to the bathroom she returned to bed and thought she

fell asleep. Then she walked through a door into a UFO. There were six non-human ugly “men” present. She

was undressed by the men. After seeing a number of other human beings on board the “craft”, she then found

herselfback in her own bed, naked. (AIUFOFSR Newsletter. Aug 1989. No 44. pp 22-23.)

133 20 Feb 1969 Hawks Bay NZ Photo Night

A farmer shot a picture of a light which was hovering over his farm, making random patterns as it shifted

from place to place. It disappeared for a time and then came back. When the pictures were developed the

object appeared to be cigar shaped with points at both ends. MrM Bennett was the photographer. (UFOSHG

p 198.)

192 10 Jul 1972 Cape HalletNZ 2310hrs Photo Taylor

A strange object with three yellowish lights, the centre light being midway between the other two and much

brighter, was seen travelling south-west to north-east by Mr C Taylor. When it was in the northern sky, it emit-

ted a brilliant flash of white light. As it neared the horizon the smaller lights disappeared in the aurora; glow.

It was photographed by an all sky auroral camera and it was not a meteor or a satellite. (UFOSH p 182.)

357 1978/81 Auckland New Zealand, and Greece CE4

A forty four year old Queensland man can remember two occasions which seem to indicate “missing time.”

The first was in 1978 in Auckland. He had gone to bed one night and his next recollection was ofbeing naked

outside his house. Finding the house locked he had to attract the attention of another occupant to let him

back in. Later, in September 1981, he was holidaying on the island of Skopelos. He found himself waking

on a beach with water lapping at his feet. Orange dust, not from that area, covered him. (UFORA90049. Bill

Chalker.)

366 Mar 1978 Gisborne New Zealand CE4

Three women were involved in an apparent abduction case in the midst of a large UFO flap near Gisborne

which began in 1977. One night they were lying on a hillside watching the skies, and felt that a period of

“missing time” occurred. Shortly after the event a regression hypnosis session was arranged and an abduction

scenario revealed. In 1989 during a retrospective investigation by Keith Basterfield and Bill Chalker, a regres-

sion session was conducted with one woman. This revealed an account of being drawn up a beam of light; of

seeing one of the other women inside the UFO, and of talking to a male entity. All three women were then

back on the hillside. (UFORA89017. Original investigation by Bryan Dickeson. Retrospective investigation

by Keith Basterfield & Bill Chalker. See also Dykes, M. (1981). “Strangers In Our Skies.” INL. Lower Hutt.

pp46-49.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - New Guinea.

021 23 Aug 1953 Port Moresby PNG Photo HOOhrs

Whilst watching and filming a peculiar cloud build up into a thick mass of cumulus, Mr Drury (the then

Director of Civil Aviation in PNG) saw a metallic object like a silver dart, which shot out of the cloud in an

upwards direction. It was elongated like a bullet and subtended about 2.5cm at arms length. No fins or wings

were visible. It had a clear cut dense white vapour trail and there was no associated sound. The entire thing

was caught on 8mm movie film. It is understood that the RAAF investigated the incident and analysed the

film. (FSOAp22. Aust FSR Vic Vol 6 Dec 66. “Flying Saucers Where Do They Come From?” p94.)

046 26 Jun 1959 Boianai Papua 1845hrs Gill et al

This well documented sighting had thirty eight witnesses. A brilliant light was seen to approach a mission

station. It appeared to be hovering some 100m up and was solid and circular, with a wide base and a narrower

upper deck. At a number of intervals a shaft of light came from the object and shone into the sky on a forty five

degree angle. As the group watched, “men” came out onto the deck. There were four “men” in all. Eventually

the spotlight and the men disappeared, the object moved through cloud and was lost to view. (Flying Saucer

Review (FSR) Special issue no 4. Aug 71.)

047 27 Jun 1959 Boianai Papua 1800hrs Gill et al

Another disc was seen with two smaller objects also present. Four figures appeared on top as per the previous

night, although this time they were observed to respond to waves from the priest and natives. The disc also

seemed to respond to torch signals by wavering like a pendulum. (Flying Saucer Review Special issue no 4.

Aug 71.)

071 28 May 1965 Off Bouganville Reef Photo 0325hrs

In the early hours of the morning a DC-6 radioed Townsville control tower that it was being “buzzed” by a

UFO. The object was described as spherical in shape, flat on top and the bottom. Exhaust gases were reported

coming from the object. It is said to have p[aced the aircraft for some ten minutes during which the captain

took photographs. The object then moved ahead of the plane and disappeared. An official “cover up” is

reported to have occurred. (1. UFO Research Queensland. 2. NICAP “The UFO Investigator” Jun/Jul 1965

p4. 3. Australian Flying Saucer review. 3(5):3 & 7. 1972.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



U.F.O. Sightings - Canberra ( A.C.T.)

448 17 Feb 1990 Canberra ACT Photo 0515hrs

Mr Zoran Ivanisevic went outside into his backyard and noted an unusual, soundless object in the morning

sky. It was at a low elevation in the east. He fetched his video camera and took some video. The video, which

appeared on national television, shows a bright, white light. Then follows a second segment showing it as

an almost round object with a hole in the centre and two “bites” out of the top and bottom. Investigations

revealed it to be Venus. (John Jensen, Keith Basterfield and Ray Brooke.)

016 Prior to 1953 Canberra ACT NL

TAA pilot Gordon Savage and First Officer F.E. Hastilow sighted a very powerful bright white light to the east

of their aircraft. At fifteen second intervals it changed to red. Savage climbed the plane to 1600m for a better

look. Savage later believed they had been observing the planet Venus but Hastilow disagreed. (“Australasian

Post” Dec 31 1953. p 10.)

241 1974 Canberra ACT CE4

Two young women felt compelled to get into their car which then drove itself to a certain spot. They were

escorted by a brilliant white light source. Vague human shapes were seen as well as strange noises heard.

There was an episode of “missing time” involved. (Investigation by Bill Chalker. Deleterious effects on

Heather, one of the percipients, meant that the incident was not able to be fully researched.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.

Other U.F.O. Sightings.

014 Feb 1951 Central Australia CE3

Members of the Unmatjera tribe ofAborigines reported seeing two shiny circular objects on the ground, some

nine to fifteen metres across. A very small man-like creature wearing a shiny suit with bulbous head is said to

have transferred from one object to the other. Both objects then took offmaking a buzzing sound. (Edwards,

F. (1966). “Flying Saucers Serious Business.” London. Mayflower. pl69.)

124 18 Jan 1969 Between Singapore and Darwin NL 2345hrs

Commercial airline pilots at 10,000m saw a slowly descending light, changing from white to yellow from

level to two degrees below the aircraft on a bearing of 260-265 degrees. Duration five to ten minutes. RAAF
investigation suggested a possible cause was the planet Saturn. (RAAF annual sightings summary 1969.)

403 18 Dec 1981 Sydney NSW to Tokyo Japan Photo 0415hrs

A man took a photo from an aircraft at 10,000m, possibly over Queensland. The black and white photo shows

a point source wandering all over the print. It is believed to shown interior cabin lights. (UFORSA.)

463 Mid Dec 1991 Manila Phillipines Photo

AnAustralian tourist took a photograph of city lights from their hotel window.AUFO-like artifact appeared on

the film. It looked like a chandelier. Nothing was visible when the photo was taken. (Bill Chalker/UFOIC.)

Copyright © 1996 remains with the Researcher / ‘s named to be associated with each report.



AUSTRALIAN UFO REPORTS OCT 1996 Compiled by Keith Basterfield GPO Box xxxx Adelaide

SA 5001

1958 STAWELLVIC 1230hrsDD

A silver craft was seen hovering in the W sky. It was a typical flying saucer shape, and emitted blue/white/

green/red lights. Seen also through a telescope. The dome had windows, and the coloured lights came from

the object’s centre underneath it. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

1 990 WAGGANSW Night CE2

A 55 year old woman travelling by car saw a bright light above and in front of her car. The car developed a

“miss” in the engine and stopped. The battery went dead with a new battery needing to be fitted. The event

re-occurred 12 months later at the same place. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1
.)

Late Sep 1994 MUDGEERABA QLD DD

John and Chris Wilson, on a bright, sunny day, were taking a photograph of a bird. When the picture was

developed they noticed an unusual object in the frame. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

Mar 1996 KIAMA DOWNS NSW Trace

An unusual “circle” appeared overnight in a grass meadow. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

29 Apr 1996 CURRUMBANE BRIDGE NSW Night NL

Driving a man noted an aircraft with its navigation lights on, travelling north. “Out of nowhere” appeared a

very bright light in the SW sky moving to the south. Teardrop shaped, as bright as the Sun, it seemed 2-3km

away, but only 300m above tree tops Lost to view. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1 .)

19 Jun 1996 MORUYANSW 1955hrs CE1

Three women in a vehicle sighted a large object, hovering over scrub near the side of the road. They decided

not to stop. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

19 Jun 1996 NAROOMANSW 2035hrs NL

Hovering over trees, a bright, white light was seen by a family to their west. Larger than the Moon they

watched through binoculars. It had two large lights on it, and a series of smaller, dimmer lights. It moved off

slowly then shot off to the west.(INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

20 Jun 1996 NAROOMANSW 0600hrs NL
On the way to his work a witness sighted a larger than Moon sized white light. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No
1 .)

20 Jul 1996 BATEMANS BAYNSW NL

A wedding party saw strange orange lights. (INUFOR Digest Vol 2 No 1.)

10 Aug 1996 NARACOORTE SA2130hrs NL

A woman travelling by car saw a blue light for a couple of seconds, ahead to the left of the vehicle. It was

large, round and of constant brightness. (UFORSA.)



11 Aug 1996 WALLAROO SA2330hrs

A 17 year old man watched a strange object in the sky. It was bullet shaped and had a flame coming from it. It

was zig zagging around. There was an unusual noise coming from it, which was not described. (UFORSA)

12 Aug 1996 HOPE VALLEY, Adelaide, SA 1811hrsNL

While driving along Nelson Road a woman looked up through the windscreen to see 3 lights in the sky. The

centre one was pulsing while the other 2 weren’t. She looked back and the lights had gone. (ULORSA)

12 Aug 1996 HACKHAM WEST, Adelaide, SA2105hrs l-2minsNL

A woman was inside a house looking East. She saw 2 red lights, oval in shape, in the East. They went in a

straight line, one behind the other. There was no sound. (UFORSA)

13 Aug 1996 GLEN INNES NSW 0300HRS NL

A man travelling some 50km out of Glen Innes reported seeing a large light hovering over trees, only some

200m away from him. (K Basterfield.)

14 Aug 1996 KADINA SA 0600hrs 30mins NL

Three people spotted a bright light in the Northern sky. A red light on it flashed from time to time. It was

stationary. Probably astronomical source. (UFORSA.)

16 Aug 1996 QLD

An Adelaide radio report spoke of an “intense blue light” ‘lighting up’ South-East Queensland like an ‘atom

bomb.’ (K Basterfield.)

20 Aug 1996 MINLATON SA 1830hrs NL

Leaving work, a man saw two lights in the sky to his ENE. These lights radiated red and blue colours. Some
3km later, he stopped his car and saw that the lights hadn’t changed position. He viewed them through bin-

oculars. One minute later, one of the lights, the bottom one, took off into the SSE and vanished over the

horizon in 30 seconds. The other light remained stationary. (UFORSA.)

28 Aug 1996 KILSYTH VIC 2100hrs 15 mins NL

Two people reported two bright, orange objects travelling across the horizon. One white light appeared and

circled the two orange objects. The whole thing was silent. (UE)

24 Aug 1996 TORRENSVILLE Adelaide SA (041 0-04 15hrs) 5 mins NL

Two people saw a circular shape, sized between a star and a full moon size. It was orange and slowly pulsing.

It travelled in a straight line from SE to NE at a 45 degree angle. It then reversed direction. 3 weeks ago at

0015hrs the same witness saw a single orange light 45 degree in the NE. It made a sudden directional and

speed change.

In 1979 the same witness, when at Coober Pedy, SA, watched a bright white light pass between him and a hill

600m away. It emitted a series of coloured lights. It came low, and a white light came from it and went to the

ground. It stayed around for 1 minute then it departed. (UFORSA.)



A man rose to see why his dogs were barking. He saw a red light to the north-east low down near the horizon.

There was no sound and it appeared 2-3 long as it was wide. (UFORSA)

25 Aug 1996 SNOWTOWN SA 1915hrs NL

Eyewitnesses reported a bright, orange light, travelling from north to south. Half an hour later, more orange

lights were noted. They were seen above Snowtown, with two in front and four behind flying in a roughly

diamond shape. One light departed from the rest until it hit the ground. Police investigations indicate the

source was a flight of plastic garbage bags. (The Plains Producer 28/8/96.)

26 Aug 1996 DOVETON VIC 1930hrs 5 mins NL

One bright orange, star sized light was seen moving slowly. The witness looked away then looked back and

it was a red flashing light which then disappeared. (UE)

26 Aug 1996 PAKENHAM VIC 2305hrs 15 mins NL

An orange/yellow light was seen by 2 people as it moved slowly on the horizon without any sound. As they

were watching the light it suddenly moved on 1 45 degree angle and disappeared. 2 red lights could be seen

connected to the object. (UE)

27 Aug 1996 VERMONT VIC 1900hrs 5 mins NL

2 orange lights were sighted. One more joined then another two, making five in all. The lights started to move

around each other in silence. (UE)

27

Aug 1996 WAVERLEY VIC 1920hrs 5 mins NL

Five red/orange lights were seen moving by two witnesses. The lights were silent and moved quickly. (UE)

27 Aug 1996 NORTHADELAIDE SA CE4?

On two occasions a man woke to recall “voices” had been talking to him during the night. (K Basterfield.)

28 Aug 1996 BULLEEN VIC 2330hrs Few secs NL

A noise like a plane was heard above the house, seemingly lower than a plane. The house is not on a flight

path. The witness looked out of the window and saw an object with lights on it. It was stationary, then just

took off and disappeared. (UE)

28

Aug 1996 PROSPECT Adelaide SA 0240hrs 45mins NL

A young woman went outside to have a cigarette and to look at the stars. She saw a white, pulsating light in

the sky to the East over the Adelaide hills. She lined it up with the side of a wall and it moved, soundlessly,

to the left and upward. Most likely an astronomical source. (UFORSA.)

31 Aug 1996 HACKHAM WEST Adelaide, SANL

A “burning object” was reported in the sky. (UFORSA.)



1 Sep 1996 HEATHMONT VIC 21l5hrs 5 mins NL

One bright, orange light seen moving fast towards the witness. It was silent, the light moved overhead,

stopped then started moving again low in the sky. (UE)

2 Sep 1996 HOPPERS CROSSING VIC 2150hrs 1 minNL

One round, orange light seen stationary and silent low in the sky. Other lights were seen emanating from this

light, before it disappeared. (UE)

3 Sep 1996 GLEN IRIS VIC 2115hrs 6 mins NL

One bright orange light seen. Steady, diagonal movement. It flashed three times then disappeared. (UE)

4 Sep 1996 BURNSIDE Adelaide SA 2245hrs 2 mins NL

A bright, yellow light, with a tail “like a comet” travelled West to East with a lateral shaking movement. There

was no noise. It disappeared over hills as it was watched by 4 people. (UFORSA.)

5 Sep 1996 CAVAN SA0130hrs NL

A white triangular mass of light was viewed in the NW sky over a few minutes. (Colin Paule.)

7 Sep 1996 MORGAN SA 2000hrs NL

While out camping a bright orange light travelled NW to E. It dulled in colour, changed direction and went

south, then shot off, becoming very bright. At (2100-2130)hrs another bright orange light was seen going W
to E. It changed to bright orange then shot off to the East. There was nil sound. Next morning the neighbour

reported seeing a similar thing. (UFORSA.)

8 Sep 1996 KADINA SANL

One kilometre out of Kadina driving towards Wallaroo, a woman noted a collection of lights. One big white

one with a bluish tinge. There was a light on either side. (UFORSA.)

8 Sep 1996 LOCHIEL TO PORT WAKEFIELD SA 21 15hrs 45mins NL

Two adults and children in a car noted a “large star” which grew bigger in size. It became a huge, white light

which split into two. There was no effect on the car. The two lights merged into one. Later, it repeated this

splitting and reunion. (UFORSA.)

14 Sep 1996 UNLEY PARKADELAIDE SA 2000hrs Secs NL
A man was out driving his car when he had a momentary view of a round light between trees. This light was

flashing red, blue and white. There was no associated sound. Suggest probable astronomical. (UFORSA.)

15 Sep 1996 VICTOR HARBOUR SA0120hrs 2-3 secs NL
High overhead, travelling S to SE, was a pin point light, coloured orange/yellow/red which moved in a

straight line then curved off to the right. (UFORSA.)

1 7 Sep 1 996 KADINA SA 2 1 1 5hrs Secs NL

Three orange lights were sighted by a woman, which were travelling in a line. This line then took on a trian-

gular formation. Seen through a bedroom window. Possibly hot air balloons. (K Basterfield.)



20 Sep 1996 CRAlGEBURN VIC 2020hrs

One blue/green light seen travelling fast across the sky and disappearing., No noise. (UE)

20 Sep 1996 ST ALBANS VIC 2020hrs NL
Two people sighted a green light travelling quickly across the horizon then disappearing. No noise. (UE)

25 Sep 1996 STH WARRANDYTE VIC 1910hrs IminNL
Two bright, white lights seen travelling fast across the horizon. (UE)

25 Sep 1996 QUAKERS HILL SYDNEYNSW 21 40hrs (CST) NL
A woman called to report three moving lights in a triangular shape. Seemed to be a very low, and flashing.

(K Basterfield.)

25 Sep 1996 COMPTON SYDNEYNSW 21 40hrs (CST) NL
Report of a red light which appeared to be coming in to land. It was first seen as a star like object then became

brighter. (K Basterfield.)

25 Sep 1966 ADELAIDE SA2000hrsNL
A red bah of light with a tail was seen travelling North in the Eastern sky. (J Burford.)

26 Sep 1996 NEWCASTLE TO SYDNEYNSW 2045hrs (EST) 15-20 secs NL
Six reports received of a brilliant object travelling West to East in clear skies with a full Moon in the sky. It s

colour was variously described as white/yellow or orange/red or green, with a hail. There was no sound. (K

Basterfield.)
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ACRUFO Australian Combined Research into Unidentified Flying Objects. PO Box xxx, Bundanoon, NSW
2579.
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.

Independent Network ofUFO Researchers PO Box xxx, Kogarah, NSW 2xxx.

John Burford xxxx NE Road, Modbury, SA 5xxx
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Australians have reported sighting Unidentified Flying Objects as frequently as any other country. However,

with a physical size of almost that of the U.S.A., and a mere sixteen million people, much of the continent is

very sparsely populated. As will be seen in the case catalogue, most reports therefore come from the coastal

regions of the country where the five main cities are located.

In the ground trace entries,

R = doughnut Ring.

FSA = Flattened Swirled Area.

FA = Flattened Area.

‘Nest’ = Nest.

BEC = Bare Earth Circle.

SL = Slime Lawn.

WV = Without Vegetation.

BS = Burnt circle

The figures in brackets are the latitude and longitude of the location (where known.)



Latest Reported U.F.O. Sightings.

UFO’s Return to Grafton N.S.W.

October 26 1996. Many reports of a UFO flying low over Grafton were reported to the National UFO Hotline

in Victoria.

Early on Sunday morning, around 3 AM, six people reported unusual UFO activity.Some reported an illumi-

nated object heading in a northerly direction. Only about 30 metres in the air and accompanied by a noise

sounding like a train or truck. One man claims to have had sheets of roofing iron lifted from his house by the

object. Most of the people were awaken by bright lights inside their house. One witness said that everything

in his house was completely illuminated. Where you could see every nail in the floorboards, and you could

see every crack in the wall. By the time they raced outside to see what was happening, it was all dark, but

there was a noise like a train going over the top of the house.

Contact the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx at RO. Box xxxx Narre Warren Victoria xxxx

Phone: xxxxxxxx

Sonic Boom.

October 31, 1996.

Thursday morning at 10.15 AM, a huge sonic boom was heard in the Port Macquarie area. The sonic boom
was heard over a wide area from Laurieton, west to Warchope, and at Diamond Head south ofPort Macquarie

it was reported that the ground shook. The shockwave rumbled like a huge thunder clap, although the sky was

overcast there were no thunderstorm s in the area. At Warchope a witness actually heard two sonic booms,

one immediately following the other. Immediatly following the boom a large bird flew into a house window

hitting it with great force and acting as if disorientated and confused. The witness at Diamond Head said he

thought it originated south-east of his location, towards the Headland and out to sea.

The Australian Airforce were contacted and asked if they were responsible, at first they said they were. But

a Newspaper report on the incident stated that the Airforce were not responsible, and that they are unable to

explain what had caused this massive Sonic Boom. ( I will keep you informed of further developments. Ed.)
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2 May 1982 RIPLEY QLD 1 800-2 lOOhrs CE3
Roo shooters followed a two metre electric fence for kilometres and saw a large starship disc. It had a domed

top, glass rim, rotating base. There were groups of seven foot tall beings in rim, wearing grey jumpsuits and

had pageboy length blonde hair and tanned skin. (UFO Research Sunshine Coast.)

4 Jan 1996 MALENY SUNSHINE COAST QLD 2200hrs CE2
Sky lit up close to horizon and a light shot out over the land. No thunder. Oval, dark shape with light stream-

ing out. Power went off for 5-10 seconds. Humming sound which ceased and power resumed. (UFO Research

Sunshine Coast.)

7 Feb 1996 MALENY QLD 1920hrs NL
Circular light with hollow centre, red light flashing within. Smaller circle appeared to turn within larger.

Object in view 20 seconds. Lower than Venus. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

9 Mar 1996 MONTVILLE QLD NL
Two electrical blackouts south-west of Nambour saw six huge orange lights. Three high in two column s .

Drifted to coast one by one at a certain level. Then disappeared. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

17 Mar 1996 MAROOCHYDORE QLD 0430hrs CE1

Flashing white light in the east, three hundred metres away. Object had two fins at the base comers, with a flat

base and bulging curved top, orange and white in fins. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

25 Mar 1996 BLI BLI & COOLUM QLD 1850hrs CE1

Several female witnesses saw a ring of ten to twelve outer lights counter rotating against an inner ring of five

lights. Five to ten minutes to go from Coolum to Maroochydore. Two hundred metres below clouds. Dogs had

been spooked three out of five nights. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

1 May 1996 MEADOWS SA 1910hrs NL
To the north a woman noted two bright, stationary, lights which went on and off. A third light appeared, then

a fourth, and a fifth. (AIUFSRS Newsletter Nov 96.)

Mid May 1996 MOOLOOBAH QLD 1030hrs CE1

Cigar shaped object three to four kilometres off the ground. White coloured object with no wings or lights.

Very fast. Constant sound. No wavering, trail behind ten to twenty lengths of object. (UFOR Sunshine

Coast.)

23 May 1996 CALOUNDRA QLD 0100-0200hrs 1 hourNL
Two witnesses saw a v shaped object. Three orange lights on left, one blue light in middle at base and three

more orange lights on, right arm. Distance five hundred metres. Height ten to fifteen metres. (UFOR Sunshine

Coast.)

24 May 1996 PT FAIRY VIC 1920hrs 5 mins CE1

Three people saw three lights, only three hundred metres away, travelling westwards. Each silent light was

white and triangular. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

19 Jun 1996 KIMBA SA 1745hrs 10 mins NL
Six people saw a red light on an evening where there were several short duration local power failures. (AIUF-

SRS NL Nov 96.)



1 Jul 1996 HAPPY VALLEY SA 0440hrs GET
A rectangular object was reportedly hovering two to three metres above a house for thirty minutes. Red/green/

blue/yellow lights were noted. It then moved slowly away. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

8 Jul 1996 KENSINGTON SA 1630hrs 10-15mins DD
A student noted a golden/silver cigar/circular object which moved slowly across the sky, then made a sharp

turn and moved south-east. It flashed every four seconds. (AIUFSR NL Nov 96.)

14 Jul 1996 CRAIGMORE SA2035hrs 2-3mins NL
Two golden/white lights moved to the south-east and simply vanished. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

18 Jul 1996 LAGUNA BAY QLD 0745hrs Lits

Taxi driver at Noosa observed red lights over bay accompanied by brown and blue light. On same day reports

of red and blue lights flashing over from Noosa-Cabundra. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

28 Jul 1996 CLEARVIEW SA OllOhrs 5 mins N1

Three orange lights, sighted by two people. Two lights were travelling along slowly, but the third was moving

quickly. (AIUFSR NL Nov 96.)

9 Aug 1996 BORDERTOWN SA2145hrs 5 secs CE1

A woman, travelling by car, sighted an intense light and heard a sound. It seemed only fifty metres up, and

disappeared. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

12 Aug 1996 PEREGIAN BEACH QLD 0517hrs 90 secs CE1

13 Aug 1996 PEREGIAN BEACH QLD 0503hrs CE1

First sighting white object with red trace. Next day two very bright flashing lights which turned red and

assumed a cigar shape. Then a white rod of light came from ground to centre of object and disappeared into

it. Objects and light pulsated and moved inland to the west. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

25-29 Aug 1996 TEWANTIN
,
SUNSHINE BEACH, MOOLOOLABA, WURTULLA QLD NL

Between 1830-0040hrs reports from numerous persons on the above dated of large orange lights or balls, car-

rying out various unusual manoeuvrers, e.g. launching off the ground, drifting, changing directions, hovering,

even dropping into the ocean. Durations varied from 30 seconds to six minutes. (UFOR Sunshine Coast.)

5 Sep 1996 PROSPECT SA2120hrs 10 mins NL
Three white lights were observed in the north-western sky by a student. After zig zagging around there was a

flash of light and they disappeared. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

7 Sep 1996 ALLENBY GARDENS SA2335hrs 3-4minsNL

In the north western sky an orange, circular object was seen. After moving, it stopped for thirty to sixty

seconds before moving on again. (AIUFSRS NL Nov 96.)

9 Sep 1996 Eastern Australia 2030hrs Few secs

Mt Victoria NSW
A pilot reported a bright, white light travelling to the North-west, which lit up trees.

Coonabarabran NSW
Astronomer noted a cigar shape, silver coloured object moving to the North-west.

Upper Caboolture QLD
Two people noted what appeared to be a “flaming object” descending. An orange flash then lit the sky. Seen

to the South-west. (Martin Gottschall UFORQLD Newsletter 172 p 14, citing Paul Sowiak ofUFORNSW.)



3 Oct 1996 LAKE COOTHARABA QLD 0l25hrs NL
Bright light with a dimmer light behind doing five perfect loop the loops. Faded out and five seconds later

back on, dimmer light only up higher and zig zagging in northern sky over Kir Kir area. Leaving a slight

trail. Appeared to go round a big star. Duration five seconds on, five seconds off. (UFO Research Sunshine

Coast.)

LISTING GOES WORLD WIDE!

!

This listing is now available on the Internet at two web sites. Barry Taylor of Grafton in New South Wales

has made available space at http://www.nor.com.au/users/stingray/. Simon Johnson of Melbourne, carries the

listing at http://xxxxxxxxxx. Simon’s web page carries massive amounts of information on Australian sight-

ings. Internet listing will ensure a wider audience for our mutual benefit.

Sources for this issue

UFO Research Sunshine Coast. 11 Kulanda Street, Wurtulla Qld 4575.

Australian International UFO Flying Saucer Research GPO Box 2004, Adelaide SA 5001.



HARMONICS
AND

THE UNIFIED FIELD THEORY
by

Bruce L. Cathie

My life changed dramatically in 1952. This was the year that I saw my first UFO. The object was hovering

over the Manukau Harbour, Auckland City, New Zealand, in the early evening twilight, and carried out

manoeuvres that no known man-made vehicle could accomplish at that time. The thing, whatever it was, had

an intensely brilliant white light, with a smaller glowing red light some distance from it, and for about twenty

minutes held myself and other witnesses spellbound as it went through a series of right angle turns, then

disappeared straight up into a clear evening sky.

Ever since that time I have collected every bit of information available on the UFO phenomena. During my
thousands of hours of flying I have searched the skies constantly and been rewarded with many other sight-

ings. As time went on I was informed by many other airline pilots in New Zealand that they too were sighting

objects for which they could find no explanation.

It became obvious that either we were being observed by some sort of advanced vehicles coming from outer

space, or that some scientific group on earth had discovered a principle of physics unknown to the rest of us.

and that secret research was being carried out.

I am now sure that both views were correct and that much is being kept from the public.

Over the years I have studied a great deal of material published by other investigating groups and came to

the conclusion that no real progress could be made in discovering the purpose ofUFO activity through this

means. The main body of investigators have confined their activity to collating masses of sighting reports,

filing them away, and then doing nothing else with the information.

Several of these larger well known international groups I suspect ofbeing nothing more than covers for intel-

ligence organisations which gather information on public awareness ofUFO activity.

I decided long ago that the only way to tackle the problem would be to plot all the areas of activity and try

to find some logical mathematical order in the hovering positions, or fight paths of the unknowns. To this

purpose I studied the methods of a Frenchman by the name ofAime Michel who had also endeavoured to find

a mathematical order of this nature. He had had partial success and managed to find several track lines with

equally spaced activity in the European area. Just when he appeared to be on to something, for some unknown

reason, he abandoned this line of research and publicly proclaimed that nothing could be accomplished by

this method. After studying his early attempts, I considered that there was a definite logic in his findings and

decided that I would carry on my own research using his basic methods. I struck gold, and ever since I plotted

the first two track lines, at right angles, in the New Zealand area, I have continued to progress and advance

my scientific knowledge in areas which otherwise would normally be completely foreign to me.

Along the way I have taken much flack from the academic world, and from those who profess to know all the

answers - that is in public. But behind the scenes it has been a different story.

Over the years I have had many direct communications from members of intelligence organisations, top sci-

entific circles and government agencies, wishing to know what my latest findings are, and requesting copies

of certain parts ofmy work.

Once I had established the two track lines I was able to form a complete grid network over the whole of the

New Zealand area by gradually plotting onto the map the most reliable UFO sightings.

The pattern consisted of lines space at thirty minute intervals orientated just on six degrees displacement from

true north.



Eventually two similar grids were found to be interlocked with each other creating rather a complex pattern,

which could be further reduced to lines with a spacing of seven and one half minutes.

The next logical conclusion was that I had discovered a small section of what could possibly be a world

system. The question then was how to transfer this small section onto the world sphere and accurately align

it. It was then brought to my notice that a strange aerial-like object had been photographed by chance on the

seabed off the west coast of South America, by the American survey ship Eltanin. The object was two to three

feet high and had six main cross bars spaced evenly up its stem with a smaller one at the top. Each set ofcross

bars had a small ball at the end of each arm. A friend and I visited the Eltanin when It called into Auckland,

and we were told by one of the scientists on board that the object was thought to be an artifact of some kind,

and appeared to be metallic.

I had a hunch that this could be the point that I was looking for upon which to orientate a world grid, If in

fact one existed. I spent some time constructing grid patterns on a plastic ball until I found a system which

could be transferred onto the world surface, and aligned with the aerial-type object and the section of the grid

discovered over New Zealand. I found that the patterns matched, and felt sure then that a global system was

almost a certainty.

The next step was to find the mathematical basis for the system, and this proved to be a long and arduous

job especially as I do not class myself as anything of a mathematician or a physicist. After a study of all

the available information on UFO activity, I came to the conclusion that the speed of light, mass and gravity

acceleration values must have some connection with the grid structure, in order to explain the extraordinary

manoeuvres carried out by the strange craft.

The basic grid structure was formed by a series of great circles interlocking at various points around the

earth’s surface. The nodal points of the two grids, when joined by a series of small and great circles, formed

what I have loosely termed polar squares around the north and south geographic poles. It was when I carried

out a geometric and mathematical analysis ofthese sections that I found a direct connection with light, gravity

and mass equivalents, in a harmonic sense.

To do this I had to convert all our normal systems of measurement into a single set of units, and also convert

our time measure into one that would correlate with the grid. After much thought, and a long period of trial

and error, I finally discovered that

angular measure, in minute of arc values, and a time unit based on twenty seven units of one revolution of the

earth, was the key to the unlocking of the grid secrets.

After that it was a long slow process to leam how to relate the values being calculated, one to the other, in

order to find a logical mathematical basis for the system.

Finally, after years ofwork, I discovered that I could formulate a series ofharmonic unified equations, which

indicated that the whole of physical reality was in fact manifested by a complex pattern of interlocking wave

forms.

I gradually found that the harmonic values could be applied to all branches of scientific research, and atomic

theory. At first I was not very sure of the results I was getting, but as time went by more and more interest was

being shown by intelligence agents, government personnel and scientists, in the work I was doing, and many

requests started coming in for information. Help in my work was eventually offered from these quarters, but

the catch was that I had to remain silent about my discoveries. This I refused to do, and I still continue to

battle on, on my own.

Once I realised the importance of the material in my possession I considered it extremely dangerous for

any small group of people to have complete control of It. It was only a matter of time before I realised

that the energy network formed by the grid was already known to a powerful group of international

interests and scientists.



It became obvious that the system had many military applications, and that political advantage could be

gained by those with secret knowledge of this nature. It would be possible for a comparatively small group,

with this knowledge, to take over control of the world.

I have continually asked these people for a valid moral reason why the information should not be given to

the world community, and so far no answer has been given. So I carry on publishing the material as I find it.

One of the most starling facts that I discovered by application of grid mathematics, was

that an atomic bomb is a device based on the geometries of space and time. To be successfully detonated the

bomb MUST be geometrically constructed, placed on, under, or over a geometric position in relation to the

earth’s surface, and activated at a SPECIFIC TIME in relation to the geometries of the solar system. I found

that it was possible to precalculate the time various bomb tests, and the locations where it was possible to

explode a bomb. According to the mathematical complexities of unlocking the geometrical structure of the

unstable material constituting a bomb, in order to create a sudden release of energy, I realised that

an all-out atomic war was an impossibility. Both sides could precalculate well in advance the time and

positions of atomic attack. Plus the fact that only certain geometric locations could be devastated anyhow.

A logical war cannot be considered under these circumstances. This could be the explanation for the

proliferation of conventional weapons in modem warfare. Another competitive field where the harmonic

mathematics of the grid can be applied is in laser research. Apart from peaceful uses of laser beams, which

are many and varied, the military application is considered more important.

A whole list of scientific areas could be shown where this new knowledge could be put to use, without

stating the obvious application that would transform our communication and transport systems, and give

us the means of reaching the stars. It is not right for the public to have this knowledge, I was told. It

would not be good for them. I’m sure that most would disagree with this outlook, as I do. I am only

one small voice.

It is up to the scientific community themselves to open up research in all these fields, in order that all

mankind can reap the benefits.

Diagram showing the relationship of a grid polar square to the geographic pole. Each grid has a

similar pattern. The pole of each grid is set at a different latitude and longitude.

A = Geographic pole

B = Grid pole

C
D
E

F = Comer aerial position

of grid polar square

B-C
B-D
B-E
B-F = 2545.584412

minutes of arc

The displacement (A-B) has a different value for each Grid

( A - B ) Grid
“ A“ = 1054.255313 minutes of arc

( A - B ) Grid
“ B “ = 694.8832574 minutes of arc

( A - B ) Grid
“ C “ = 867.6871800 minutes of arc



The following extracts are from my published works. Complete mathematical explanations of the harmonic

theory will be found in my latest publication, “The Harmonic Conquest of Space”.

The theoretical positions for Grid Poles “A”, “B” and “C” in the northern hemisphere are as follows:

Grid Pole

“ A “ = Latitude 72 deg 25’ 44.6812” North

= Longitude 89 deg 58’ 59.4336” West

Grid Pole

“ B “ = Latitude 78deg 25’ .7.0046” North

= Longitude 104deg 59’ 24” West

Grid Pole

“ C “ = Latitude 75deg 32’ 18.7692” North

= Longitude West

The Poles will be in reciprocal positions in the southern hemisphere.

The diagonal of the “polar square” of 5091.168825 units can be broken down into a series of values:

( 5091.168825 divided by 2 )
= 2545.584412

Reciprical of 2545.584412 = 0.0003928371

Square of 2545.584412 = 648

The harmonic value of 3928371 is of extreme importance

as it has a direct relationship with the earth’s magnetic field. The harmonic 648 also has many interesting

associations, in particular, the harmonic table for temperature.

In my second book I stated that the first glimmerings ofhow true space travel might be achieved came to me
when I uncovered the clues that led me to the UFO grid that crisscrosses the globe.

I was aware that my calculations were not precisely accurate in the strict mathematical sense, but I could see

that the system was based on space-time geometries and there was the best possible support for this - non less

than the theories of Einstein.

Somewhere, I knew, the system contained a clue to the truth of the unified field which, he had postulated,

permeates all of existence. I did not know at the time that this knowledge was already in the hands of the

scientists who were well ahead of me. I know now that they must have been aware of the grid system for

many years. They knew that Einstein’s ideas about the unified field were correct, and what’s more, they had

been carrying out full-scale research into the practical applications of the mathematical concepts contained in

that theory.

We were told that Einstein died without completing his equations relating to the unified field theory. But in

more recent times it has been said that he did in fact complete his work and that the concepts were so advanced

that the full truth was not released.

The only way to traverse the vast distances of space is to possess the means of manipulating, or altering, the

very structure of space itself; altering the space - time geometric matrix, which to us provides the illusion of

form and distance. The method of achieving this lies in the alteration ofthe frequencies controlling the matter-

antimatter cycles that govern our awareness, or perception, ofposition in the space-time structure. Time itself

is a geometric, just as Einstein postulated it. Iftime can be altered, the whole Universe is accessible to us. We
are now on the threshold of exploring deep space.

Geometric and mathematical analysis of the Polar sections of the world energy system indicated that the

harmonic value for mass was equal to the harmonic of the speed of light plus the square root of the harmonic

of the speed of light reciprocal, or if:



C = the speed of light

M = mass, then:

IT

M* (C+JC)

I had the first part ot a unified field equation in harmonic values. To take

the next step I first had to go back to Einsteinian theory, particularly the

famous equation:

EsMC2
where E = energy; M= mass; and C = the speed of

light.

Einstein declared that physical matter was nothing more than a concentrated field of force. What we term

a physical substance is, in reality, an intangible concentration of wave-forms. Different concentrations of

structural patterns of waves unite to form the myriad chemicals and elements which in turn react with one

another to form physical substances. Different wave - form s of matter appear to us to be solid because we are

constituted of similar wave - forms which resonate within a clearly defined range of frequencies that control

the physical processes of our limited world.

Einstein believed that “M”, the value for mass in the equation, could eventually be removed and a value

substituted that would express the physical in the form ofpure energy. In other words, by substituting for “M”,

a unified field equation should result which would express, in mathematical terms, the whole of existence,

including this Universe and everything within it.

Einstein maintained that the “M” in his equation could be replaced by a term denoting wave - form. I had

found a substitute for “M” in terms of wave - forms of Light, so the obvious step to me was to replace Ein-

stein’s “M” with the values of “C” found from the grid system. The results are as follows:

I now had a harmonic unified field equation expressed in terms of light, or

pure electromagnetic wave - form. The key to the Universe. The whole of

existence. To the seen and the unseen. To forms, solids, liquids and gases,

the stars and the blackness of space itself. All consisting of visible and

invisible waves of light.

“ All of creation is light.
“

In the polar areas of the grid the geometric values of some of the co- ordinates appeared to be doubled up.

The co-ordinate of 2545584412 was doubled in the diagonals of the polar squares, and all of its associated

harmonics and other factors appeared to be doubled when the pattern was projected onto a flat plain.

I reasoned that the way to check this idea was to increase the values of “C” in the equation and observe

the changing harmonic of “E” to see what relative values might emerge. I thought, at the time, that a direct

anti gravitational harmonic might become evident, but my recent research has proved this line of thought to

be incorrect. In terms of mathematical values I found what I was hunting for in the form of two more equa-

tions. In the-case ofone of the equations I erroneously believed that the derived harmonic value related to the

reciprocal of gravity. I know now that what I had hold ofwas an equation related to the magnetic field of the

earth.

The earth being simply a huge magnet, a dynamo, wound with magnetic lines of force as its coils, tenescopi-

cally counted to be 1257 to the square centimetre in one direction and 1850 to the square centimetre in the

other direction (eddy currents). The spectroscope shows that there is an enormous magnetic field around the

Sun, and it is the present conclusion of the best minds that magnetic lines of force from the Sun envelop the

earth and extend to the Moon, and that everything, no matter what its form on this planet, exists by reason of

magnetic lines of force.

Einstein: E » MC2

ff

Cathie (M: ICtfr)

IT

Therefore: E=(CW c
l(C]

2



This information was published in a book called: “Behind the Flying Saucers” by the journalist. Frank Scully,

in 1950.

The unbalanced fields of 1257 lines of force per square centimetre in one direction and 1850 in the other does

not tell us very much in itself. But ifwe use the information to calculate the field strength over an area which

has a harmonic relationship with the unified fields of space, and if the basic information Is correct, we should

find some mathematical values of great Importance.

In my previous publications I demonstrated that there was a correlation with the unified fields, within a small

margin of error, due to the known conversion factors at the time. I was also not aware then, that within a

certain fixed range, the light and gravity factors were variable and that relativity factors would be evident in

the latest and more accurate calculations. Fractional errors are still found in the conversions in relation to the

given quantities, but these are so small that I am sure that the theoretical harmonic associations will stand the

test when more accurate computing and conversion factors are available.

It appears now that the magnetic field strengths and areas change in conjunction with the light and gravity

factors, according to the change in latitude on the earth’s surface. During these changes the harmonic relation-

ships remain constant.

The basic unit for harmonic calculation is the geodetic inch, or one seventy-two thousandth of a minute of

arc: one minute of arc being 6000 geodetic feet (6076 British feet). Ifwe take the values 1257 and 1850 lines

of magnetic force per square centimetre and make a fractional correction to allow for the curvature of the

earth’s surface (the given square centimetre area would have fractionally curved sides), we can then establish

a theoretical field density of 1257. 139035 lines of force in one direction and 1 850.900532 lines offorce in the

other. This will allow the calculation of the field densities for one square geodetic inch in the north and south

pole areas, which can be mathematically related to light and gravity factors.

Field (A): 1850.900532 Lines of force per square centimetre converts to:

12245.69798 Lines of force per square geodetic inch.

Field (B): 1257.139035 Lines of force per square centimetre converts to:

8317.32698 Lines of force per square geodetic inch.

The fields would be in opposition to each other.

The combined field density is equal to: 20574.234 Lines of force per square geodetic inch.

The difference In field density Is equal to: 3928.371 Lines of force per square geodetic inch, or (FIELD

A - FIELD B)

We can now formulate another equation in order to demonstrate the association of the earth’s magnetic

field with the speed of light.

Harmonic equation (2)

=3928.371 harmonic

where (C) = (144000 - 90.9345139)

= 143909.0655



The reduction in light speed of

90.9345139

minutes of arc per grid second creates a very interesting factor.

The whole system ofuniversal harmonics is based on the geometries ofthe circle, the circumference ofwhich

can be divided by its radius into six equal parts. Therefore six is the fundamental harmonic of all circular and

spherical forms and basic values can be shifted up or down this harmonic scale by multiplying or dividing by

thi s number. Base 10 is also a part of the harmonic process and decimal points can be moved back and forth

without altering the series of numbers. Zeros before and after a number series can be ignored in harmonic

calculation. It takes a while to get used to these concepts but after a few practice calculations the process

becomes evident.

I have had many arguments with the academics over this but the proof of this secret mathematical system is

being made evident every day by the activities of their own associates. Constructions are appearing which

comply with the harmonic values. Ancient constructions also comply with the harmonic values. The secrets

have been handed down through the ages.

So, ifwe multiply the value of 90.9345139 by the six harmonic seven times:

(90.9345139 x6x6x6x6x6x6x6) = 25455844

The result is a harmonic of

2545.5844

which is the distance in minutes of arc of each Eltanin type aerial from the Grid Poles and also the reciprocal

harmonic of

3928.371

the difference in field density of field “A” and “B”.

It has been found that the value

143909.0655

minutes of arc per grid second for the speed of light factor has a direct geometric association with electro-

magnetic transmission and reception. It was years after I published this particular equation that I found this

out by accident while checking other data.

In my earlier publications I demonstrated how a third harmonic equation could be formulated by use ofwhat I

thought, at the time, to be a constant speed of light factor at the earth’s surface. I have now discovered that the

speed of light is not a constant and that different values, within a set range, can be entered into the equation

which will give particular harmonic results, the value I used was

143,795.77

minutes of arc per grid second. This, in fact, was very close to

143,791.36

minutes of arc per grid second which can now be regarded as the reciprocal harmonic of gravity acceleration

at the earth’s Equator.

It is only in recent times that I finally cracked this secret.

It was only many years later when, because of a sudden hunch, I decided to check the gravity acceleration

values in the text books and convert them Into geometric equivalents In grid time. I found the following table

for the variation of gravity with Latitude, at sea level, in one ofmy research books:



Table ( 1 ) Variations of “g” with latitude at sea level

Latitude “ g
“ metres / sec squared Latitude “ g

“ metres / sec squared

Odeg. 9.78039 50 deg. 9.81071

10 deg. 9.78195 60 deg. 9.81918

20 deg. 9.78641 70 deg. 9.82608

30 deg. 9.79329 80 deg. 9.83059

40 deg. 9.80171 90 deg. 9.83217

The values were in metres/second squared and I decided to convert these progressively into British feet,

geodetic feet, minutes of arc or nautical miles, and degrees, based on grid time. I started off with the value

at the Equator of 9.78039 metres per second squared and when I found the value for degrees, or 60 nautical

miles, per grid second squared I got a very pleasant surprise:

0.000069545205

degrees per grid second squared.

The previous speed of light harmonic reciprocal of695 published in my books was within about 5/100,000,000

of the true value of gravity acceleration in geometric term s . No wonder the secret groups were getting uneasy

about my findings It was becoming obvious now that gravity and the so-called speed of light were harmonic

reciprocals of each other. As gravity increased the speed of light decreased and vice versa. Light was therefore

not a speed in the true sense. It is an acceleration or deceleration according to geometric position. Because

of relativity It always appears to us as a constant factor. A little bit of thought will show that as the gravity

and light values vary, then all the physical processes will vary in direct ratio, including our measuring instru-

ments. All the readings will appear to remain constant. Time Itself would also alter in relation to the gravity

and light factors.

It did not take me long to calculate a rough conversion table for the full 90 degrees from the Equator to the

Poles. This was then extended harmonically to include the speed of light factors up to a maximum of

144,000 minutes of arc per grid second.

The values we read on our instruments are those calculated at zero latitude, or the Equator, because of relativ-

ity. When the light factors are converted back into normal measurements, kilometres per second etc., we see

that the values match those in the text books.

Harmonic Unified Equation (3)

If the maximum value of “C”, or 144,000 minutes of arc per grid second is reduced by the harmonic of Phi

(1618.034) and entered into this equation the result for “E” is the 26944444 harmonic.

144,000.0000

Minus 161.8034

=143,838.1966 the harmonic of “C”



Therefore 287676.3932 = the harmonic of “2C’

Therefore B - /(2876M

using hamonics = / (36^6763932 1 5895889B«)[B27577072|

= 7(8772633775 x 827577072)

= v/ 7260030574

E = 26944444’

Other values for “E” can be derived from harmonic equation (3) when the speed of light factor is altered

harmonically between the ranges of gravity,

143791.214355761

and

144000

,
the maximum.

Speed of light harmonic what/where Energy harmonic

143791.214355761 gravity 2693567886

143791.3643831903 gravity 26935706

143860.9095887935 in air 2694867949

143891 .3649 1 96305 in vacuum 26954363

143909.0655 electromagnetic 26957666

144000 maximum 2697463486

We now have two unified tables which allow for visible light propagation and electromagnetic propagation,

theoretically separated by a Lamb Shift related to unified equation (3).

In equations (2) and (3) the values for “C” have been doubled to allow for antimatter which pervades our

whole Universe. The scientists tell us that antimatter does exist but say that matter and antimatter are two

separate forms of reality. They also say that if matter and antimatter come in contact with each other they will

cause an explosion. If both forms exist somewhere in space we are not told where the boundary is. Space is

not empty and I, believe that our Universe could not exist under these conditions. We are now told that there

is more matter in the Universe than can be accounted for and the latest term for this is “dark matter”, or matter

that cannot be seen.

During my years of research Into the complexities of the earth grid system I have gradually built up a picture

in my mind of the possible geometric combinations necessary to form matter from resonating, interlocking

wave- form s .



Matter and antimatter are formed by the same wave motions in space. The waves travel through space in a

spiralling motion, and alternately pass through positive and negative stages. Matter is formed through the

positive stage, or pulse, and antimatter through the negative pulse. Each spiral of 360 forms a single pulse.

The circular motion of an electron about the nucleus of an atom is therefore an illusion. The relative motion

of the nucleus and electrons through space gives the illusion of circular motion. The period during the forma-

tion of antimatter is completely undetectable, since obviously all physical matter is manifesting at the same

pulse rate, including any in struments or detectors used to probe atomic structures. The period or frequency

rate between each pulse of physical matter creates the measurement that we call time, as well as the speed of

light, at the particular position in space ofwhich we are aware at any given moment.

If the frequency rate of positive and negative pulses is either increased or decreased, then time and the speed

of light vary in direct proportion. This concept would explain time as a geometric, as Einstein theorised it to

be.

A rough analogy ofphysical existence can be made by reference to a strip ofmotion picture film. Each frame,

or static picture, on the film strip may be likened to a single pulse ofphysical existence. The division between

one frame and the next represents a pulse of antimatter, when viewed as a complete strip each frame would be

seen as a static picture - say one at either end of the strip - then the past and the future can be viewed simulta-

neously. However, when the film is fed through a projector, we obtain the illusion of motion and the passage

of time. The divisions between the static pictures are not detected by our senses because of the frequency, or

speed, of each projection on the movie screen. But by speeding up or slowing down the projector, we can alter

the apparent time rate of the actions shown by the film.

To continue this analogy: our consciousness is the projector. The Conscious “I am” part of our individuality

passes from one pulse ofphysical matter to the next within the framework of the physical structure which we
term our body, thus giving the illusion of constant reality, and the passing of time.

It is logical to assume that we have a twin stream of consciousness on the antimatter side of the cycle, which

in fact creates a mirror image of our own individual personality. (This postulate has already been put forward

by scientists.) The frequency of manifestation of both streams of consciousness, that is, the plus and minus

“I am” would position our awareness of the illusion of reality at a particular point in space and time. In other

words, if the frequency of pulse manifestation is altered, even fractionally, our awareness of reality, in the

physical sense will shift from one spacial point to another. In fact, we would travel from one point in space to

another without being aware that we had traversed distance in the physical sense.

This would be the ultimate method for space travel.

The theory outlined above explains why light has been described as being caused by both a wave motion

and a pulse. Both explanations are correct. A pulse of light is manifested when the energy level of an atomic

structure is altered by outside influences (the theory ofMax Planck). In the physical plane, the electron of the

atomic structure appears to Jump from Its orbit. According to my belief, the electron does not Jump orbit. This

is the Illusion we obtain, since we are not equipped to perceive the path of the electron during the antimatter

cycle, what actually happens is that the radius of the spiralling motion is increased or decreased in order to

absorb or release the energy, imparted to, or removed from, the atomic structure. If the energy Is imparted

then the electron must extend orbit in order to maintain balance In the system; and vice versa. Light, or any

other radiant energy, above or below light frequency, is therefore manifested by undetectable changes in the

radius of the spiral motion of the electron during the antimatter cycle.

Diagrams showing the wave-form which creates an atom of matter and anti-matter in alternate pulses.
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The diagrams show how matter and antimatter are created out of the same wave-forms. As the electron is

moving through a spiral in each matter and antimatter pulse It travels through a space of more than 360

degrees during each cycle:

the theoretical number of degrees would be 370.95199.

the double cycle 741.90399.

the reciprocal harmonic of 370.95199 Is 2.6957666 to the minus 3

As we see this would be the value of “E” in relation to unified equation (3) if the value of “C” equals

143909.0655

minutes of arc per grid second.

A quote I found in a book I was reading recently appears to confirm my theory of the double matter/antimatter

cycle. The book is called “Beyond the Occult” by Colin Wilson.

Quote

“Human beings are accustomed to the fact that if they turn round through 360 (through a full circle) they

find themselves facing in the direction they started from. Not so an electron. By passing it through a certain

type of magnetic field its “axis of spin” can be tipped through 360, which ought to restore it to its original

position. But it doesn’t. The electron has to be turned through yet another full circle before it behaves as it

did before. We cannot distinguish the difference between the two circles - the electron can - which seems to

suggest that in the sub-atomic world a full circle is not 360 but 720 . In our world we have somehow lost half

the degrees we ought to have. Or to put it another way, there may be another dimension in the sub-atomic

world” Unquote.

As my own research has shown me that physical reality is manifested by the harmonic nature of light, it

appears logical that a vehicle constructed to the principles of harmonics will be required to set up the space-

time fields necessary. If this is so, then the first criterion will be that the vehicle must resonate in perfect

harmony with the complete table of elements in our physical Universe. If it does not, then it would be more

than probable that any element or particle of matter not in harmonic resonance within the vehicle structure,

or payload, would be left behind when the space-time field was activated. The results would be embarrassing,

to say the least.



It would be impractical to construct a vehicle made from an alloy of the whole range of 144 elements in the

theoretical atomic table. Apart from this, such an alloy is no doubt a physical impossibility.

The clue which suggests a method of overcoming this problem is the way that matter is built up in octaves

of wave-forms. If an octave of elements could be combined, which would set up a resonating field tuned to

all the elements in the table, and the unified fields of space, then maybe we would have a method of crashing

the time barrier. I put forward the following proposal for consideration. If an octave of elements Is the answer

let us make a selection from the theoretical table of 144. If we divide 144 by 8 we get divisions of 18 units,

therefore we will select each of the elements we require 18 units apart, as follows:

“ We would then he ready for the harmonic conquest of space,”

A complete set of harmonic unified tables have now been produced which demonstrate the linkage between

the gravitational and electromagnetic forces. The mathematical relationship between the matter and antimat-

ter cycles can also be demonstrated by a set of special tables. The tables are included in my latest book, ‘The

Harmonic Conquest of Space” and can also be printed out by a computer program called “Gridworks” which

is now being marketed world-wide.

GRIDWORKS
The World Energy Grid Program

This program will allow you to check UFO activity scientifically for the first time! This computer program is

the culmination of 27 years of extensive research into the UFO enigma by Bruce Cathie, and over two years

of close co-operation with computer expert Rodney Maupin of Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

Over the years Bruce Cathie has been asked by members of the public whether he could supply maps, and

information regarding the Grid Network for particular areas of the earth’s surface. He could only reply that

it was impossible to calculate sections of the grid for other parts of the world because of the spherical geom-

etry involved. The problem could only be tackled with the help of a computer, and then only if specialised

programs were available. It is only in recent years that this has become possible.

Now “ Gridworks “ is available, the first of it’s type in the world.

The program calculates with extreme accuracy the following:

“Great Circle” tracks with extreme accuracy.

Light and Gravity harminics for any Latitude.

Earth coordinate (latitude and longitude) to “Energy Grid” coordinate conversion.

Energy Grid to Earth coordinate conversion.

Calculation of “A” and “B” Grid points over any section of the world.

“GRIDWORKS” will draw a map of the world ond overlay a calculated Grid over it.

Conversion values for miles, nautical miles, kilometres etc.

Will print out the complete gravity and light table.

It can be seen that the total harmonic value of the atomic numbers

of the combined elements is 648. The square root of this number

is 25.455844, the harmonic of which is found in the polar sec-

tions of the world grid system. The harmonic 25455844 Is also

directly associated with the earth s magnetic field. Three new ele-

ments, recently discovered, have atomic numbers of 116,124 and

126. What we now need are numbers 108 and 144.

Atomic Number Element

1 8 argon

36 krypton

54 xenon

72 hafnium

90 thorium

108 undiscovered element

126 undiscovered element

144 undiscovered element



Minimum Computer Requirements

IBM compatible.

640K memory.

1Mb hard disc.

EGA, VGA or better, (for graphics)

Program available in:

5.25” 360KDS/DD disc.

5.25 1.2Mb DS/DD disc.

3.5 1.44Mb DS/DD disc.

3.5 720K DS/DD disc.

Price: $NZ 150.00

This cost covers package and postage world wide.

Books written by Bruce L. Cathie on
“ World Grid Harmonics “ are:

Harmonis 33.

Harmonic 695, “ The UFO and Anyi-gravity “

The Pulse of the Universe, Harmonic 288.

The Bridge to Infinity, Harmonic 371244.

The Energy Grid: Updated combination of Harmonic 695 and 288.

The Harmonic Conquest of Space.

For information please contact:

Gridworks: Quark Enterprises Ltd. 158 Shaws Road, ORATIA, Auckland New Zealand.

E-mail:

brucelc@ihug.co.nz

Phone: Auckland 8184291

Copyright: Bruce L. Cathie 158 Shaw Rd., Oratia, Auckland, New Zealand



MAN SNATCHED BY UFO.

During my Christmas vacation I was told the following strange story.

Some time in 1992 in the Mountains west of Lismore ( N.S.W.) two young men were driving home late one

evening. The lonely country dirt road wound its way through dense bushland mountain country. Everything

was normal until suddenly the driver noticed a strange light in his rear vision mirror. The light seemed to be

following every turn they made. Suddenly the light approached them at speed, and shone a very bright search

light down upon them. By this time the object was directly above their car. Panic struck the two young men,

so they quickly pulled over to the side of the road and yelled to each other to “ run for your life and hide !

“

So they each ran in different directions. One hid among dense undergrowth, while the second man lay beside

a large fallen tree. They could see the bright search light combing the bushland around them. They lay in

their hiding places for about five minutes, then when they were sure that it was safe to return to their car, they

quickly raced home.

They both related their strange and frightening experience to their friends at home, who had not seen nor

heard anything strange that evening. One of the men we will call Jim, stated that “ It was a “ Prison Ship “,

I know it was a “ Prison ship”, and they were after me ! !
“. Both men agreed not to discuss the matter any

further. But this is not the end of the story.

Several weeks later, Jim went out alone bush walking, he had informed his friends to where he was going, but

Jim never returned. The Police were informed, and Jim’s friends searched the road and surrounding bush for

signs ofwhere he may be, but to no avail. Jims bank account has never touched, and he has never been seen

again. Jim had simply vanished. Jims other friend left the district after his disappearance, and no one knows

where he is now. He said before he left that he “ Knows that Jim has been snatched by the Aliens in the
“

Prison Ship “ and wants to forget that it ever happened, and will never return to that area again “.



REPTILIAN ABDUCTION.

AN OPEN LETTER FROM PAMELA STONEBROOKE TO THE MEMBERS OF THE UFO COMMU-
NITY
I’m writing this in response to the news item that appeared in a recent issue ofThe New York Post about my
forthcoming book, Experiencer: A Jazz Singer’s True Account of Extraterrestrial Contact.

Since the article unfortunately conveyed the impression that the book would be sensationalistic, it seems

appropriate that I share some thoughts with you, and set the record straight about the book I am writing. I

know that The New York Post piece seriously misrepresented the true nature of the book.

The book is multi-faceted, and treats the abduction phenomenon, in all of its complexity, with the sensitivity,

respect and seriousness it deserves, presenting not only my own experiences, but those of other experiencers

as well. The editor of the book is Leslie Meredith, one of the most highly respected editors in New York. She

was the senior editor for the BantamNewAge paperback series ofbooks, and has worked on many books that

have been instrumental in raising people’s consciousness. I’m extremely grateful to be working with her, and

also with Sandra Martin, who is a wonderful human being and a visionary among literary agents. I believe

that Leslie wishes to publish the book because I’ll be examining and exploring my contact experiences in

light of their transformative aspects, recognizing that the phenomenon is, and can be, an incredible catalyst

for expanded self-awareness. Interaction with extraterrestrial intelligence has many aspects, of course, but the

transformational aspect is fundamental to me.

The book will tell about my reptilian encounters, a subject that very few women are prepared to go public

with or speak openly about. I praise the courage of the few that already have - and endured public ridicule as a

result. Reptilians are not a politically correct species in the UFO community, and to admit to having sex with

one - much less enjoying it - is beyond the pale as far as the more conservative members of that community

are concerned. But I know from my extensive reading and research, and from talking personally to dozens of

other women (and men) that I am not unique in reporting this kind of experience. I am the first to admit that

this is a vastly complex subject, a kind of hall of mirrors, where dimensional realities are constantly shifting

and changing. Certainly, the reptilians use sex to control people in various ways. They have the ability to

shape-shift and to control the mind of the experiencer, as well as to give tremendous pleasure through their

mental powers. I have wrestled with all ofthese implications and the various levels ofmeaning and possibili-

ties represented by my encounter experiences. I will say, however, as I have said before, that I feel a deep

respect for the reptilian entity with whom I interacted, and a profound connection with this being. In a past life

regression I did recently, I went to a very remote period in earth’s history (perhaps hundreds of thousands of

years ago), and saw myself as one of a brotherhood of reptilian warriors facing a catastrophic event in which

we perished together (it was possibly nuclear in nature, since I saw a red cloud and felt tremendous heat). I

believe that on one level, I may be meeting these entities again, perhaps fellow warriors from the past warning

us of an impending, self-inflicted doom - or perhaps they are different aspects of myself. I don’t really know;

I’m just trying to unravel this puzzle like everyone else.

Following my initial Art Bell interview, I received hundreds of letters and e-mails, many from people describ-

ing similar encounters to mine. I know that there are people out there who are suffering in isolation and

silence, thinking they are going crazy. I have been able to give some ofthese people strength and courage, so

that they can move through their fear and come out the other side, empowered and still able to celebrate life

as the incredible adventure that it truly is. I know that when I was processing my Grey experiences, if it had

not been for people like John Mack, Budd Hopkins, Kim Carlsberg, Whitley Strieber, John Carpenter, and

other researchers and experiencers who have been courageous enough to come forward, putting their lives

and reputations on the line, I would have stayed in fear a lot longer, cowering in a comer, my self-esteem and

identity shattered. Thanks to them and to the wonderful members of my support group, I am still standing,

intact and whole.



I believe that the alien abduction experience is profoundly linked to the momentous shift in consciousness that

is occurring as we enter the new millennium. We are witnesses to and participants in the most fantastic era in

human history. And contrary to the mood ofpessimism from some individuals regarding the way mainstream

media treats the UFO phenomenon, and the trepidation that is felt regarding its ultimate impact on the human

race, I am unashamedly a “Positive.” Everywhere I turn, I find much greater public acceptance of the alien

abduction/UFO phenomenon, and active curiosity from enormous numbers of people. I am also encouraged

by the fact that many more experiencers are coming forward, no longer hiding behind the cloak of anonym-

ity. I believe that within ten years the reality of alien abduction will be accepted as a fact by the majority of

people on this planet, and ridicule of the subject by the media or anyone else will be regarded as naive and

irresponsible.

I think the problem that exists between UFOlogy and the media stems from the fact that the UFO community

has been so sadly wounded in the past fifty years by rejection and ridicule that it has been somewhat demoral-

ized as a movement. It has been a long, uphill battle, with many martyrs shedding their blood along the way,

but I believe that we are winning the battle for public acceptance and are closer than ever before to solving

the mystery of the alien presence itself. I am looking forward to appearing on major TV talk-shows, and to

bringing the message directly to the public about this phenomenon. This is a subject that must - and will -

be taken seriously, even, eventually, by the likes of Leno and Letterman. I was amazed, I might add, by the

number of editors in the New York publishing community who are “believers,” and I predict that within the

next few years, UFO and abduction books will routinely top the bestseller lists as the public hungers to leam

more about what our encounters mean, and their implications for the human race.

Ifmy book is successful, everyone in the UFO community will benefit. The floodgates are about to open, and

when they do, all experiencers, UFO investigators, writers and researchers will find wider acceptance for their

work. The days and years ahead are going to be full of challenges and opportunities, but we need to change

ourselves in order to change the world. We need to work together harmoniously with mutual understanding

and respect.

I want to thank everyone who is willing to cut me some slack with regard to the article in The New York Post.

I’m sure it won’t be the last test ofmy strength or your discernment. Please keep those stones in hand until

you read my book. I am confident that if and when you do, you will be able to recommend it to experiencers

and non-experiencers alike.

I would also like to thank everyone in the UFO community who has assisted me on my journey to awareness

these past five years.

Peace,

Pamela Stonebrooke

E-Mail Pamela at: galactic_diva@telis.org



NEW “UFO CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINE”.

Because of the many Researchers around the world using video footage to educate and inform other research-

ers and the general population of these events through Video Productions, Print Media, Seminars, Confer-

ences and over the Internet, we now need to eliminate the evident confusion when describing individual UFO
sightings, particularly multiple object sightings.

Most descriptions ofUFO sightings are self explanatory, but some confusion has arisen determining the dif-

ference between “Clusters”, “Group Formations”, “Triangle”, “Boomerang” and “V” formations, and this is

what is proposed to remedy.

Once we determine an accepted “UFO Classification Guideline”, we will then instantly recognise each UFO
sighting report as fitting the appropriate category. This is an essential requirement for accurate record keeping,

report filing and verbal description when relaying the information to others.

The suggested individual classifications that follow, are derived from personal observations and study of all

those listed except the “Triangle Craft”....

1) SINGLE OBJECT:

Visual features described, (see “Object description” below.)

2) GROUP:
Two (2) or more objects, with noticeable space between them, in random formation, and sometimes change

position within the group in relation to the other object/s.

3) GROUP FORMATION:
Multiple objects with noticeable space between them, that maintain their position within the group through-

out the sighting and because of their positioning, appear to form random patterns.

4) TRIANGLE OBJECT:

An individual three sided solid object that may have an illumination at each comer when seen at night.

5) TRIANGLE FORMATION:
Three (3) individual objects spaced out to form a triangle shape and moving in the one direction.

6) BOOMERANG FORMATION:
Multiple objects with noticeable space between them, positioned in such a way as to form a slightly bent line

or typical ‘Boomerang’ shape, and all objects moving as one within the formation in the one direction.

7) BOOMERANG CRAFT:
A single solid object ofboomerang shape that may have multiple illuminations forming the shape.

(Sometimes difficult to establish between single object or formation of individual objects unless outline of

craft is established.)

8) “V” FORMATION:
A tight “V” formation of multiple individual objects, with noticeable space between them, moving ‘as one

unit’ as if ‘locked’ into the formation.

NOTE:
Individual objects within the “Boomerang” and “V” formations are often surrounded by a white hazy illumi-

nation. This is due to the ionisation of the air surrounding the object. This can give the false impression that

the formation is actually a single large object, and should be noted by those responsible for recording such

reports.



9) CLUSTERS:
Multiple single objects, with NO noticeable space between objects and grouped so closely together that they

appear like a “bunch of grapes” or “frogs eggs”, even balloons tied together, and move together as a ‘tight

unit.’ The objects within these ‘clusters’ constantly ‘roll and tumble’ around one another.

Further information:

This is a unique feature of these rare ‘cluster’ UFO’s and appear to be new to the scene. This is the main

reason why we now have to establish universal “UFO Classification Guidelines,” so as to make room for new
features we see in UFO multiple object sightings.

The ‘CLUSTER’ classification as described above should be kept for that specific type ofUFO description,

because it appears that a specific type ofUFO forms this cluster group.

Any multiple UFO sighting where the objects are so close together that they appear to be touching one

another, could be classified as a ‘cluster.’ And if the description does not fit the ‘cluster’ description above,

than ‘close group’ classification should be used so as not to confuse non-cluster sightings with ‘true’ cluster

sightings.

The special features that the ‘CLUSTER’ as described above have shown, make this a ‘stand alone’ classifica-

tion for that type of event.

The type of objects within these ‘clusters’ are a unique type of object. They are not discs, plasma balls or

structured craft as some may imagine. They are an ‘Earth light’ type energy sphere, orange, blue, white and

sometimes with unusual black objects included. So this makes these ‘clusters’ unique, and an important study

within themselves.

These CLUSTERS have been Vidioed my Tom King and Chris Miller in the U.S.A., Barry Taylor in Australia

and an anonymous person in Korea. The Mexican footage has been mistakenly (for description purposes only)

been called clusters, but are in fact “GROUP FORMATIONS” (see classification above)

There is footage from Mexico showing a line of objects side-by-side which could be classified as a “LINE

CLUSTER” (I would prefer “LINE GROUP” -B.T.). But if this line of objects was slightly bent and main-

tained that form, it would be called a “BOOMERANG FORMATION”.

There will always be some sightings that will not quite seem to fit any identical description, so we will have

to improvise. But by using a “Guideline” such as we are trying to establish here, all basic multiple object

sightings will fit a determined criteria.

OBJECT DESCRIPTION:
Most object descriptions have been established and are self explanatory.

SPHERE:
Around ball shaped solid object, either metallic or glowing.

OBOL:
Around ball shaped illumination, either orange, white or any colour, that does not appear to be a solid object

but a “Plasma”.

PLASMA:
A self contained illumination not appearing solid. The illumination appears to have depth and can sometimes

change shape and ‘switch off’ to disappear. The light does not reflect or beam onto nearby surfaces like trees

and ground. Object outline is defined and fuzzy.



[RADIANT PLASMA:
Bright illumination from solid object featuring ‘spikes’ similar to stars. When these objects are video taped,

the colour is ‘washed out’ and shown as a ‘flash’ of colour underneath the silvery object, (‘flash’ colour

depends on radiant plasma colour)

Your input is welcome in clarification of this terminology.

Barry Taylor.

UFO Researcher

Australia.

Latest Photo Enhancements.

Web Exclusive.

Professional Photographer, Doug Page ofVictoria (Australia ), has photographed two UFO’s over Melbourne.

Doug has kindly permitted some “computer enhanced” photos of these UFO’s to be posted on this site exclu-

sively.

Doug Page has copyright © 1997 on these images, and reproduction is prohibited by Law.

Ifyou would like to order a set or original photos direct from Doug Page Photography - E-mail him direct.

Computer Photo enhancements by Australian UFO Researcher, Barry Taylor. - e-mail me.

This first image ( la. gif ) was taken on 400 ASA colour film using a 300mm
f4 telephoto lens. A 2 minute exposure with a sturdy tripod and “ air shut-

ter controller “. The orange / red object was moving from left to right at a

steady pace. There were several witnesses present in the group at the time,

and video filmed by at least one other person.

The second image ( dp_ld.gif) is a computer enhanced image showing the

separate illuminated sections. There seems to be five ( 5 ) round brighter

sections strategically placed forming a “ wedge “ shape. The object would

be about 4 Kim from observers.

This is the second object ( dp_2.gif) photographed by Doug. This photo

shows a group of lights at medium altitude over the city of Melbourne. Esti-

mated distance from observer approx. 4 Kim.

This object was moving away from the observers towards the SW. Camera

on tripod, 400ASA film, air shutter controller and 300 mm f4 lens at 1/30 th

sec. shutter speed.

This “digital zoom” ( dp_2bb.gif ) shows the separate lights arranged on

what appears to be an “A” shaped object.

The central vertical “bar” with sharply defined edges had me curious for a

while. But you can see the “A” shape of the object clearly.

Possible shape of the object using the location of the Tights’ as a guide. No
further outline of the object could be seen during the enhancing process.

Further work is being done on these images using 3D imaging and Anima-

tion software to try to develop a more real life image.



What prompted me to the Mars Face / Shroud Connection.

The Mars Face photographed from a couple of different angles, each showing an elevated form protruding

above the surrounding surface level and showing the same 3 dimensional form of a face. This alone was

conclusive evidence that more attention and photographic analysis was needed so as to prove, for or against

the face being a real representation of a human being, or a natural formation. Because of the appearance of

the face showing 2 eyes, fully formed head with hair, nose and mouth positioned in the proportions of the

human face, the conclusion heavely sways toward the argument that the Face is real and carved by intelligent

beings.

Just who is represented in the Mars Face, is not yet clear. It may be a mirror image ofthe people who carved it,

or a representation of a ‘Great King’ of a lost Empire, either on Mars or another star system. These questions

should be asked so as to broaden the scope of the argument, but no person to date has the answers.

While viewing a video demonstrating the analysis ofthe “Shroud ofTurin”, I noticed a similarity of its overall

appearance to the Mars Face. I scaled the two images to the same size using the curve of the crown of the

head as a guide, and morphed the two images together. ( Results seen in video file

)

I do not say that the Mars Face is a copy ofthe Shroud or visa-versa. But they could have a remote connection

which I will explain below.

If the covering of Egyptian dead Kings with Mummification materials was performed since the “ First God
King “ days, the impression ( image ) left upon the Shroud materials when the Resurrection was complete,

would be common knowledge. If the original Mummification was performed by the “ God Kings “ on Mars,

the Resurrection of these Kings may have actually occurred ‘each time’ the rituals were performed. They

were the ones that came from the Orion area of the stars. But after moving to Earth, the powers to actually

resurrect the physical dead were lost. But the practice continued, just as the ancestors had done in the hope

that it would be successful. And this event could be represented in a image such as is depicted in the Face of

Mars carving.

This image would for all times represent the resurrection of a great King.

Facts:

Mars Face,

Photographic evidence used as if this structure is real.

Shroud:

Carbon dating shows that the shroud material was made in the Middle ages. One investigator stated that the

image on the Shroud was hand painted.

Other tests show that the image is in “negative reversal” ( long before the understanding ofphotography ) and

that the Shroud fibres have been exposed to molecular alteration to form the image. Special computer imaging

also showed that the image is 3D. Impossible to achieve by hand painting. The same type of cloth was used

in Egypt at that time, used to embalm wealthy people. The ‘herring bone” weave a sign of fine fabric of the

time. So we can believe what is stated in the Bible at Matthew 27:57



There came a rich Man from Arimathe’a named Joseph

Who went to Pilate and asked for the body of Jesus.

Who than gave it to him. ( must have had a great influence. Ed.)

And Joseph took the body of Jesus and wrapped it in a clean linen shroud.

And laid it in his own new tomb.

He rolled a great stone to the door of the tomb, and departed.

( Was this really the Kings Chamber of the Great Pyramid? Ed.)

Matthew 28

After the sabbath,

toward the Dawn of the first day of the week

Mary Mag’dalene and Mary Mother of Jesus

went to see the sepulchre.

And behold there was a great earthquake,

for an angel of the lord descended from heaven

and rolled back the stone and sat upon it.

His appearance was like lightening

and his remnant white as snow.

Than Jesus had risen from the dead.

He was again seen alive.

Jesus said, as he was ascending with the angels into a fiery light,

I will return, in the same way as I have ascended.

The pharaohs saw themselves as a direct line of descendants going back to OSIRIS, the first God King that

founded Egypt. They were “his embodiment”. They were God Kings. And each Pharaoh attempted to re-enact

the life and death of OSIRIS.

When a Pharaoh died, he was mummified in the same way that ISIS had reconstituted OSIRIS. They were

than encased in a beautiful outer shell to look like OSIRIS. The gold sarcophagus ofTutankhamon is the most

beautiful example of this, so far discovered.

According to the ceremonial writings on the papyrus text now kept in the British Museum, the Ascension of

the mummified pharaoh was ceremonialiy done at the exact dawn rising of the star Orion. The Pharaoh must

be reborn as a God.

Said to have been done in the Queens Chamber of the Great Pyramid.

Performed by the Son and Wife of the dead Pharaoh using a adz made of meteoritic iron in the shape of the

“Little Bear” constellation.

( How did they aquire this material? And identify it if found? Could you do this with the knowlage you have

to-day? Did they get it before it entered Earths atmosphere? And how did they melt it and shape it into this

form? Ed.)

Egypt played an important role in early history. Their influence in shaping the Christian Religion would be

important. Their one God beliefs etc.

God was revealed to Moses in the Egypt of the pharaohs.

There is a number ofyears gap in the recording ofthe life of Jesus when a boy till the age of 33 years. He may
well have spent this time in Egypt, learning from the Egyptian Priests. Being initiated in the chambers of the

Great Pyramid and learning about the history ofMan, the decedents of the Gods.



The Orion Connection.

In their books “ Fingerprints of the Gods “ The Orion Mystery and “ Keeper of Genesis “ Robert

Bauval and Graham Hancock show how the star Sirius and the Orion Constellation connect with the Ancient

Pyramid complex at Giza. The alignment of the three Pyramids coincide with the stars of Orion. Reference

is made to this part of the heavens many times in Pyramid text so it must have been an important part

of their early culture.

Translation from Pyramid text

I FLY UP FROM YOU O MAN,
IAM NOT FROM THE EARTH

IAM FROM THE SKY.

I HAVE SOARED TO THE SKYASA HEAVEN
I HAVE KISSED THE SKYAS A FALCON

IAM THE ESSENCE OF A GOD
THE SON OF A GOD

THE MESSENGER OF A GOD
BEHOLD, THE FAITHFULAND LOVING OSIRIS HAS COME

AS THE STARS OF ORION, THE BEAUTIFUL ONE
I HAVE COME THAT I MAY GLORIFY ORION

MY SOUL IS A STAR OF GOLD
AND WITH HIM I WILL TRAVERSE THE SKY FOREVER

So Far:

The story of Jesus seems to have been told very similar to the story of Osiris.

Were they one and the same? Or a way of telling the same story of the original creation by the Sons of God
from the first settlement of civilisation on Earth by Gods from the Stars?

The process of preservation by mummification. Resurrection at dawn with the rising of the sacred stars of

Orion correspond. Many questions arise.

Next Stage.

After spending some time computer analysing the Mars Face images and the Pyramid structures in this

“Cydonian City” group, I than postulated another possibility.

The Pyramids ofEgypt reflect the star system Orion.

Could the Pyramid system on Mars represent a star system also closely related to in the ancient texts.

The Pleiades constellation is another system often related to by various ancient cultures.
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Often referred to as “ Pandoras Box this system appears to hold some mysterious intrigue by various cul-

tures. Secret ceremonies of African tribes use the identification of the stars of the Pleiades as part of their

initiation ceremonial ceremonies. What is the connection?

The Dogon natives ofAfrica say that they have descended from the star system of Sirius. The second star in

the system only discovered since the invention of the telescope. The Dogons knew of this second star since

very early times. And have ancient cave paintings of small creature with large eyes. Similar to the Alien greys

described to-day.

ZULU CONNECTION.
African Zulu ancient myths and traditions identify their beginnings with the planet Mars. They say that there

was a great War on the planet, and the most beautiful woman were placed on a ‘Marakiba” ( marr-a-key-ba ),

the great space ship that bought them to Planet Earth.

( Could the Biblical story ofNoah’s Ark be related to this event. Ed.)

HEBREW CONNECTION.
The Hebrew word “ Merkabar “ ( merc-a-bar ), which means the divine vehicle used by the divine angels or

the highly intelligent beings when visiting earthly humans.

MODERN CONNECTION.
Merkaba ( mer-car-ba ), is now the “in word” with ‘Channellers’. They see Merkaba as the “pure spiritual

forces within all living things”.

Mexican witnesses to recent UFO sightings have called the large “orange plasma ball” type UFO, Merkaba.

So Far:

Could the story of Jesus be directly associated with the “First Inhabitants” of Earth being Osiris and his

descendants. Jesus being a re-birth of a Alien God from the region of the star system which includes Sirius,

Orions belt and the Pleiades constellations?

The ascension is similar, and the life time of ethics preached to the ‘common people’ is the same.

If the original peoples from the star system of Orion and Pleiades, identified by the Star Sirius, are one and the

same in ancestral origin as those that first inhabited and cultivated humanity in the Nile Delta, to eventually

spread to populate the entire Earth, than we would have to rethink our past history.

The connection of our ancestors on the planet Mars would fit in very well with the origins of the first people

of Earth. Human remains in the Ethiopian deserts date back 4.5 million years.

The erosion of the Egyptian Sphinx by water ( rain ) could date 10,500 years or older. Think of the implica-

tions of this.

Conclusion to date.

Star people have travelled from the Orion, Sirius, Pleiade region of the universe, landed, and populated Mars,

Earth and probably the Moon during the last 5 million years. This would make their civilisation at least 6 mil-

lion years old. Taking in the time of development needed to achieve the technology required to be able to do

what they have done.

The overall concept is way beyond what we can imagine as a human race in the 20th century on Earth. But

time reaches way beyond our concept as we imagine it now. As we develop, and explore the immediate uni-

verse, time will expand for us and events will present themselves that shrink the Universe to a size that we
will eventually discover other life forms, and pursue the understanding of the vastness of time in relation to

Universal growth and development, including other life forms and their history in the exploration of Space.

The Universe is teaming with life forms of all types. We are but taking the first steps into the jungle of the

Universe. The expedition will continue, even though many will fall by the wayside. It is our destiny that this

will happen. We can see by our observations that it is possible, it is now up to us to pursue the reality. The

rewards will be immense.

Even if the Earth is destroyed, the select few will follow the foot steps of our ancestors. That is our destiny.

Look forward to it.



Farside Moon Image.

The area just below, and to the right of the crater center was digitally zoomed with the following results.

This image is a wide view of “Machines” lined up two in

a row. There could be eight (8) of these “machines” in this

location. And could that be a “mine entrance” to the far

left of the image?

I did consider “unusual pixel distortion”, but have not

seen this form to date, or else where on these images.

This image is a close-up ot

two “machines” lined up one

behind the other.

The bottom image is an ultra close-up of the top “machine” in the

third image. Notice the angle of the shadow cast from the “machine”

on the left hand side. The shadow areas correspond with the angle of

the sun, and shows that the “machine” has a flat topped cover over

the wheel or track assembly. Or, is it s building?



Latest U.F.O. Images.

El
CLUSTER OF UFO s

Enlargement of ‘cluster’ UFO group. Note the black object.

The main group of objects were orange in colour.

Note the larger blue / white object at the back of the ‘cluster’.

This larger object remained in this position, although it bobbed up and down a

few times, almost jumping clear of the group at one stage. It seemed to be in

charge of the whole ‘cluster’.

•- CLUSTER • UFO'S
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CLUSTER OF UFO’s

Another ‘cluster’ showing three black objects.

There could be a second blue / white object in this group.

The other objects are orange in colour and seem to be the ‘workers’ in the

group. Each object ( except the main white one ) were moving around one

another as they slowly flew north.

BLUE UFO

tl
BLUE UFO.

One of several blue coloured UFO’s seen. The blue was a rich ‘spectrum blue’

and was a beautiful sight against the clear blue sky. A couple of these flew

almost overhead at low altitude

( between 2,000 and 2,500ft.) These were a similar looking object as the orange

ones, but by these images, could have been a different shape. They appeared to

be the same size which was only small compared to an aircraft.

FALSE COLOUR EMHAUCED

ORANGE UFO.

This is a False Colour Enhancement of one of the orange UFO’s as it flew in

front of cloud. This could be the true shape of the object, or slight distortion

due to the slight changing of the image from frame to frame which is seen

when the video is seen one frame at a time. When full analysis is done on the

video, a clearer picture of the actual object will be seen.

•
SHAPE OF ORANGE UFO AS IT PASSES CLOUD.
This image is an orange UFO as it flew in front of cloud. The cylindrical shape

of the object is clearly seen. It was ‘pulsing’ before and after it passed the

cloud and the orange colour of the object was again seen. Others passed in

front of cloud, but this is the only one that remained black and the shape of

the object actually seen. Others remained illuminated orange when passing

cloud.

PQ6TERIZED IMAOE

ABOVE IMAGE ENHANCED.
Posterized image shows more of the shape of the object. It seems to have a

conical ( pointed ) top. It reminds me ofthe rotating cylinders filmed hovering

over water at low altitude around Florida in the U.S.A. There have been a few

UFO’s of this type filmed there, but this is the first time I have heard ( or seen

) this type of object in Australia.



ORANGE U.F.O. PROFILE AGAINST CLOUD.
If this is the true shape of the object, than this type of ‘delta’ shape could have

been the same that was filmed in South Africa last December. The S.A. video

analysis is almost complete, so these objects would make an interesting com-

parison.

These images hold strict Copyright and may not be reproduced without written permission from

Barry Taylor.

U.F.O. Images and Reports.

U.F.O. “Flap” April 1998.

April 18th. to 21st. 1998 there was a UFO “Flap” over Grafton (Northern N.S.W.)

There was “V” formations comprising 5 yellowish coloured ‘Discs’ surrounded by a white haze flying at

heights between a few hundred, to around 5,000ft. heading North and South.

Groups ofbetween 6 to 12 flew at low altitude (150-200ft) crisscrossing the town. The closest group was only

two houses from my location. These particular objects only displayed a bright white light, and appeared to

‘bounce’ during flight. The close objects were seen to be Tens’ shaped Discs.

One low flying ‘Boomerang Formation’ comprised approx. 60 small yellowish Discs only approx. 2ft. (60cm)

dia. As they passed directly overhead and flew away, they ‘bounced’ up and down within the tight formation.

Woodburn (N.S.W.) U.F.O. - 28th. September 1999, 4am.



Latest Reported UFO Sightings.

SKY FULL OF U.F.O’s

June 26th. 2.40 - 3.30pm.

Link to Images at foot of this Page.

I had just walked out onto the rear landing to have a cigarette and a look into the clear blue sky as I normally

do when I get a chance through the day, when I noticed an orange object slowly ‘drifting’ overhead towards

the north. I quickly ran inside, grabbed my video camera, went out onto the back lawn and preceded to video

this strange looking object. It was totally unfamiliar, and was not able to readily identify it.

When this object was lost from sight over the roof of the house, I looked around toward the south, and there

were more coming. I then set my camera up on a tripod, and continued to film these objects for the next 50

minutes.

CLUSTER U.F.O’s

Some of the objects were ‘cluster’ UFO’s. I had never seen such a sight before, and had only seen one other

‘cluster’ of three objects as filmed by Phoenix Arizona Skywatcher, Tom King.

There were five ‘cluster’ groups seen. The smallest had three (3) objects, and the largest contained about 10 -

12 objects. They ‘rolled and tumbled’ around each other as the slowly flew north. The objects in the ‘cluster’

remained close together at all times, and appeared to be touching each other. I was almost convinced they

were balloons tied together, for that is what they looked like.

Most objects were orange, with one larger white object that appeared to be to ‘overseer’ or ‘boss’ of the group.

The amazing thing with the larger ‘clusters’, was that they contained up to four black ones.

The black objects were ‘jet black’ in colour. They were sitting higher within the ‘cluster’ as if being carried,

or nursed. They gave me the impression that these black objects were very important for some reason. Were

they broken and had to be carried by the others? Were the injured and had to be carried? Or were they so

important, that they could be likened the the Queen Bee, when the other Bees swarm around her when they

are on the move.

ALTITUDE.
They were flying at various speeds, sometimes being overtaken by single objects. Some turned and slowly

headed west. Their altitude was mostly underneath a 4,000ft. (approx) scattered cloud base, between 2,000

and 3,000ft mostly.

MANY SINGLE U.F.O’s

There were groups, formations and single objects at various speeds and altitude, all heading north.

COLOURS
All of the objects were self illuminated. There were orange, blue, white and the black ones in the ‘clusters’.

The blue ones had me fascinated, for they were a beautiful spectrum blue colour. The orange ones were like a

deep orange, not an amber orange. The white ones looked almost bluish white.

SHAPE AND SIZE.

The shape of the objects in the ‘clusters’ was spherical. They reminded me of ‘Earth Lights’. They had fuzzy

edges, not a clear sharp outline. They would have been approx. 60 cm ( 2ft. ) in diameter, with the larger white

object about 50% larger.

The single objects that were orange and blue, were different. They were approx. 1.5 metres ( 5ft ) high. One

ofthese passed in front of cloud, and I could see a dark cylindrical object flying vertical. Similar to a 200 litre

( 44 gallon ) drum flying upright. After it passed the cloud and into clear sky again, its orange colour could

be seen again.



OBJECTS PULSING.
Almost all of the single orange and blue objects ‘pulsed’ in a regular fashion.

One larger object flew past a ‘cluster’ group at one stage, that looked different from the others. It was shining

metallic silver and could have been a saucer shape, or Disc. I am not sure until the video is analysed.

I THOUGHT I WAS IN MEXICO.
There was so much UFO activity going on, that I now know what it must have been like in Mexico during

their various UFO ‘Flaps’. It was very exciting and obviously a very rare event. Some objects were slowly

flying through the edge of the cloud. Some very slow, above the cloud. One was at very low altitude, and was

quite fast. During one scene on the video while filming a single object with a nearby ‘cluster’ a single white

object speeds through the field of view. Three objects in a triangle formation, one of which was a ‘cluster’.

And two objects together slowly gaining altitude underneath the cloud edge. All amazing sights.

MORE U.F.O’s FURTHER WEST
Most of the closer objects were overhead or slightly west of my position. I could see more objects further

west, but did not realise just how many objects there were altogether until I studied the video footage. There

were many objects further west. There must have been at least 100 objects on the move during this 50 minute

observation.

SKYWATCHES VIDEO.
The best of this video footage (is NOW on YouTube)




